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Sir: I would like to express a
well deserved compliment to the
ETUDE Magazine. I think the August issue is one of the best ever
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am going to try and start one of
these libraries for my few pupils as
the benefit her students receive
from this library must be too numerous to mention.
Roger Warren Roszell
Peoria, Illinois
A Talent

Show in School

Sir: I have been a public school
music teacher for eighteen years
and would like to suggest one very
ETUDE.
practical and interesting method of
Thank you, I am
varying the daily musical proMartha Jo Todd
gram.
I find that in addition to vocal
Daylight, Tenn .
music, theory, notation, history of
S~r: I neglected writing
you the great composers, as well as
about an article in last month's music appreciation, the children
ETUDE so this letter will have to desire to perform individually and
in groups, such as a talent show. I
cov~r several different subjects.
FIrst, I wish everyone could am referring to grades six, seven,
know and experience the warm and eight, in particular. In other
personality that is shown to all by words, the junior High Group.
This is my method of proceJean Casadesus, whose excellent
article appeared in last month's
dure:
I appoint a capable chairman
ETUDE. It was my privilege to
have Jean Casadesus as a guest in whose business or duty it is to
our home for three days last Febarrange the program several days
ruary, when he gave a concert in ahead of performance. This gives
P~oria. His willingness to converse the performer a chance to practice
WIthout reserve with us and to pla
a~d select his material. Most pupils, strange as it may seem, really
~o: us without hesitation are del
I~Ite~yattributes of this fine young take pride in performing well and
pI~mst. W~ discussed many are prepared, where otherwise they
t~mgs; m~sIc education in par- would perform on the "spur of the
ticular. TIme permitted us a moment," so to speak.
I guide the chairman in the sefuller ?iscussion of these things
than did the space in the article lection of numbers and try to have
so I believe that I now have an in- him vary the program so that it
sigh.t as to ,~hat he tried to bring proves interesting. He may have
?ut III the article, and I believe that solos, group numbers, instrumenIt ~vasjust this; that there is some. tal or vocal. He may even have
thI~g lacking in the musical edu- folk dancing, a quiz of musical
~at~on of the American youth who terms, history of the great com·
lsn t fortunate enough to go to a posers or some theory work. The
Conservatory. I would be willing only stipulation I make is that the
to wager that American youths
program pertains to music. He
the same age that J ean Ca5adesu~ may print the program or an·
was when he started his study of nounce it.
" soIf ege" never even heard of the
I have discovered some talent
word or anything related to it. of which I didn't dream in conThis is just one of the many things ducting this type of program. In
t~at our system of musical educa- addition to discovery of hidden
tIOn lacks, and it might be the rea- talent it gives the backward child
s.on why America has produced a chance. to perform and thereby
httle great music.
boosts hIS ego. It also gives the
Secondly, I wish to comment on group more confidence and develthe article in the August issue of ops ease in performing before an
ETUD,~ a~o~t a "Lend·ing Li- audience.
brary. ThIS IS a superb idea! My
Colorado Springs, Colo,
hat goes off to Rose Grossman. I
Mrs. Margaret Stewart
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(Piano

man. Angela Neulinger,
soprano,
and Norbet Scherlich, piano, are
entirely capable in "Miriam's Song
of Triumph."
In the Hvnvi to the
Sun for piano and orchestra, Mr.
Scherlich does some brilliant piano

playing. All in all, this is a highly
satisfactory
.recording. (Vox, one
LP disc.)
l\filhallc1: Piano Concerto No.4
Sautlatles do Brtlzil

Zadel Skolovsky and the Orchestra National
de la Radiodiffusion,
conducted
by Milhaud give these
two works a spectacular
performance. The piano playing
of the
soloist is remarkable
in the way
the varied demands of the music

(Con,tinu,ed on Page 7)

ontinuing this series of monthly pre·
sentations, we have selected for this
month one of the best known American
composers-Ethelbert
Nevin, born
in
Edgeworth, Pa., November 25, 1862; died,
New Haven, Conn., February 17, 1901. As
a child he showed a precocious talent.
When only five years old, he would go to
the piano and. improvise accompaniments
to songs which he had learned. He received
his first piano lessons at eight. A year spent
abroad with his family gave him the oppor·
•
tunity to slUdy with Franz Boehme in Dresden. Upon his return to
America, he gave concerts in E.ittsburgh, one of these being with
orchestra. In 1881 he went to Boston to study with B. 1. Lang and
Stephen A. Emery. This was followed in 1882 by study ,vith Klindworth in Berlin. He was graduated with highest honors from the
Klindworth School, after which he was invited bv von Biilow to
study with him. In 1886 he made his formal debut as a pianist in
Pittsburgh.
Meanwhile he had begun to compose and in 1891 published the
"Water Scenes," the fourth number of which, Narcissus, -was destined to become his most popular piano piece. His piano suite, "In
Arcady", was written in 1892. In 1895 while living in Italy, Nevin
wrote his best known piano suite, the popular "A Day in Venice."
Returning to Ne,~ York in 1897, he opened a studio in Carnegie
Hall. In 1898, he wrote his famous song, The Rosary. Sung in public
for the first time by Francis Rogers, it became an immediate sensational success. His health had begun to fail due to his extremely
high nervous temperament, and he was constanLlv frustraLed in his
attempts to complete his orchestral works. He "always seemed to
worry over the fact that he had done nothing in the larger forms of
composition. His death when only 39 years old cut short a most
promising career. His works, mostly piano pieces and songs. make
a highly impressive list.
Nevin's Alba (Dawn) from the Suite "A Day in Venice" will be
found on Page 28 of this month's music section.
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of the most impressive of
works are presented
in this recording
which
provides
the listener
with some
moving choral singing, some dramatically
effective solo performances, and a brilliant
piano and
orchestra
interpretation
of a not
too-often
heard
Schubert
work.
The Mass in G major is given an
inspired performance
by the Vienna_ Symphony
Orchestra
and the
Akademie Kammerchor,
with these
soloists:
Laurence
Dutoit,
soprano; Alfred Planiavsky,
tenor; and
Harold Buchsbaum, bass; all under
the direction of Ferdinand
Gross-
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NICOLAS

Ilytch, that they arc stealing your
music all the time."
Debussy was invited again by
Madame von Meek in the summer
of 1881, and spent two months in
Moscow with her family. The invitation was repeated in the following summer, when he stayed with
Madame von Meek at her country
estate at Plestcheevo. He arrived
there on August 27, 1382, and
Madame von IVIcck was enchanted
to welcome him back. "My darling
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~\ladanlc
\ 011 vleck,
'"bell)\ cd I r icnd."
He arriv crl ill the \(111 \lct:k household for the first tunc ill lnterlaken. ~\\ ltzcrland,
on July 8,

Tchaikov

-k

~_.:o;

13BO- vladamc

\ on

Vlcck rcport·<1

to Tclwik()\sky:
"1'\\'0 days ag.u n
young Paris pianist, who had JlItoil
o
)
.
graduaLed
Irom Ih~ I nl"l~ .oll:-.cn.
atory with le prclI/lcr prrx, arrivcd
here. I' usked hilll lo come tu prac·
Lice with the children (luring the
SUlllmcr and to pIa) four hundq,
with mc. 'l"'hi:5young 1IH11l i~It renl
virtuoso; he ha:"i a hrilliuut tl'(:h·
niquc, but 3ii )cL ::-lIu\\$ liltl~' lwr.
sonal feeling fl,.lr lit·
lllUlo<lC
he
pia) s. Hc has not lived cllUugh for
it. He says he'::; t\\cnty )Cllr ... uld,
but he l~lok~ 110 more I hUll ~ix·
tccn:'
(As a maller of fnct D •
buss, \HI:; nol quil" eighL 'ell car ...
old ~t the lilllC.)

Choose the piano
of the world's great artists

i\lIhough

liked

:\laclome

Dehu:ol::l-v as

"""

a

M ·,·k

pialli ..t, ~h'

did lint think "highly or his gelleral

for your home

--------------------

The

greatness

of the Steinway
shows not only in loday's bril·
liant performance but in the years

of joyful use that lie ahead. It is
the choice of leading concert artists, music schools and broad·
casting stations.

The Steinway is the only Verti·
cal that offers you the Diaphragmatic Soundboard which gives
such big piano tone. No other Vertical has patented Accelerated
Action~ a true aid in developing

sensitive touch. So magnificently
is the Steinway Vertical con·
structed that, with proper care,
The Steinway is llsed exclusively by
Badura-Skoda,_Bruchollerie,
Buffalo
Philharmonic, Firkusny, Guida, Indianapolis
Symphony, Ehem Kurtz and many, many
others. Over 1000 music schools and music
departments of leading colleges use the
Steinway eJl.c1usively
.. _. Only the Steinway
is used by nearly all of the nation's leading
orchestras. ladio an.llelcvision stations_

it will serve your family
for
generations.
Though its initial cost is more,
the Steinway Vertica12 with its
many unique advantages, is actually the most economical piano
to own.
Ollr booklel, "I-(ow to Choose Your
Piano," is filII of interest.ing faGt.s. For
a free copy, write 51einway & Sons,
5teinway H.all, 109 W. 57th St., New
York 19. Your local Stcinway
dealer
(listed

in the dassified

telephone

directory)
can deliver to your home a
superb ~teinwayVert.ical
50
for as llule down as ...
Liberal time to pay. Slightly higher in the Wesl

$147

4STEINWAY
THE INSTRUMENT

OF THE IMMORTALS

lllu5ician~hip. :-'hc \\ rule to T' ·hni·
kO\"sky: ··Ju(lging by Illy piuni ...l
:\1. de l1u>" I This is the way Dc·
buss~ spelled hi~ II 3 III as a )'OUI1~
man).
lll~
Pari.5
pi3I1i~t.
I 811\
thorollgl~ ("l)ll\ im'cd that tlwr \'an
be no l'l)l1lpari:-<on
between the
French and Hussian
lllu!:'itian ...:
ours arc ill111H'3surably
higher
amusiciall~ and tedmicianot•
And
rny pianist is WI lalln~at: he hafo a
premier prix ami now is \\orking
for a Pri'l; de Homc. But <Ill h
writc5 is wonhlc:5s lrat--h:'
il[m/ame von Illeck wroLe to
Tchaik\'\:3ky again thal F;ummCr of
1830: ··Yc5Lcnlay
I dcddcd to try
our s)'lllphotl)
(thaL i:s Td18iko .
sky's Fourth So) 11lphOlly
(Iedi{'uted
to her) with my little Frcnchman.
but today I find Ill) ::elf in a h.'rrjbly nCH'OU5 ~l.:.'lLc. l cannot play
this music without fe\ crish excite·
ment, and cannot forget my im.
pression
of it for
twent) ·four
hours. :My parlner
did not inter.
pret

it very

play<,d the

"ell.
mUf'i("

but

tedmieally

lllugnifirclltl) •.

\I is chief accomplishment, and a
very important one, is that he can
pia)'

an)

works,

coruposhion,

a

ea-ily,

even your

livre ouver/. His

s .ond virtue,
a passive one, is
I hal he i~enthu ..iastic about your
music. lie 1. 11 student of \las..~.
n -t, uud of coun lu him \laNnet
i...
a great luminary. But when I

plnj etl 'our suite wlth him, he \\85
enchant
d "illt the fugue, and
foRid: 4Dall
Ic~ fuguc~ mooernes
jc n 0i jnmnis rien \ u dc :oi beau.
\1. \lo,,"'Cltct ne I>uurrllitfaire rieo
fie pareil.'
lie dllC' 1I0t like the
Gcrlllnn .. nnrl !On)'_: 'II ne HInt pas
de twin' If'mJ''cral1lent~iI ~nt si
lourcl ..... .' lie i, real creature 01
POrl<C, U trl1' Imulc\ardicr.1
(ound
oul thut he i...
'ightl'Cn )('ar~ old.
nml il i~r mnrkahlr that he has al·
n'ml) ~radu h·d,\ ilh l)ftmitr prix.
9

I) I,u, y (ulln\\l'(l \Iadame ,'on
\ I ·k \\IH:r'\'r
..he "ent. from
.. \\ it1. rI lid tn France, and from
. ru .....· to huh. It the end of Dc·
tnl .. or. ll>OO. h~· \\ nt ba L to Pam.
\In IOIll' , 11 \Icc:k ,eported t,
T,·hoi''''
-.:
"\1) linle F,~och'
mon \\rut
Q H'n like trio.lntor.
tunol(')T ('8l1not '" nd it 10 )"OIL
m - d ar friend, becau..~ he ba.i
hod no t illl • to copy it. I am ~rry
Ihotlll~
i~
full'urtner

and h·
wc.·U. 1

leming-be

~31fonlkr·
fou, hand!.
read ...at ~ighlreU1arkabl~
hi .. i~a ,·crr preciou~ fae·
lor I'laria

u 1t\. bc.:.'(·au-.e I 01"'3

.
~olllethin~
11('W

.! waotlo

or at Ica~thai'
"

11 ".

pIa!

to him."

\la<l011l • '\111 \I:ck "a.:' ob~,~
wilh
notion that french mu'"::
· T chaik.,·k";
('ian'" \\ ere ..tea Img
l11u..it'" .... he had intended to ~llt
Dt.bu..... n cop· of the 1,janol<I-)~

t"

01 Tchaiko,

"TIt< )I,J

_k .'. opera

r Ican. ..bul CIlanr!!t<l her
.. mil'"
.• It
··l am "er much afraIdn
,
k ..thai'
".['"ole lo TchaiPrio\:""-.
'l~
th
c1llulatJIn-. Ihr \"'.f'. the

of

_ n t.

, .... t 01

"ith

Ddibcs. Godard .. and '"
them will fill Ih"r pork
.

d'lI
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"t. Ihrll. Utire!'

t

Ilihit it tn the Pari .. puhhr ~ peter
0"11 c·n·.ttinn ... I .1....Uf(' \<lli....
rrm:_\OI£I/B£R

Debussy

(this

time

Ma-

dame von Meck spelled Debussy in
one word) arrived here yesterday," she wrote to Tchaikoveky,
"and 1 am delighted to see him.
Now 1 will hear a lot of music. Besides, he brings gaiety to the entire
household. He is a Parisian from
head to toe: a real Parisian gamin.
He is very witty and has a great
talent for the most amusing 'imitations. He imitates Counod, Ambroise Thomas and other Frenchmen; he is always pleased with
everything. He brings cheer to all
of us-a wonderful person!" De·
bussy followed
Madame
yon
Meek's household to Vienna~ and
then returned to Paris. This was
his last stay with the family.

1"·

illmlml1e 'VOIl llfec1c did not
forget Debussy. She referred to
him again in her Jetter to Tchai·
kovsky in July, 1884. "Did you
happe-n to read in 'Le Figaro""
she .wrote '"that the little Frenchman Achille Debussy who stayed
with me for several summers: reo
ceived a Prix de Rome for his.
score 'Enfant Prodique,'
which
was greatly praised? I am not
surprised: he is a very talented
young IlHlIl: and having spent so
much time in my household, he
had an opportunity for greatly
broadening his musical ideas and
improving his taste by acquaint.
ing himself with the music of other
countries."
Tchaikovsky did nol exhibit
much interest in Debussy. He
wrote perfunctorily:
in a postscript: "I am very glad that Bussy
received a Prix de Rome.'~ A{
Madame von Meck's insLigation he
allowed Debussv to make a niano
arrangement in' four hands ~f the
three dances from "Swan· Lake"
and Lhese arrangements have been
puhlished.
Debussy and Tchaikovsky never
met. Madame von Meek's.. supposi.
tion that Debussy was enchanted
with Tchaikovsky's music is not
borne OLitby any trace of Tchai- _
kovskr's influence in Debussy's
early works. But during his stay in
TIus-sia, Debussy became greatly

ETU DE-NOV

gt/ BF:R 1952

interested in the music of MOllSsorgsky, which was anathema to
both Tchaikovsky and Madame
,von Meek. And it was "Boris
Godunov" rather than Tchaikovsky's symphonies that determined
the future style of Debussy's music.

•

"Pianorama
of
Favorite Dances"
includes a Polonaise by Michael
Cleophas Oginski, an eighteenthcentury Polish aristocrat and amateur musician. There is an interesting story behindthis Polonaise.
Ir WIIS first published
in 1793,
with a cover representing a young
man about to shoot himself with a
pistol. The caption explained:
"Og'lnski, driven to despair at
seeing his passion treated with indifference by his beloved, ends his
life to the sounds of his Polonaise
composed for his perfidious beloved. as she dances it with his
rival."
lt is reassuring to know that
Prince Oginski never shot himself,
but enjoyed a full life, achieving
a lucrative
position as Grand
Treasurer of Lithuania: and dying
of natural causes at the age of
sixty-eight. The lurid cover and
the suicide story was the inspira.
tion' of the publisher who hoped
to increase the sales by appealing
to the emotions of the sentimental
eighteenth century.

The solulion 10
your leaching

problems •••

r

Note these
EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES-

r

Questions. and
~ns'/leIS 11\
lbeOI~-

•

D the World's
ENES

AGAY'S

The followin.g are quotations
from examination papers in a priv.
aLe school: guaranteed authentic:
"A work for five instruments is
called a Fiftet." "The saxophone
was invented by Jimmy Dorsey."
'"The brass are coronets; the pereusion are symbols; the wood·
",rinds are picalos." "Schubert was
born in Poland and died in Paris
of T.E. His best work is the Unfinished
Symphony,
sometimes
known as Finlandia." "Chopin's
Polish birth appeared in him in
Paris." "This music is of the Italian modern
nineteenth-century
school which is very emotional."
"Schumann"s teacher was trying
to break up the romance between
his daughter and his pupil. Knowing this fact helped me to enjoy
the composition."
The imporLant social function
of arrangers, in the twilight zone
of sem i-classical music, is illustrated by the following story. A
bird-lover bought a canary jn a
pet shop. As he was about to pay,
the owner said: "1 alll sorry, but
you must take thjs one, too. And
he pointed at a bedraggled old
hird, perching in the corner of the
store. "He is the arranger."

Exercises ill
MelOdy
Writing_
By BERNARD WHITEFIELD

Note these ALL·INCLUSIVE features• BOOK ONE (20 Complete Lessons)

Exercises
for Self
Expression_

Pitch and the Staff, Names of the Piano Keys,
Findi~g the Keys, The Treble Clef, The Bass
Clef, Notes on the Staff, Keyboard-Staff Chart,
low Notes on the Treble Staff, low Notes on
the Bass Staff, Notes on the Brace, Octa .....
es,
2/4 Meter, 4/4 Meter, The Dolled Half·Note,
The One·Beat Rest, The Two-Beat Rest, The
Four·Beat Rest, Eighth·Notes, You Begin to
Compose, You Compose a Melody.

• BOOK TWO (21 Complete Lessons)
A Single Eighth·Note, Sharps, Flats, Sharps
and Flats, Accidentals, The Natural, Counting
Eighth·Notes, The Dotted Quarter-Note, The
Tie, Intervals, The Names of Inter .....
als, An In·
terval Trick, The Story of Scales and Keys,
ledger Lines, Counting and Beating 214 Tir1)e,
Beating 3/4 Time, Beating 4/4 Time,.Harmonic
Intervals, We Compose Two Melodies, Composing with 4ths and 5ths, Composing with Mixed
Intervals.

• BOOK THREE (20 Complete Lessons)
Sixteenth·Notes, 3/8 Meter, Composing Three
Melodies with 3rds, Composing Three Melodies
with 4ths and 5ths, Composing Three Melodies
with 3rds and 4ths, Composing Three Melodies
with 3rds, 4ths and 5ths, A New Interval-the
6th, Composing with Mixed Intervals, Composing Downward, Composing Upward, A Story
About Chords, The Four Voices of a Common
Chord, The Three Posilions of a Common Chord,
Chord Positions in Other Keys, lhe Perfect
Cadence, The Minor Mode, Major and Minor
Thirds, Major and Minor Sixths, Major and
Minor Triads, How 10 Make a Melody-Shape
and Harmonize It.

Each Book $'.00
ORDER TODAY

_~.;~___________

t

-----

MUSIC CORPORATION,
Enclosed find $,

RKO Bldg., Radio

0

Clfy 20, New

York, N. Y.

• Pleo$e rush the "Adventure5 in Hormony" books

indicated below.
Book One __

copies

Book Two__

copies

Book Three __

copie5

NAME

_

ADDRESS

_

CITy·

ZONE __

STATE'
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PIANO M'ETHODS~

BOOKSHELF

MICHA:EL AARON

By

�MILLS

Easy to Teach-Easy

•
•

•

to Learn

!!"'-'-

•
•
•
•
•

•

Best Known Piano, Course in America

•

GRADE

ONE

..

Captures pupil's interest. at once, ~e.ep5 it, wl!h excellent Introduction to 3 R's of mU~lc_ReCognlhon,
Readmg, Rhylhm-:-?nd

•

fundamentals

Chords,

•

of

Musical

GRADE

playing.

Also

covers

vlsuo l

,$1.25

TWO

Stimulating
progress ecttem
estobli,shed
exponds,
including
Minor clnd Chromotlc
Harmony, Chord Construction.

•

in Grode One no.....
Scoles, Theory ond
. .$1.25

GRADE THREE
Music:ianship
begins with Chremcflc
Studies. Cadence Chords, Augmented
and Diminished Triads..
. .$1.25

•
•

•
•
•

tr cnspcslncn,

Dictionary.

GRADE FOUR
•
Emph.asis on technic,
composition
and formal values which student con.
grasp. These ore fine for recitals. $1.25

COURSE

•
•

Published!

•

GRADE FIVE
Newest
addition
to Series.
Material .. encourages
musical initiative.
playing
more ambItiouS
works.
Through Melody" proves itself ogain..

ADULT

PIANO

COURSE

ADULT

~rudent:S
Technic
. .. $1.25

PIANO

Book Two Just
Book
One
Fundamentals

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

of music
and
piano
study for mature
viewpoint.
Progress
is integrated
with adult thinking
and
application,.,
........•......•
$1.25

Comprises
special'material
late and sustain
interest
ginners
and
teenagers,
adults
••...
"..

GUY MAIER
autho!ity .• distinguished interpreter

"Schola~ ••

to stimuof older beas well as
. .. $1.25

•

•

•

of the masters"

TOUR CHOPIN BOOK
23 selections creomed off the tap of Chopin's
turnes,

Waltles,

YOUR

Polonaises,

BACH

Etudes,

•

Preludes,. t'!ocand ECOSSOISS~:OO •

Sonatos

BOOK

compositions chosen from SuiteS, Partitas, Two· and Three· •
Voiced Inventions, "Goldberg"
Variations,
and The Well-Tern·
pered Clavichord for intermediate
and early advanced students .•
24

$1.50

YOUR MOZART

•

VOUR

MOZART

BOOK

The original

text on Mozart·approved

first editions
vorites
with

a

•
•

composer's

subtleties

THINKING
•

of shorter,
lighter
key to expressing
•.

fathe
. $1.50

'

Practicel

Guy Maier
establishes
the impecca.
ble standards
students
will aim for.
These
are
compositions
in YOUR.
MOZART
BOOK. Two 10" Long Playing Records
... $3.95 each.

(Written

with

Memo

Books for Popular

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO POPULAR PIANO PLAYING

•

Covers early rudiments of music, to swing and Boogie Woogie.
Concentrates
on simple chord formations which are vital port
of popular playing and improvisation...
$1.25

• .CHORD CONSTRUCTION
AND HINTS
POPULAR PIANO PLAYING

•

MODERN STYLES AND HARMONIC
FOR POPULAR PIANO PLAYING

•

The sequel to Chord Construction
oftd Hints will advance
fessional style-and
development
of his own individuality.

•
•
•
evelopment
of full
populor piece .. $1.25 •

CONSTRUCTION

FOR POPULAR PIANO

the student

dexterity. These studies give the
playing......
...
. .... $1.25 •

•
•

First'opproach
to note reading emphashing
keyboard study of two
octaves above and below Middle C. Drills and Drawings. $1.25

•

LOOK AND LEARN
WORK BOOK I

•

(Written

•

reading.

Direct

with EuCJenia Robinson)

and

effective

steps

to

note·

$.75

LOOK AND LEARN
WORK BOOK II
(Written with Eugenia
Note-counti~g,
as
developed
In clear
grams

•

Robinson)

•

well as reading,
charts
and
dia-

$.75 •

. ... .. . . • • • • • •
...

. ....

• MILLS MUSIC~ INC.

..

The title of this book describes
it exactly, inasmuch
as the only
text in the book is composed of
the descriptive legends under the
1555 illustrations. Although an extremely
valuable
work, it can
hardly
be called
history,
but
rather a supplel1l.entary volume to
a history which begins wilh the
reproduction of a bas relief young
lady of Sumeria beating upon a
bass drum about forly.fi ve centuries ago, more or less; and ter·
minates with a copy
f part of the
score of Stradn ky's "La
acre
du Printemps"
which was don
about 1913.
In general. the book follo\ s
the plan of the old Mu ikmapp
published in Germany aboul forty
years ago and now pr 1 ably un·
obtainable. A large numl cr of the
pictures in the l\1usikmappe ar of
course in this work. The pi ·ture
are of music instruments,
work
of art representing
music, lor·
traits of composers~ repro luctions
of rarc musicscripts
elc., opera
stage settings and vari u curio
relating to music. Such a b k
is naturally a mn t for libraries,
music schools, and colleges, and
should be read slowly and care·
fully until the student form a capacity of identifying
scores and
portraits. It is a basis for musico·
logical documentation
that is vilaJ
in the development of the modern
student. It is also a valuable reference book for scholars.
Dover Publica lions
10.00

PLAYING

HAZEL
COBB
LOOK AND LEARN

•
•

A H.i~t.oItY
of Music .in Pictu1'cs
Edited by Georg KUlSky

to more pro. .. $1.25 •

1619 Broadway

New York 19, N,

Y.

•

Ea!'>_)lu",ic-:\laking
by Joseph Lcemillt;

Your reviewer recently saw the
manuscript of a song called T17Iwt' s
the Use of Lit·in;; Without a Little
Loving.
One might
also ask:
'·What's the good of music unless
you enjoy it.~' Joseph Leeming has
100.lg heen a ma:::.ter of making
thmgs clear and simple.
TOW
turning his attention to music h~
?as, in .this 183.page book, given
mstrucllon upon how to begin to
play the piano, the ukulele the
guitar,
Hawaiian
guitar: the
tenor banjO, the violin, the viola,

th:

(Continued from Page 3)

ANDERSO~

•

Modern compositions need great technical
skill ond
fingering e~ercises ond patterns necessary for groceful

6

$1.50 •

•

•

•

teach

FOR

For people wno can read and ploy printed sheet music. Teaches
bass, harmony and embellishments which enrich "incompletely written"

TECHNIC

•
to

Piano Playing

•

PRACTICAL

Beyers)

"The best
beginner's
book
fluent
reading."
...•.....••..

KAHN

MARVIN

•

•

IT'S EASY TO READ

FINGERS

(Written
with Herbert
Bradshaw)
Finger exercises for intermediate
and
.advanced
pianists
.. _
$1.00

•

RECORDS

DALE

New Records

cello and double bass, the saxo
phone, the trumpet and cornet,a~
well as other instruments such as
the oboe, the bassoon, the Engli~Jl
horn, the flute, the piccolo, the
trombone, the recorder, the fife
and bugle, the drums aud traps,
the piano accordion, the comh
kazoo, the tin can tom-toms, the
box drulll'=, the mu~ical gla~~.
the mu~i'al \\a~hbo3rd, the musi·
cal saw, u rubber·band banjo.The
writer I)f thi-=; rcvic\\ feels that
sophi,li ·ated Etude patron, mar
wond r "hal an author can doin
Ih 'puce of fi, e page< for each
of thcOoc inOotrumcnb that ","auld
be instructhe.
Th book ha Ihi, merit. It lell,
with tlte greute-t I'0,-ible economy
of \\'ord
Ihe main c·,clllials of
mu!)i '01 notation.
Thc principal
valu 01 the h.lUl i, that it gi\"~
th in 'nli,
to Ill. k a (Iart and
having
~tarled,
continue one's
tudi ~ \\ ith on '\ aexomplish.
In nt, and it b 'om(" rcal fun to
pluy. It i, ah-urd to think Ihat
any n bul a gcniu, . uld doan)·
thing mor' than to} ",ith an in·
strum III aft'r r ading a {c\o\'hUD'
Ired "or 1<. The bO<lkdocs,ho,·
C\' 'r, no-i,c a \ fy c1c\erl· presented
id u 1 tit natur of Ihe in,tru·
m 11~, th ir po~::ibiliti
and the
prop(.'n~ilie:-. of thc player for 5uch
an
in~lrUIll nt. lour re,-iewfl
hopc~ that a great lOaDy copiesof
thj b ok will be ,old if the)
m rrly ~t3rt the r adcr~ tOl\ard
musi . ,tud .. \ liule lnowledge01
music i.:; a kind of aggraution
whi It ::tir:: man)- to practice until
adequate performing ability is ac,
quir d.
l.J.j

Gardell City Book

Th(' In.,:,lruJt1cub o{ )lu:.ie
by Robert Donin~tQIl

A ...eeond re,i~cd edition of one
of til fill _t ,horter booh u!""
this subject b an acknowledge<!
Englisll
uulhorit). Tbe work"
accurute!
edited and bas excel·
lent docwuentation
~ weU as 8
valuable
glo»ar}
01 lecbn~
terms. There are thirt)'£e\cn '"
cho- n illu.trations
and tweotyeight t xt pictures.
Pitman Pllbli .•hing Co.
ETL"DE-.\OI

EllBER 19;·

are met. Extreme force and percussive tone are expertly balanced
with a finely controlled, singing
piano of the salon type. (Columbia, one Iz-inch disc.I
Handel: Judas Maccab aeus
Handel's
dramatic oratorio is
given a most effective performance. There arc thrilling moments
for soloists an4 chorus alike, and
it is to be regretted that at times
the music is marred by what seem
to be mechanical defects in the
recording. HO'ivcver, the album remains a valuable contribution to
record libraries.
The performance
enlists the services of William
DIvis and Marvin Sorensen, ten·
ors;
Phyllis
Moffet,
soprano;
Beryl Jensen, alto; Marvin I-layes,
bass; Alexander Schreiner, organ;
Bruce Prince·Joseph, harpsichord;
the University of Utah Chorus;
and the Utah Symphony Orchestra,
aH conducted by Maurice AbTavane!. (Handel Society, three 12·
inch discs.)
Verdi: Ii Tro.vatore
Another valuable addition to
the fast-growing list of complete
opera recordings is this splendid
performance
of Verdi's perennial
favorite,
"II Trovatore." With a
cast that measures up to all the
demands put upon it and with all

the cooperating forces seemingly
inspired to do their utmost, the
result is artistry to a very marked degree. The cast includes
Bianca Scacciati (Leonora), Ciuseppina Zinetti (Azucena), Francesco Merli (Manrico),
Enrico
Molinari (Conte de Luna), Corrado Zamhelli (Ferrando),
Ida
Mannarini
(Ines)
and Emilio
Venturini
(Ruiz). Cal'. Lorenzo
Molajoli is the conductor with the
chorus of La Scala, Milan and the
Milan Symphony Orchestra. (Co·
lumbia, two LP discs.)
Rachmaninoff: The Miserly Knight
Act II (In the cellar)
Arensky: Variations on a Theme
by Tchaikovsky, 01'. 35a
Cesare
Siepi,
distinguished
young baritone of the Metropolitan Opera, sings this long monologue which occurs in the second
act of the opera, in a highly effective
manner.
Rachmaninoff
wrote with telling purpose here,
and Siepi's interpretation of the
old miser gloating over his gold,
leaves nothing to be desired. On
the reverse side or the record is
H lilting performance
of the Arensky "Variations." The instrument·
al group involved in both of these
recordings is The Little Orchestra
Society, Thomas Scherman, conductor. (Columbia, oneoLP disc.)
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ETUDE, on its cover this month is honoring one of the most
significant figures in the present day music field in America,
Mrs. Edward A. (Marian Nevins) MacDowell whose faith and
courage made possible the establishment of the MacDowell Colony
at Peterborough, New Hampshire, will be 95 years old on No·
vember 22, and ETUDE takes this occasion to salute this noble
woman and her tremendous accomplishments. Mrs. :MacDowell
spent the past summer at Peterborough where on August 15 (designated Marian MacDowell Day-), friends gatl-J£red from far and
near to pay tribute to her.
The story of the Peterborough Colony is weU known to ETUDE
readers (see issues of August 1951 and July 1945) hence there is
no need f(n repetition. It is appropriate to add, however that the
imposing list of artists in aU fields who have been pri\:Ueged to
benefit by study at the colony has more than justified the founding
of the proj eel.
Friends of Mrs: MacDowell in all parts of the United States arc
planning to hold birthday parties in the form of benefits from
which it is hoped to raise sufficient funds to make it possible to
assure Mrs. MacDowell on her birthday that the future of the
Colony is safe and that the work to which she has dedicated herself is to be crowned with success.
With hosts of friends everywhere ETUDE joins in a sincere

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MRS. MACDOWELL
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recorder

lets them learn

-

by hearing

-

When students hear themselves
recite or perform, it is easy to start
them on a self-improvement program.
MagneCordette catches every ",:ordever-y musical note-exactly
as It
originally sounded. Then it can be played back time and again for study
and reference.
MagneCordette is made by the makers
of Magnecorder, the world's most
widely used professional tape recorder. It is a complete unit, and
can be carried easily from room
to room. Professional in
quality, }let simple
in operation.

OF

The Pillsburgh Interna.tioltol
Contemporary
A-Iusic Festr.val t~
be held November 24 to 30, has
.'
lor . new works
uiven commISSIOns
in the choral field to nineteen CO~posers, including fisc native Am~l'
cans. The Americans are: Ross
~
Finney, Peter Mennin, Vincent Persl-

chetti, Burrill Phillips, and. Gardner
Read. Composers representmg
other
countries are: Villa-Lobos, Poulenc,
Alan RawsthomeRaymond
ChevreuilIe,
HiJding
Rosenberg,
Carl
Orff Healey '\';'iJ1an. Arnold Walter,
San;a Cruz. LopatnikofJ,
aevc~ud.
Malipiero,
Dallapiccola,
and. Gm~.
etera. Roy Harr-is is Exe~ut1~e Director of the Iest iva l which I cosponsored by Carnegie In titute and
Pennsylvania
College for Women.
The

NaliOlwl

FPlleralLf,Ul

01

ll'1usic Clubs

has added
ano~her
project to its long list of pr.a.ll a1
aids to musicianR. It is omplhn~
n
li.:-.t of all the American-born
con·
ductors available.
the idea bing
I
a!'.sist them in <:ecuring recognition.
The compo,.er,
Grant
Fletcher,
is
compilintr the li'-t and all conduclor~
over 25 a~ereque<:ted to writ him at
115 South \\:.raba~h A,enue,
Chicago,
giving the nece""'ar~ information
no;
to their training
and expericn
e.
yml)!tOIIY
which
clo!"ed
August
20, was one of the most
successful
in its history. Attendance
passed
the 150~OOO mark,
and a
number of important
premieres
took
place. One of these , ..'as a new work
for trombone and orchestra
in which
the soloi~t Davis Sherman
used hi
new style angular
trombone
which
slides 5idewa~ s in:.-tead of up and
down.

The
Clwl.llau.qlw
Orcl"eslrll
sea "on

MagneCordetle
is supplied in a handsome blond
or dark rich maghogany finish cabinet,
priced at only $385. Adapter
mechanism for 10" reels available
at slight additional cost.

""~
~

,-.~
"

n8cQOf

O~pt. ET·ll (
Wut Ohio' Str.~t,
090 10,; illinois

8

t'

,.,~

see-j'~~
INC.

a1:/"Utbtltin-

listed in your Classified Telephone
directory under '·Recorders," for
descriptive literature and a
demonstration, or write us.

William Jloening, 3rcl, of Phila·
delphia, has been taken to Europe
by his father William
J\Ioening, Jr.
to serve his apprenticeship
with
leading violin makers of Italy, HoI·
land. SwitzerIand~
France
and Ger·
many. He is the twelfth conseculi\'e
member
of this famous
family of
violin makers to follow in this exacting craft.
The Brevard ..llu,sic Festival at
Brevard, N. C. which climaxed
the
season of the Tran~yh'ania
Music
Camp, was one of the most succe~::.
ful ever held. Included
on the 13
Festival
programs
were
:Margarcl
Harshaw,
~letropolitan
soprano;
Anna Russell, concert
comedienne;
Isaac Stern, noted American
violin.
ist; Olin Downe~~ music editor j and
Gina Bachauer,
Greek pianist;
and

the lOO-piece Brevard Festival Or.
chestra,
conducted by Jame, Chris.
tian Pfohl.

Benjamin

Britlelt·~ new all-mala

opera, "Billy Budd;' "rill hare it,
American
premiere on December 5.
when it will be presented hv the
students
or the :\Iu.!'ic Scho~l 01
Indiana
enj\ 'r:o-ity in Bloomington.
I ndianu. The conductor will be
Eru-t
Hoffman,
and the stage director wi]! he Han .. Bu-ch.

A rete r GilJ~oll. nationally known
orguni-t, formerly organi ..t and choirmuster

or

the

Brick

Presbyterian

hurch,
\c\\' York
it)" died at
Lake 'Iahupae, \. Y. July J.I. at
the ngc of 76. lie ha ... private organrunny of the leading

i~t

tl,

in

the

figure.
including
John D. Hockdt:t1,·c. xr.. \ndrrw
arneglc,
hart
\1.
h""ab an.1
I knTY Clil' rrick

financial

\\lIrid.

A veteran band director has words of criticism and advice concerning

LOll is k 0"1 (I'lln. \lIwrkan\iolini"l. f;,a\c in fPlcmhtr
the fiN p".r·
forman e in lnp;land 01 .\ntOnJtI

Vivaldi'
pu 1\ (La Celra). In
pre ntint:
th("..e 12 con{'('rtl)'o. fo.r
violin, !"lrinJ( ordlC'·trd and Harp·.·
th rd. \1 r. Kaufman had lh, cnll.1Jo.
rali n or G 'orgr 'lalcolm. harp'I'
I'hordL t, and .h,. .old ..brough Or·
chc .. tril. nr \\hkh
fmanud Hur,,·iIZ

From an interview with Edwin Franko Goldman as told to Rose Heylbut

iq t hf' leackr

Giu eplJ(' (;r('lItore. MItt! hand·
010 t 'r, \\ ho..
fame. al the height
of hi.
art' r, ri~al d. Iha~ 0.' J.ob~
Philip
.. ou d. dl d tn :'\e"t'...\or
Cily
ugu" 15. at the a~' 01 82.
For ~ numbrr of )Ca.r~ he toured the
Unjted ~t8te<:,
an.da and England
with
::-en ..atioual
~U(( ~~. for fi\·e
)'ea.r::. h abo direcled h.i::: own opera
compau

THE

PAST DECADE has seen an enor·

Ir. Harbacu
bas --troed 85 a dl•rec·
lor ..incc 1920, a \ice.pre::.idenl

mous upswing
of national interest
in
band work. High school and college bands
have grown in quantity 1md (generally)
in
quality;
the constant
demand .for .....new
works has made available
an increasing
amount of good music. All this is encouraging-but
we still have a long way to go before the band assumes its rightful place as a
dignified purveyor of good music.
The first thing is to tackle the general
attitude toward the function of the band.
Unfortunately,
there are still some in edu·
cational circles who seem to regard
the
band as a circus act. School orchestras and
soloists come before their audiences
with

1936 and a, pre,idenl ,ince 1950.

digni.y-bu.

. bl
Otto lIarbo It noted playwng
and libretLiH, wa~ recenU)' re-elec~
to his third l rm a' pre~ident of e
Ameri Ull
'et'
of COlUpo~n'·

athor.

and PuhJj.h", (ASCAI'I.

:,oce

Gralld Opera pr ad uce d e~pc~ial·
eJ
I)' (or lele ...i~oD will be rre~nl
.hi laJl bv Ih )Ietropolitan OW'
. ··d audience
Company to :] DSU0I1"'1 e
I
on ~·ODlnibu";- the 9O-olillute te ~
vi:iion program pr()du~ed by 1I1Fef\
f d nun'
Radio '\\'ork~lop
of thele?~
\et.
dation on th cn T e'I~10n work Two and perhaps t 1llee opt'"~

be

wiJI
pr -ented by the )[,trap<lli1lOn
will ea'
on this program,
and they
(Continued on Pal',62)
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what happens

a' band per-

formances?
The event is not uncommonly
heralded by anywhere
fI;om four to forty
"majorettes",
in odd dress, tumbling, dancing, "twirling"
(as like as not chewing
gum), and generally
creating
an atmosphere which defeats any musical purpose
the hand may have.
If we are to have worthy bands, and not
just gaudy acts, w~ must differentiate
between the uses to which band music can be
put. At parades,
at dances, in the games
stadium-wherever
the sheer sports spirit

ETUDE-NOVEMBER
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derives a lift from music,
But let us also remember
music, i~ not a sport but an
furnishes
art-music,
let us

let's have fun.
that music, as
art. If a band
accord it art-

dignity.
Not long ago, I attended a Band Festival
in Oklahoma, in which seventy-seven bands
from different states participated
in a contest. Here are some of the points I observed
. . . not in practice, mind you, but in public
contest. In the marching event, many of the
bands came galloping on to the field, playing their marches so fast that the music was
entirely blurred.
Some, while playing, introduced
prankish
dance steps into their
marching. Many played their music in uni·
son, all melody and no harmony
at all;
others played such simple music, so muti·
lated with cuts and so badly arranged that
it was scarcely music. And sorriest of all,
the audience
saw nothing
amiss with all
this-it
was a band contest so what counted
was the spectacle and not the music.
I think it's time we changed that. We can
do so only by changing our attitude toward

bands. Young people can hardly be expected

to evolve standards

of their own;

becomes the responsibili.y
masters,

of the heads

of music

it

of .he banddepartments

and schools, to inculcate
the idea that,
whatever else bands may do, they are primarily a source of mnsic. There are anum·
ber of ways of accomplishing
this without
verging on stuffiness.
From the moment
the youngsters
are
given their first band training,
they should
also be given musical
benefits. Let them
understand
that the band's participation
in
sports fun does not represent
its full scope .
Let them take pride in good playing, good
craftsmanship.
In marching
contests,
let
them march-not
gallop or engage in afrobatics. Let them play marches in marching
tempo. And give them marches of musical
value within the scope of their playing
ability. This means a minimum
of simplified arrangements
and none of the cut versions which use one or two easy strains
over and over. If the band isn't ready for
the more advanced
marches,
the solution
lies not in mutilating
the music but in

•

building np the band.
This is the work of the bandmaster;
for
better or worse, his band is a reflection of
himself.
Band contests
are really a test

of .he standards
leaders,

especially

and abili.ies

of band,

since the past years have

(Continued

on Page 58)
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Let the Child
Teach You
From an interview with Henry Levine

as told

to

Annabel Comfort

..4 well-known pianist and imtructor gathers valuable
teaching points/rom

his own children's first playing ellorts•

•
TLY I heard a lecture given by a
•nent music educator before the
eacher's Congress of New York. on
interest pre-school or very young
around the ages of four. five. or
, in playing the piano. He chided
audience of piano teachers. who
a stilted, pedantic way of teachiog
i1y crush the child's interest in
the very start. He said, "Unless a
how to handle very young
, he or she will be sure to make
y a ~Ie
chore."
educator had a couple of young
•
and had tried out various
and hold their interest. Nurs_
his u-ry, and other
tit which they wl!refamiliar. This
them away !tom some of the
that are 80IIletimes associated
y01lllgBters.He decided not
tile stall at first.
S this ~
I did consider-

_I>W"

~i~t
~

the'1'1'lHlChool child.
y ~
t decided that I
g
tIIeIn. Children
~~Jl.Ound.
I noticed

'l~~ril~:t:.9Des.
~

In des.
said, "Can't
~~'I
g that I
'lbe piano all
dio teach.
listen to
~olICh Was
thatl

My little ones had heard them inee their
cradle days: but just how was I to go ahout
it? My llxperienee as a piano teacher had
covered many years, but in all of this time
I had never taught a pre-school child. My
wife had previously tried to teach them the
staff, the old formal way; but she threw up
her hands and called it "quits." The chilo
dren simply walked away. Until someone
made a game out of it, they just were not
going to learn anythiog about music.
I knew that my children recognized the
nursery rhym es, and now my problem was
to get them to play them on the piano. First,
I explained to them the layout of the hlack
keys on the key board, and the relationship of the black keys to the white keys, I
showed them a group of two black keys,
and a group of three f>lackkeys, and then
we made a game out of finding all of the
other two, and three black key groups.
I let the child ask me to point out a two
group, or a three group and I would purposely point to a three group, when he had
asked me to point out a two group. My
children would laugh, because they love to
play the role of teacher. It strengthens their
feeling of superiority and achievement to
be able to poiot out an error of an adult.
As there is always a white key before the
two black keys, I would ask them to find
other similar white keys before a two black
key group. Some
they would niilke a
mistake llIId play a -white key: in froDt of
the three black .iustead
of the
of

times

then I would let them test me again. I would
alternate by teaching them, and then they
would teach me. This lIlimuiated their In·
teresL Occasionallf," I would make a mistake, and they would howl with slee at th ir
ability to diacover my mistake.
Mler locating the white Ire before the
two black keys, I then pointed out the
white key between the two black key and
then Ihad them find similar keys elaewhere
on the keyboard. Then I went to the three
black keys, I showed them the white ke
before tlie three black keys, and followed
the same procedure with the two white ke
on either side of the middle black key in
the three black key group. Even an adult
associates the white keys with the black
keys, and if you hide all of the black keys,
the white ones will all look alike to him.
I didn't use any letter nam
for the
present, but I started to play TIlr"" Blind
Mice. I didn't talk about hand po ition,
and I didn't bother with fingering. I found
that I must not fuas or nag at the children
about th_ things.
soon ..... I made a
chore of it, they thought that learning music was a bore. All they 'Wanted as to pia
a tune even if they did it with one finpr
The essential thing to keep in mind ia to let
them play what they ant to play (8t Ieut
in the beginning).
I played the lint three notes of Tfaree
Blind Mice.
preaeJlt, I depended entirel
on their _
loca&ion at the keyboud,
and on tlJeir ... 1 IIIarted On the white
~
• .,
P, e51)

Through his efforts the symphony orchestra was

· <Yoodorchestra
Because he sprea d t h e 1ove f or e
Th dore Thomas was truly an
music to the far corners of our country,
eo

established
concerts, "pops"

WAS a March
ITpeople
of Peoria,

I
I

by Doran K. Antrim

(fr.1n

Grand Music Festival, conducted by Theodore Thomas, at opening of new Music HaU, Cincinnati, ~ray
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summer

concerts and children's concerts.

evening in 1873. The
Ill., milled around the
60 musicians tuning up on the stage as
they would around the freaks of a circus
sideshow. They had never seen a "symphony orchestra" before. "Where's the Interlocutor?"
asked one. Another, peering
at the string bass, said, "That there fiddle's
as big as Aunt Hetty." Everyone gazed in
awe at the instrument right out of heaven,
the "harp of gold."
The house quieted as a powerfully built
man stepped briskly from the wings and
raised his baton. A faint drum-roll began,
gradually swelled louder. Now the leader
motioned the audience to rise, and the
orchestra swung into the opening strains
of The Star-Spangled Banner. The Civil
War still fresh in mind, the crowd sang as
never before-then
cheered.
The orchestra swept into its program,
playing pieces by such difficult names as
Beethoven and Tchaikovsky. Then the hit
of the evening, Traumerei, by Schumann.
At its close, the violins grew softer, softer,
softer until the crowd strained for the merest sound-then
caught its breath, for the
conductor laid down his baton.
That evening the Theodore Thomas orchestra won another outpost for. good
music. Next day the people of Peoria
whistled Traumerei on the streets. Music
for them had become something more than
hrass hands playing Th.e Battle of Bunker
Hill, dance fiddlers beating out the Arkansas Traveler. Eventually the Peoria Symphony Orchestra was born.
For 48 years, in 10,000 concerts, Theodore Thomas pioneered great music in the
far corners of America. He "gave" this
....country the symphony orchestra, started
summer concerts, "pop" concerts, children's concerts.
Fighting
indifference,
prejudice, hostility-and
seldom free from
grinding debt-he
caused a "musically barren land to flower. At his death in 1905
The Musical Courier said of him, "He has
done more for the development and popularization of classical and modern music
of the highest order in the United States
than all other musical conductors combined."
It all began one hot. day in 1845, when
a ten-year-old German boy, a violin tucked
under his arm, landed in New York with
his family. To help the family finances,
ETUDE-NOVEMBER

he originated

he played in saloons and for all-night
dances at 50 cents a night. Looking for
more lucrative fields, he set out at 14 on a
barnstorming tour of the South billed as
"The Boy Wonder." Arriving in a town on
horseback, he would hire a hall, post the
bills, sell tickets at the door, and then rush
backstage to change clothes and appear on
the platform. Some people considered the
violin a malevolent instrument in those
days, and a sheriff ran him out of one
Mississippi town, claiming that he and his
fiddle were in league with the devil.
Thomas next played in one of the first
chamber music groups in America, in New
York theatre and opera orchestras, and
eventually, at 18, with Louis Iullien. Iullien
had a large concert ensemble, employed
first ranking musicians, but pandered to
the crowds' liking for sensationalism. His
tour de force for example, was a performance of Fireman's Quadrille in which fire
broke out in the hall, firemen clanked in
with hose and water to put it out; women
fainted, and all who were not overwhelmed
brought the piece to a close singing the
Doxology. Young Thomas longed to introduce the instrumental classics and to
lead a symphony orchestra.
An incident that occurred when he was
22 brought this objective nearer. He had
just returned from a hard day of rehearsing when a messenger rushed in. Would
Mr. Thomas conduct an opera performance
at the Academy of Music? The regular
conductor was ill. Thomas had never seen
the score of that evening's opera before
nor had he conducted an orchestra. But
the players at the Academy knew his reputation for reading at sight. So Thomas
took a chance. The evening was a hit, and
he was retained as conductor.
The opporLunity for evangelism was now
at hand. To the manager of New York's
Irving Hall-a
barn like structure at 15th
and Irving Place used mostly for political
rallies-he
proposed establishing a "permanent" orchestra. It would be made up
of outstanding players who would give
their entire time to the one job of playing
good music instead of having to accept
fill-in jobs 'with theater orchestras. No
such group existed in America at the time.
"You're crazy," said the Irving Hall
manager. "Noone
will pay to hear stuff
like Bach."

(Clement J. Bnrnhorn. Sculptor)

Bronze statue of Theodore Thomas, in the
College of Music, of Cinelnnatl, of which
he was the fir-st Music Director. Founded in
1878, the College of Music will celebrate ib
seventy-fifth anniversary in 1953.

But Thomas had made up his mind.
Calling together 60 of the top musicians
in New York, he sold them his idea, gave
them contracts, paid salaries out of his
savings, and began forging a cohesive unit.
Then he announced a season of concerts.
He lured ticket buyers into Irving Hall
with lottery prizes, china-ware and embroidered pocket hooks. He played pieces the
people knew and liked, such as the Beauiiful Blue Danube and other Strauss waltzes,
interspersing short melodic bits from symphonies. Now and then he'd pack the hall
with a big-name pianist-composer like Anton Rubinstein. After paying all the expenses the first season he just broke even.
Then came a request to play nightly
during the summer months at a city park.
It enabled Thomas to keep his men together
until the next winter concert season. Music
under the stars proved so popular that a
spacious summer structure, Central Park
Gardens, was built for him-admission
50
cents top. Potted plants, palm trees, splashing fountains added to the allure. Light
refreshments were served at tables on the
outer fringe.
For 14 years New York's elite crowded
this summer garden. It was an attraction
comparahle to Radio City Music Hall today. People from Brooklyn allowed three
and a half hours to get there via ferry and
horse car, took along a novel and their
dinner.
This engagement was the making of
Thomas. His men acquired a large repertoire, playing a different concert nightly.
Under Thomas' skillful direction, they
sharpened into a great orchestra-"The
lin est and best in (Continued on Page 19)
_
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Music,
Prosperity

An Editorial

by JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

and

Business
HIS MONTH we come again to the
period when the affairs of our natio~
.
are subject to the results of th~ 'pre~l.
dential electorate franchise. Our pOSItIOn 111
world relations has become so far-reaching
and so powerful that the people of all nations are influenced by what happens on
Election Day in our country. It is a day of
great and serious portf~nt for man. Wit.h two
highly respected candidates for the highest
office in our country, our people have been
looking forward to the reeuI.ts, knowin.g
that what the nation has been In need of IS
a leadership establishing new faith, optimism, judgment, initiative and energy to
meet successfully the problems of a confused world. This has a vcry direct hearing upon all phases of our practical musical
progress.
..,
Music, from the great musical industr ies,
down to the interests of the music teacher
in the small town, is no longer isolated from
the business of our country. The music
teacher's success is far more dependent
upon a' stable economy in this country and
upon the attitude of the business ~nen a~d
women who are the parents of Ius 'pupIls
than lle realizes. As long as the American
business man, housewife, factory worker,
farmer, miner, merchandising executivein other words, the average individual,
looks upon music merely as a pastime, a.n
those whose livelihood depends upon mUSIC
in any form, are in a precarious positi~n.
Now this condition has changed, and Ill'
dustry and music have been joining hands
for the welfare of all.
Business itself has gradually been finding
out that music may be employed in innumerable ways to promote finer relations
with the public and also finer intra·institutional relations between management and
employees. With fine business prospects
ahead, it would seem that this is the hour
for all music workers including music
teachers to put forth their be~t efforts to
secure new pupils through the development
of new fields with increased activities, fresh

T

and engaging advertising,
broader vision
and renewed initiative.
With more stable conditions many fears
about our national future security will ~e
removed, new hope will be restored to millions who properly look to the government
as a stronO'hold
of integrity. It has been my
o
very special privilege to meet numerous
leaders in industry, business and the professions who have been strong advocates of
the employment of the mysterious and often
miraculous influence of music in their great
undertakings.
One of the first noted American leaders
in business who gave me his opinions upon
this subject was the late and great merchant
prince, John Wanamaker.
His mind was
amazingly sharp and keen. He was then
planning his remarkable
store building in
Philadelphia,
and stated his ambition to
have it built around a huge pipe organ. It
seemed an extraordinary
combination
of
idealism together with practical down-toearth experience. He said: "There is something I have always noted about inspiring
music. It seems to take hold of the imagination of people and affect them both spiritually and physically. At Bethany· a gospel
hymn sung devotedly aud spiritually
is
often better than many sermons. When
people hear
good music,
their
faces
brighten, their pace quickens, they think
more rapidly and they seem happier. They
forget their worries and annoyances and
the whole world has a brighter outlook."
The great organ .in the V;'anamaker
Store on Chestnut Street, "America's most
historic street," is one of the sights of the
city which not only brings daily musical refreshment to customers who live in Philadelphia, but to the thousands of folks who
visit the city each year. It is the largest
organ in regular use in the world. It was
originally built for the St. Louis Exposition
*Bethany referred to the Bethany Presb}terian
Sunday School and Church in Philadelphia spon.
sored by Mr. Wanamaker.

by a Lo A »gcle f rm and cost .)'!r. W.n.·
maker 8250,000. He was so delighted with
the re ult when it wa first hard by a great
crowd in the Grand Curt of the store in
1911, that since that time improv ments
and udditi us have be 11 mad hringing the
cost of the organ up to on half million
dollar. The organ is plared daii, at 110011
by Mi s Mary Vogt who ha played upon it
since its opening.
Many of th grentc:-t orcant
ts
of
til
last
half
ntury have pero
formed upon the instrument.
1\tr. \V.nnatuakcr
once said: HI don't
know any b Her way of welcoming customers to th
tore than with music. I have
al ways in ist d that one of tit salesmen's
greatest a ets i c urtesy, which reates a
better under tanding
b twe n the salesman
and the customer. I don't kn w very much
about music but an) thing of high character
which the public seems to appreciate and
means so much, give
tone to any institution and cannot fail to be an in\-e5tlllcnt
which will raise the atmosphere of any
business. "
Gradually the captain
of indu~Lr}'at tbe
beO'inn.inoo of the centur)T \\;th their coffers
cX~lodin~ with newly gained iucredible
miluons. realized lhat they would hare to
live a miUenium to spend their wealth. and
began to turn their lhoughls to more edifying cultu ral pleasur
for the welfare of
mankind. No industrial magnates since the
beginning
of history ha\·e e\-er given so
much to the world and asked for so little
for themselves. Their golden treatn5 were
poured out all over the world and nO mat·
ter whatever you think of some of the::e
much maligned "capitalists"
lhere are mIl·
lions and millions of people on the earth
who look with gratitude upon their aid.
These magnates
sought in~tincti\'ely for
more beneficial hobbies. becoming collec·
tors of art, developing education. ~eien~
and worthy hwnanistic projecl.s. -'tany ~IS'
covered the jO) 5 of music and in..talled un·
mense pipe organs in their home" in lhe

cities and in the country. Some of these
home organs are said to have cost over half
a million _dollars. One of these was in the
home of the late steel king, Mr. Charles M.
Schwab, former head of Bethlehem Steel.
Earlier in life he had been an organist and
taught music. The private organist in Mr.
Schwab's home was the late Archer Cibson, distinguished
and original virtuoso,
who might have been called the "court organist" to the millionaires of America. Mr.
Schwab's home like that of Mr. Carnegie,
1VIr. Frick and others was a rendezvous for
millionaires. Soon there were dozens of
these splendid organs, largely made by the
Aeolian Company. Many of the rich men
learned to play the organ as did for instance
Cyrus H. K. Curtis, founder of the world
renowned Curtis Publishing Co. These 'industrialists became so fascinated with the
thrills they received from music that they
began to wonder if music in many of its
forms might not be of. value to their employees.
The aspect of great leaders, business men
and manufacturers toward musicians and
music began to change notably. The musician was no longer looked down upon as a
weak, sickly dreamer, incapable of taking
his place among men of big business. Millionaire musicians began to appear upon
the scene. One of the first of these was John
Philip Sousa. On his annual visit with his
hand to the home of the duPonts near Wilmington, Delaware, he was received like a
king. Now there are numerous millionaire
musicians.
Mr. Charles M. Schwab foresaw the
value of music in industry when he said to
me"on one occasion (in a conference) :
"My belief in the value of music in industrial life is based upon the firmest pos·
sible convictions that nothing can exactly
take its place as a great humanizing agent.
My first step in taking over the control of
a new plant has been to improve the working conditions of the employees. Next the
condition of the bpildings. There is nothing
so depressing to the worker as dirty, rundown buildings. My next step is to organ·
-ize a musical interest in the plant or in the
community by establishing a fine band, or
as in the case of Bethlehem a fine chorus.
But it is not enough merely to hear music.
As many as possible are advised to partici.
pate in it. The parents are counseled to give
music lessons to their children. The wisdom
of this is shown time and again." Mr.
Schwab sponsored the great Bethlehem
Bach Choir which became world famous.
In his laboratory at Orange, New Jersey,
Mr. Thomas A. Edison once gave me his
opinion upon the value of music in industry:
"Music is for everybody like the air, the
sunlight and water. Hearing good music un·
questionably has an influence upon the dis·
position of workers in all kinds of occupations. Music is not merely for the opera
house, the concert (Continued on Page 64)
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Here's a suggestion for the teacher
desiring to have something "different"
with her pupils at the Christmas season.

The Carol Recital
by ERMA D. LANCASTER
NSTEADof a bigger and more elaborate recital for the Christmas season this teacher tried the idea of a
new and appealing carol for each student to play for all the group to sing,
Because she was always intrigued by the
new carols she found each year and, in
fact, had made quite a collection, she
felt that her students would like to add
to the old favorites of Silent Night and
It Carne Upon the Midnight Clear-with
some of the unusual happy songs in
America and from those the children of
other countries sang.
Part of her idea was to give each
child a bit of training in accompaniment.
She felt, too, that the children would
enjoy sharing the carols they learned
with each other, rather than merely playing them to show off a new acquirement.
For that reason she began early, by the
middle of October adding carols to lessons and concentrating on one or two
for each pupil. Copies of all the carols
being studied were kept by the teacher,
and a small part of each lesson time was
spent in singing, with the teacher playing
carols on which other pupils were working. Thus every child had a measure of
familiarity with several new carols. At
each lesson he had to play for the teacher
or someoneto sing the carols he was to
play for the recital. He learned ahead of
time the importance of keeping the ac-'
companiment moving for a singer no
matter what happened to his own notes.
An old Estey church organ with
eighteen stops was part of the studio
furnishing and the older pupils delighted
in trying to play it, although it was hard
to pump. For these pupils organ and
piano arrangements were found of carols, more familiar usually, but always in
a singable key. They had the practice of
playing for singers and keeping together
too. For younger pupils many duet ar·
rangements were used. By using two
instruments and the duet arrangements,
plenty of variety could always be worked
out, giving interest to the program and
facility to the pupil.

I

Any interesting bits of authentic information concerning carols and carol
singing collected by the teacher or pupils
during the year were interspersed as
reading material in the program. Always
the reason for the performances of the
"Messiah" were studied and every pupil
knew why an audience stands for the
singing of the Hallelujah Chorus.
Special devices were used during the
recital itself. Each visitor and pupil was
given a mimeographed
copy of the
words of all carols to be sung. Each per·
former played his carol through once
and then all present were asked to join
in singing one or two verses, the same
pupil playing.
The children seemed to derive the
most satisfaction and enjoyment from
carols like the traditional Wind In the
Olive Trees, the old Spanish What Shall
I Give to the Child in the Manger, the
French, In Excelsis Gloria and Bring a
Torch, Jeanette, Isabella, the Polish Star
Lullaby of many colors, and the English,
Deck the Halls With Boughs oj Holly,
I Saw Three Ships A.Sailing By, and
What Child is This?
Once the first
American carol, the J ehous Ahotonhia of
the Hurons as found in one of the Augs.
burg Christmas Books was played by an
older child, because the notes are of an
odd shape. The adaptation of the gifts
and visiting
chiefs interested
them
greatly.
Many collections with carols simplified to one, two, or three voices are
available, and the melody is accurate
and clear. Ada Richter, Irene Rodgers,
Bernard Wagness, and Diller-Page are
some of them.
The parents always seemed to enjoy
the informality of these recitals. Everyone learned something new and shared
the enjoyment of it. Pupils who had
never been with the group before felt
freer and less nervous performing for
the first time in this way. The teacher
felt that it strengthened the more formal
spring recital and added to the finished
performance of each child.
THE END

Singing
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In

the Movies
Parent - Child

A popular singing actress of the films,
,
I d ice to vocal students seekmg
snves sounr a v

"

Kathryn Oruyson

in a

scene from "Lovely .to Look At"

Ann Miller, Howard Keel, unr] Kathryn Grayson in
"Lovely to Look At"
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This teacher has the

TRIANGLE

,
a career In pIctures.

right idea concerning

,
itl Kathryn Grayson
From an interview WI I
as told to Gunnar Asklund
Kathryn Grayson and HO';,ard Keel in
MGM's"Lovely to Look At

Teacher

cooperation among teacher,

screen work demand vigorous health. That
means more than average care for rest,
in pictures?
.
sleep, exercise, and proper diet. And proper
That is a question that every senous
diet in turn, means the kind of food that
vocal student asks himself. Very often, he
kee;s you str ng without makin~ you lat.
does more than. ask it of himself; he .turns
I have had great arguments With opera
to people who are singing in pictures dIn th~ star about poundage!
Many seem to feel
hope of finding out exactly what ~o 0 an
that in order to support tone and maintain
how to do it. I am delighted to dISCUSSt~e
gen;ral vigor, one r quires mo~ethan av~r.
matter, as far as I am able. All Iny. hfe
age physical upholstery.
I disagree WIth
ETUDE has been a welc~me ~nd .stunuthis view. The point is to keep strong, not
lating influence, its pages ~lssel11l11atmgth~
fat. Beaid
detracting {rom the singer's
right kind of musical advice. My. ~ne pro
appearance (on the screen or elsewhe~e).
vise in changing from the recervmg end.
fat actually defeats its own end. l.t reqU1~es
to the giving bend of such a dvi
VIce IS t htIa
effort-and
hence t nsion-e-to hft a diedo not consider myself a vocal expert. I
phragm that is full of fat! And the carryam still working hard, keeping my eyes on
ing power of a voi e depends ~pon c~rrect
the goal of a full musical career of conresonance rather than on adipose tissue.
cert and opera. Of the things that I do
Try to eat lor strength, not for bulk!
know, however, I am only too glad to talk.
As to special vocal requirements for film
First of all, there are no tricks and shortwork-there
are none. The motion picture
cuts for getting to Hollywood. The time has
singer
should
have exactly the same backpassed when one could "get by" with someground, the same skill , the same m~slcal
thing other than complete vocal mastery.
awareness as the concert or opera singer.
Hollywood has room only for naturally ~ne
I have alwa
d rived immense help from
voices, correctly used. Its baSIC reqUIrelistening
to
the
record of establi,hed artmerits are vocal.
ists-partly
to learn \\ hat to do, and partly
But the mere possession of a fine voice is
to learn what not to do!
not enough. I have seen many really splenThe greatest need. however. is {or pure
did voices come to nothing through lack of
singing.
In using thi term, I have n~paf~
proper training; through faulty emission,
ticular "method" in mind-e-l mean sunpl~
through careless habits both vocal and perthe kind of singing that does not hurt the
sonal. Thus, the second requirement
is
throat
and that comes out without any feel·
something that may be summed up as sening
of
constr-iction. anywhere. Now, there
sible control of oneself.
seems to be all too little 0 fthik'dof
s 10
The long hours and endless strains of
free, well-focussed, uu-tense vocal emission.
If I analyze the situation correctly, many
Born in North Carolina of a musical family,
young singers are taught to concentrateon
Kathryn Grayson has sung since babyhood. At
eleven, she was heard by Frances Marshall
resultse rather t Iran causes. TIley are tau·ht
0 h
of the Chicago Civic Opera, and encouraged
to produce a cerlaill eOect, oflen throU
rd
to develop her extraordinary voice. When her
completely artificial meaus. They are t ..
family moved to California, the girl attended
d
for instance to "lilt a weight with the la·
Manual Arts High School and continued her
phragm'\ t~ "bite a pear" with ~eir jaw~
vocal work. One day, unbeknownst to young
The fact is that you don't lift weIghts a~
Kathryn, her singing lesson was heard by
you don't bite fruit£!. You sing. Hence.~
Hope Loring, wife of Louis D. Lighton, then
guiding of vocal emi iOIl should be fr
a producer at MG~f. An audition followedthen a contract, then rigorous training. In from all such confusing idea~. What thYou
at
1941 Miss Grayson began appearing in films have to do is to get your tones out <;0
- 591
and achieved full stardom in 1943.
you /eet entirely (Continued on Page
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TRIO?
by
ROSE
GROSSMAN

THE
RELATIONSHIP between teacher
and pupil had always seemed to me a
kind of duet, in which each one of us had
a part to play. Sometimes I as teacher
had the principal part when a teaching
point was to be made, and it required skill,
ingenuity, and enthusiasm to put it over,
and sometimes my pupil had the principal
• part when it was up to her by concentration, interest, and practice to master the
point.
We might have made "beautiful music
together." as Tin Pan Alley would say,
were it not for the discordant notes that
crept in occasionally. A mother might
complain, "Jane did not practice on
Wednesday. Her class had an after school
basketball game-and
she didn't make up
the missed time on Thursday!" Jane approaches the next lesson resentfully, suddenly suspicious that music lessons may be
a kind of prison which deprives her of
her freedom to enjoy other activities. Instead of being a harmonious duet, ,\ve are
now two antagonists (she thinks) sparring
with one another as two boxers- in the
ring will, each hoping to assume mastery
over the other.
Jane wishes to assert her rights and I
intuitively agree with her but cannot
openly criticize her mother's comments,
which would be challenging her mother's
authority. I call Jane's mother while Jane
is at school, and try to explain that enjoy.
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parent and pupil

ment and enthusiasm for music are far
more important than a missed day of practice here and there. For my trouble] am
told that children should develop a sense
of responsibility (does she mean inflexibility?), and she reduces my philosophy
of teaching, which is to inculcate a love
for and enjoyment of music lessons and
a desire to practice as opposed to ha.ving
to practice-to
"you're too easy-going."
It took several years of such old-fashioned, griping remarks by various parents
before it dawned on me that the parent
was literally playing a part in our ensemble. I had been thinking in terms of a duet
between pupil and myself with the parent
as box-office, audience, or what have you.
Suddenly I realized that we were truly a
trio, each with a part to play. If we were
to be really harmonious, we would each
have to know our parts thoroughly, and
the parts of the other two as well. Those
of us who have participated in ensemble
work know that each member of the group
has a time for taking the lead, a time for
being secondary and even a time for not
saying anything (rest). Up to now, we
had been a triangle, pul1ing against each
other, rather than a trial blending with
one another.
It was taking a lot of my free time to
call parents individually, and besides I
did not feel that I was accomplishing my
purpose. I therefore decided to have a
parent meeting. Since all of my pupils,
once they "graduate" from my music readiness class, come twice a week, once for a
private lesson, and once for a group lesson,
I planned four different parent meetings,
one for the parents of each group: l\1usic
Readiness group, first-year piano group,
intermediate group, and adolescent group,
feeling that the problems of different age
groups differ from each other.
I think that by this time the griping
that is so characteristic of certain parents
1

had gotten me to the point where I
would rather have taken a job in a department store than have continued in this unprofessional manner. I was "fighting mad."
So it was with a feeling that the time for
compromise was at an end, and that it
was win all or lose all, that I greeted the
parents and announced that the subject of
the meeting was, "How did you select me
as your child's music teacher ?"
Had I exploded a bomb, I couldn't have
startled them more. After the initial bubble
of excited comments had died down I asked
the question of each parent in turn. These
were some of the answers I received; Three
said they had selected me because I was
in the neighborhood. (Ouch!). Two, because they had been told that "my pupils
liked me." Two, because they liked the
idea of a weekly group lesson devoted to
performing to each other, creative and
critical listening, ear training, theory, harmony, etc. (Hooray!)
In reply to the first three, I mentioned
that two other teachers lived on the same
street, were just as accessible, and their
fees were much lower. Of the second two
who said they came because the children
liked me, I asked what il the children
liked me for the very quality of which
some accused me, disapprovingly (and unfairly!), i.e. that I was "easy-going." Only
the last two parents were getting their
money's worth, I pointed out. They knew
what they wanted, and had actually selected
me on their own terms.
I then proceeded to outline my phi.
losophy of music education, my aims and
objectives for the children, my attitude
towards practicing, and my conception of
the parents' role. Only now eould they
have a basis for selecting or rejecting
me as the teacher of their child.
This was followed by a stimulating discussion and question period. It was won.
(Continued On Page 18)
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EVANGELIST OF MUSIC
(Cantinued from Page 13)
the whole world," said Anton Rubinstein.
Under the impact of the Thomas
Orchestra the audience for good music began growing in New York.
The sedate New York Philharmonic,
which heretofore had given only five
desultory concerts a year, began to
bestir itself. Another orchestra, the
New York Symphony, sprang up. To
meet the competition, Thomas made
a point of being the first to present
works by living composers now well
known to fame Wagner, Liszt,
Brahms, Tchaikovsky. He often pre-sented their works before they were
heard in the composer's native land.
In European music circles he found
his reputation
so well established
that .T ohann Stru lISS gave him 200
waltzes. How he got the jump on
Wagner's
close - guarded
scores
caused much newspaper speculation.
Finally it came out that Liszt, close
friend of Wagner, had the new scores
copied without the master's knowledge and sent t.o Thomas. He believed that this was to Wagner's
best. interests.
Thomas easily outstripped all New
York competitors by the finish, precision, and general excellence of his
orchestra. The fortunes of the New
York Philharmonic sank so low that
he was offered its leadership on his
own terms. This put him in the
anomalous position of being his own
competitor. I-Ie could have used it
to his personal advantage,
but he
did not even take the salary from
the Philharmonic
which was rightfully his.
New York was only headquarters
for Thomas. While America
was
pushing forward new frontiers in
the 70's, 80's. and 90's. he kept lhe
Thomas Orchestra on the road as
much as possible. planting the seeds
of good music wherever audiences
could be gat.hered t.ogether. When
various cities - Boston. St. Louis,
Minneapolis. Chicago among themfounded orchestras of their own as
a direct result of his visits, they
were eliminated from the Thomas
tours. He moved his summer concerts lo Chicago and immediatelr
became popular.
Meanwhile,
financial
difficulties
were piling up. When the Thomas
Orchestra pulled into Chicago for
two weeks of sold-out concert.s the
morning of October 9, 1871, a pall
of smoke hung over lhe city. h was
the great Chicago fire_ The opera
house was already in ashes. Thomas'
conu·.aci prevent.ed him from paying
salaries of men when performance
was prevented by fire. Yet he could
not bring hjmself to take advantage
of this clause. He paid all salaries,
going deeply in debt. When performances at the Philadelphia
Centennial Exposition in 1876 failed to
produce the expect.ed profits - the

Continued from Page 17

derful to see them come alive and tear
into the various subjects,
suddenly
aware
that their problems
were typical and normal, and not peculiar
to themselves alone.
The meeting ended on a social note, with
coffee, cake, and small talk, plus thank
you's from the parents,
and requests
for
future meetings.
Of the four meetings,
only one was illattended. I scheduled a second meeting for
that group, and when the response was no
better, I called up the disinterested
parents
and explained
that music lessons were a
three-way effort: child-parent-teacher,
and
without the cooperation
of the parents,
I
could not hope for success. Therefore,
I
was dropping their children from my register.
Since that first set of meetings six years
ago, parent meetings are as much a part of
my program
as giving lessons. Parents of
new pupils are made aware that I consider
their attitudes and cooperation
essential to
our success. Sometimes
a busy parent will
try to excuse herself from attendance
with
flattery, "Anything you do is all right with
me. I'll cooperate."
But experience
has
taught me that their conception
of how to
cooperate is not necessarily mine.
As the years passed, a format for parent
meetings evolved. We now have beginning
of the year and end of the year meetings.
If necessary we add mid-year meetings.
To give us a good start for the coming
season, each of the four Thursdays in October is devoted to the parents of a different
group. I state my broad objectives for the
coming year. If we are planning intensive
work in keyboard
harmony
or sight-reading besides our regular curriculum,
I discuss the mallcr in detail to make sure that
some over-zealous
parent does not accuse
Junior of "fooling around"
or "doodling"
when he should be working. I explain that
exploring new literature
or new harmonies
is fun, and that enjoyment
of music informally is an important
part of the learning process. It has its place alongside
the
more formal aspects of music study: scales,
technique,
up-to-grade
pieces, etc. During
the discussion
and question
perio.d, the
subjects of practicing
and the role of parents inevitably come up, especially if "new"
parents are present. It is a wonderful
thing
to watch the "old·timers"
train the new
ones, as they answer questions and make
suggestions on points they themselves were
confused or vague about only a short time
previously.
We have our final meetings of the season

each Thursday during the month of May. I
reread

the October

agenda,

to remind

them

of goals we had set (Cont.inued on Page 19)

Speaking of
Art-Song Writing
What
haunting

to do when

one? Here
tune

into
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melody
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Iorm of an art- ong

by Evangeline Lehman

As

MANY OF YOU know, the following question
is frequently
heard:
"I
often have tunes running
through my
head, and I even hum them. I feel they
would make nice songs,
but when
it
comes to the matter
of writing
them
down, I a111 at a loss. Still, I have had
some harmony
and
counterpoint;
]
know how to put notes on the staff, and
have a general
knowledge
of musical
writing. Could it be, perhaps, that when
I begin to think in terms of technical
realization
the spontaneity
of my inspiration
disappcars?"
I believe that a little analysis
will
make the problem an easier one to solve.
When a melody
comes spontaneously,
experienced
composers
know that it is at
first deprived
of all its musical raiment
and ornamentation.
(No one knows from
where it comes, but it is what is called
~~Inspiration_")
It is said that a wellknown composer
of popular music wh isties his tuneS
which
become
worldpopular after they have been harmonized
l

and properly

developed

by experts. This

goes to show that the composition
of
songs is made up of various
elements,
and if deficiency
or failure occur in one
of thel11 achievement
can be blocked
from the very beginning.
The first clement
is the ability
to
create an appealing
melody;
the second
clement is the craftsmanship
which permits the original
idea to acquire
its
full value. The first mentioned
is obviously God-given
and can hardly bene.
fit from any help, although
sometimes
a
few suggestions
may enhance minor details. But the second one calls for other
cO~lsideration5:
in the first place,
the
VOIce, t!le organ
through
which
the
melody IS to be expressed.
Much can be
learned from a careful
examination
of
the song literature.
l

\VhcII we think of perfect realization
of a song, and from all angles, the first
name

that

Why

is Schubert

comes

to mind

is

so perfect?

chubert,

Because

from
the singers'
standpoint
he instinctively
perhaps
knew the range] tessitura)
of the voice. He didn't use nwkward intervals
or difficult jumps. He cousidered
the words a an integral part of

the melody, so that accented syllables are
always

correctly
bound with the mu ical
From
the accompaniment
standpoint
the pian
part n ver can be
thought
of as being: different
from what
it is. Striking
example
arc Marguerite

punctuation.

at the Spinning Wheel, The Ert-King. and
Ave Maria .. While other masters may
equal Schubert
in many
respects, few
perhaps
ever achieved
th
harmonious
welding of all rcqui ito that go to make
a song a finished work of art.
Beethoven
and \Vagner,
when writing
for the voice,
were
evidentlr
carried
away by the splendor
of tile musie iLooelf
and paid little attention
to vocal case.

Although the pitch of the orchestra has
been raised
since
the days when the
Ninth Symphony
was composedl
lleyer·
theless BeethoveLl submitted
his sopranos
to a very trying
and difficult la~k eren
at that time.
But now, lct us come back to the
writing
of a song, and here we are
speaking
of Art-songs.
It seems to me

that first of all the poetry should be the
startillg
point,
an incenti\"e,
for it is
through
the feelings awakened in one by
its reading
that the inspiration
takes its
night.
Once a sketch
is cOlllmitted to
manuscript
paper,
the work of elabora·
tion begins. A formula
of accompaniment
has to be chosen_ It ought to be of suit·
able character
and should be made effective though not too difficult or awkward
to perform.
(Continued
on Page 49)
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people who attended the Exposition
apparently
were not disposed to
listen to Beethoven and Brahms after a day of sightseeing - his obIigations grew even larger. All his
belongings - even the valuable music library which he had spent years
accumulating
........,.
were put up for
auction.
(A friend bought the library and gave it to Thomas' wife.]
He was about to sign the bankruptcy papers when he realized that if
he did, his creditors would lose
money. "I won't do it." he said,
throwing down t.he pen. It took him
twelve years to pay hack every cent.
To open up the Mid-West to musical development,
he started his
first music festival in Cincinnati in
1873. It was an immediate success.
Thomas conducted it for years, and
it has continued biennially to this
day. A festival building. one of the
largest and most com plete in the
world. was built specifically for these
programs.
Thomas
started festivals in 12
cities. Held in the largest
halls
available, they provided a series of
afternoon
and evening concerts at
nominal
admissions,
enlisting
the
top musical artists of the day, local
choral groups ranging from 300 t.o
3000 singers. and orchestras swelled
by local musicians.
In directing these massed choruses
and bands. Thomas won some of his
greatest conquests. On one occasion
in Cincinnati when the country was
suffering from a severe drought, he
was conducting
Mendelssohn's
Elijah. During the performance
a resounding clap of thunder shook the
building and the rain fell in torrents just as the huge choir began
singing:
"Thanks
be to God, He
laveth the thil'sty land." It was as
though Thomas was directing
the
elements along with lhe music. The
effect was so overpowering that the
vast audience surged lo its feet, remained standing during the number
in tearful lhank[ulness
and cheered
to the rafters at the end.
By 1888 Thomas had paid off the
last of his creditors. But to do it he
had conducted
t.wo symphony
orchestras in New York. one on the
road, a large concert ensemble, six
choral societies and innumerable festival performances. For years he had
seldom had more lhan six hours of
sleep a night. Now he was sunk in
despondency.
His wife had died. He
had nol saved enough money to put
his five children
through college.
And he 'had only partially attained
his goal: he had established an orchestra that was a model to the
world, but, lo insure its permanence,
he wanled jt lo have a concert hall
of its own, "rith office space for rent
which could contribule to jts sup·
port.
He had proposed this revolution-

ary idea again and again in New
York. But it had never materialized.
Now he decided to give up the struggle, accept the conductorship of the
London
Philharmonic
or Boston
Symphony both of which had
been t.endered to him-and
spend his
declining years in a pleasant position that called for no one night
stands.
While in this frame of mind, he
ran into Charles N. Fay, a Chicago
businessman who had been charmed
by Thomas's summer concerts.
"How would you like to have a
permanent orchestra,"
Fay said, "in
which you could devote your whole
attention to the music and not have
to worry about meeting
the payroll?" Thomas was incredulous.
Fay lined up businessmen to give
a thousand
dollars
each toward
building an orchestra;
and sent for
Thomas. When New York heard
Thomas was about to leave, three
offers were made to persuade him
to Slay. Chicago countered by doubling his salary. Blueprints for a permanent orchestra home in New York
were drawn up. But once Thomas
had given his word to Fay, nothing
could shake him.
In Chicago, Thomas,
who had
married again, started rehearsing an
orchestra with many of his former
instrumentalists
as nucleus
and
scheduled a season of concerts. AJthough the sponsors paid the deficits
without complaining,
Thomas deteruiined to lessen their burden by
taking the orchestra
on the road.
He pushed all the way to the West
coast. Since he was getting older,
these one-night
stands took their
toll. But. he kept them up from a
sense of duty. A great orchestra and
a great. love for music were growing
up in the heart of America.
Finally, in 1903, he awoke to the
realization that he was still no nearer to his permanent
home. He decided he wouJd give the people of
Chicago six months to build such
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Thomas
imposed another
condition on the trust.ees-that
they drop
his name from t.he orchestra
after
he died. "I'm not important,"
he
said, "Call it the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra."
After the last hand shake on that
memorable night, he went borne a
blissfully happy man. But in conducting the concert. he had caught
a cold. His doctor wanted him to
stay in bed, but he insisted on getting up .for a rehearsal-he
hadn't
missed one in 43 years. He colla psed
at the door of his home. A few days
later pneumonia had taken his life.
THE

TEACHER-TRIANGLE

(Continued
fur the year, and we evaluate our
achievments.
Then,
because it is
timely, we discuss spring fever and
its affect on practicing.
I leave it
to the parents to tell how they are
meeting and solving this problem. If
an out.standing thought on the subject bas been presented at one group
meeting, I pass it along to the others.
I learn more about what is happening at home with respect to music
lessons, during
this time than I
could by even direct questions on
the subject. One parent will make
disparaging
remarks
aboul
her
dauglner and will constantly
find
fault, whereas a second will say that
her daughter (or son) is not practicing much ejther,' but that she
finds it qujte understandable
with
the weather so Jovely, and so many
l

a home or he would go elsewhere.
To Chicago, the prospect of Iosing this orchestra was unthinkable.
The Theodore Thomas Orchestra had
become an institution. People from
all strata flocked to its concerts in
the spacious old Auditorium
building where they could hear the best
music at admissions
that anyone
could afford. The city mobilized for
action.
Businessmen,
housewives,
clerks, scrubwomen began a doorto-door canvass for funds. In an
incredibly
short time, with gifts
ranging from ten cents to $25,000,
they raised $750,000. The erection
of Orchestra Hall began.
Thomas conducted the first concert in the new hall. He played
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, his favorite: It had always represented
to
him the triumph of the spirit over
disaster. As he laid down his baton
to face the greatest ovation of his
career, he knew that he had won
the people of Chicago and ol the
country to great music.
Thomas
had a premonition
he
would not live much longer. He had
already picked his successor, a quiet, unassuming viola player named
Frederick
Stock. It was a tribute
to Thomas' intuitive judgment
that
Frederick
Stock carried on the traditions of a great orchestra
for 37

END

OR TRIO?

from Page 18)
things to do outdoors. Then, she
adds with great guile, "Of, course,
her father and I make it a point to
ask for little concert.s frequently to
make sure she doesn't forget her
repertoire, or I'll get very enthusiastic about her new piece or perhaps
I'll marvel Ihat she has been able
La take such a difficult piece for her
self-study
assignment."
Then,
we
may discuss the advantages of moti·
vation versus making demands.
And so our meetings have served
a tri pIe purpose: first. to acquajnt
the parents with mr educational
ob·
jectjves each step of the way; second, to heJp them understand
their
child better, by getting a picture of
how other children behave under
similar circumstances;
and third, to
(Continued on Page 61)
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Here is sound advice concerning
lack of musiciansliip
day singers;

the

on the part of many present-

the author is emphatic

in his claim that

Singers can be Musicians~too
by Darrell Peter

RECENTLY I had

a talk with a young

. singer who was about to graduate from

one of our leading music schools. During
the course of the conversation

I commented

on her good fortune in having received a
thorough training in the fundamentals of
musicianship, an asset which many young
singers do not get during their years of
study for the opera or concert stage. Her
reply came as such a surprise to me that I

should like to quote the gist of it here.
"When I first entered school I was singing beautifully, much better than I am
now. It seems that the more harmony, ear
training, music history and the like that I
have taken, the poorer my singing has become. I regret that I ever took those
courses. They are absolutely unnecessary
for the successful singer, and are more a
hindrance than a help."
What an amazing response from one
who has had what is presumed to be outstanding instruction of its type, and who is
going to receive the Bachelor of Music
degree in voice. Is it true that the girl's
singing is poorer now than it was before
she came to school? Of course not. Her
standards have changed, subconsciously,
due to her increased knowledge of music,
and have probably out-distanced her actual

vocal development. In spite of the fact that
she is actually singing better, her demands
are even greater, which is admirable. The
sad part is her attitude toward the all-important development of her musicianship.
She was actually not conscious of the nature and importance of her improvement.
How did such an attitude arise? In the
first place the girl may have heard stories
about, or had contact with singers who had
had some degree of success in spite of their
lack of musicianship.
Unfortunately
the
idea that singers 'do not really need this
training is quite prevalent, hence that persistent cliche, "Oh, he's not a musician,
he's a singer!" What more stupid statement could possibly be made? One may as
well say that a person can be a great
Shakespearean actor without understanding
English!
But, secondly, and here is the more imDarrell Peter, pianist and educator, conducts a private studio in New York City,
where he also serves as Student Adviser and
Director of the Summer School at the Man.
hattan School of Music. He has done special
work in teaching the musical layman, and has
long been concerned with the development of
the well-rounded musician.

Adventures
of a Piano
Teacher

reason
the eirl had never been
por t an t
,
0
•
Id 1
made to feel any need for mu.sIca eve opment, anywhere along the Iine. She saw
onnection whatsoever between her barno c
.
'I
A d
lessons and her oper atrc ro es. n
man Y
h·
h
as for sight singing, of w at use is tat,
long as there is a good coach around
~
who is willing to take money f or poun d'In?
out the notes of an aria on the plano until
it is learned by rote? She looked upon all
her music courses, other than her actual
vocal work, as necessary evils which someone decided should be taken for a degree.
In order to understand
this young singer's attitude more fully, let us examine
the hacksrround usually found in the person
who wants to make a career of singing.
It is not mere chance that 010 t ingers lack
sufficient training in musicianship. There
is a logical reason for it. The majority of
young instrumentalists
studying for. ~er.
forming careers l day began pracucmg
their piano, violin, or clarinet at a very
early age, and were kept at it by fond
parents who felt they had a talent on their
hands. In the process of developing an
instrumental
technique
they
naturally
picked up a certain knowledge of the fu~damentals
of music, if only be ause of their
constant contact with it. Tbi is especially
true of pianists who work not only with
the melodic and rhythmic but al 0 with the
harmonic
aspects. They may even have
studied a bit of theory along the way.
The singer is quite another matter. It
is impossible to know definitely what sort
of voice a child is going to develop until
he is in his late 'teens, especially with beys.
Even those who show inging ability before the voice changes cannot be counted
upon to emerge with the same quality that
they had as children. As often as not the
child who never uttered a peep suddenly
blossoms forth with a beautiful adult voice
which cries out to be trained.
uless such
a person has shown a decided musical talent as a child he stands at this crossroads
of his life with little or no knowledge of
music. All he knows is that he has this
voice and is dying to use it. What's to be
done?
The next step is usually an audition
with a vocal teacher. Since the candidate
has an outstanding
vocal organ, he is immediately accepted, and promised a glam·
orous career in opera and concert. Work
is begun at once on voice placement.
breathing, diction, and later on actual songs
and operatic roles. The latter are learned
by rotc with the aid of a coach recommended by the teacher. The conscientious
teacher may send his pupil for work on
musicianship,
either to a tutor or a music
school. This is the exception. however.
rather than the rule. I am not referring
here to tbe (Continued
on. Page 56)

Various editions of Bach's
piaT1;oworks are discussed;
also fingering and relaxation.
By GUY MAIER

TROUBLED
musician and teacher
A writes
concermng authoritative Bach
editions, tempos, styles, etc. Here, in italics
are some of his excellent questions and observations:
"An article concerned with the playing of
Bach's piano works would be extremely
helplul40 teachers, porticuiariy those who
{l,repreparing students for ratings or contests ... What Bach editions are reliable?
... Judges are rather opinionated in this
respect. One says that Schirmer (von Buelow) is overedited. Is this correct? 1s a
phrased and fingered edition the wrong one
to use? Another judge recommends the
Kalmus edition in which fingering is
sparse, and there is little indication of
phraseology."
It is a lamentable fact that often in this
great land of ours the only procurable edition of Bach's Chromatic Fantasy and
Fugue, Italian Concerto, etc. is von Buelow's, which Ernest . Hutcheson, distinguished Bach scholar and player says "cannot be recommended for accuracy or style."
The Kalmus edition comes closest to the
Bach Gesellschaft volumes which are the
final authorities on all Bach's works. The
pity of it is that almost all Kalmus editions
lack fingerings, which makes them impractical for student use except for reference.
The most solid and helpful Bach volumes
are those edited by Hans Bischoff. (Steingraeber)
For the Well Tempered Clavichord use
Knoll's editing (Peters) or the English
printings by Harold Samuel and Donald
Tovey. Busoni's editions of the Inventions
(Presser) are indispensable to teachers and
students needing help toward technical
mastery and musical interpretation.
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Czerny's editing (peters) ~the first "popular" edition of Bach's piano works, is still
good, though there are inaccuracies in it to
guard against.
"Is clavier Bach to be played with the
legato flow oj organ? It seems to me that
such a legato is not characteristic of the
semi-staccato oj the clavier. Is a rhythm-less
character to be cultivated a la organ, or
does the music of Bach permit li]e and
movement rather than cold pedonu-y, stupid
tempos, and empty concert halls?"
The chief quality of Bach's music is, I
think, its entrancing
rhythmic vitality.
Bach's bounce is irresistible. But we still
labor under the shadow of the organists
whose Bach playing we have been exhorted
to emulate. They have never seemed to understand the bouncing Bach. Their deadly:
pedestrian performances have stirred gcn-erations of listeners to hate Bach's music;
so why continue to follow their unreliable
standards? ... Of course it is often better
to play Bach's piano works crisply nonlegato, and above all to play them with lilt
and lift. Use damper-pedal if you wish, and
play freely and richly with ,~ide dynamic
range. Play with all the piano's resonance
and resources to bring flow, color, life to
Bach's music.
"In preparing a concert student UJ play
the first movement of the Italian concerto.
I used the Prades Festival recording oj Mr.
Serkin for reference. His tempo is J = .96.
(circa) The result is a brilliant, attractive
piece. There didn't seem to be any argument with a player of that caliber! Result:
the student was graded down ... Judge's
remarks; perjormance too fast; should be
taken twice as slow, as the music of that
day was taken with the eighth note as the
count unit. Suggestion: use a recording of
an acknowledged artist as rejerence"!
Lees throw out, once for all, these stupid
Bach traditions. Not even the Bach "specialists" can agree in the matter of tempos.
For example, witness the divergence of
recommended speeds in the Goldberg Variations. Various recordings and editions-by
the celebrated Bach authorities of the last
100 years-prescribe
the same variation to

=

=

be played at J
72; J
92; J
120;
and J = 144!
This tempo disagreement does not mean
that any of the authorities are wrong, but
that each one has found his own speed to
match Bach's ideal of rhythmic lift and
zest. It proves too that Bach tempi are infinitely variable; that the only sure test of
a slow movement is "Does it flow?" and of
a rapid 'movement, ~"Does it exhilarate?"
"Does it bounce"? Almost any pace that
produces these qualities is a right tempo.
But beware of imitating the speed of
artist's recordings. A superior pianist will
carry off tempos easily which an ordinary
player cannot reproduce. Perhaps the above
student: apeing Serkin's speed and style,
released merely a breathless, precipitate
performance ...
However the judge was
probably one of the old guard who thinks
of the first movement of Bach's delectable
Italian Concerto as a plodding and stodgy
number instead of the happy, bouncy, virile
piece which Bach intended. Bach himself
wrote on the score: "A concerto in the
Italian fashion, composed for the music
lover's enjoyment."
How many pianists
play the concerto in this spirit?
Our troubled musician writes further:
"Certainly those works conceived in the
Italian manner do not deserve the pietistic
approach of the organ works. Those written at the V iva/di period would seem to
deserve a, different treatment, an Italian
'temper' rather than German. Bach himself
said that he wrote 'To the glory oj God and
for pleasant recreation.' Doesn't that statement imply that there is variation possible
in the spirit of the works and their interpretation?
"Needless to say, ajter a lifetime of Bach
playing, I'm conjused ; and I'm sure that
there are others."
No need for such an intelligent and discerning musician to be confused . . . Let
him go forth courageously into the fray.
We need many more dauntless, new Bach
"authorities"
to break lances with those
doddering old traditionalists.
Out with
them!
SHARPEN YOUR TIPS!
. __ .....
To "sharpen your finger tips" doesn't
mean to contract hands or arms. Rather it
is like getting ready to "scratch" the keys.
either gently or strongly, but without undue tenseness. As you feel the key under
your finger tip, a gentle scratch will make
a soft tone, a sharp scratch (or dig) will
make a loud tone. Remember three things:
(1) Never lift the finger tip off the key top
... (2) There must be no tenseness before
the scratch. (3) Instant wrist release must
follow the scratch. (Continued on. Page 63)
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PERIODS ,OF MUSICAL

1. About what year did the Pre-Classical,
Classical, Romantic, and Modern periods
start?
2. Will you ',indly correct the following:
Pre-Classical Period: Bach, Clementi,
Cowperin; Handel.
Classical Period: Beethoven, Cromer,
Czerwy, Mozart, Schubert, Weber.
Romantic Period: Berlioz, Chopin, H el~
ler, LeCouppey, Liszt, Nlendelssohn, Schumann, Wagner.
Modem Period: Albeniz, Brahms, Bauer,
Dvorci/" Elgar, Franck, Ganz, Gonnod,
Godard, Crieg, Horowitz, Lavellee, MacDowell, M oszkowski, Paderewski, RimskyKorsakov, Saini-Soens, Sinding, Strauss,
Sibelius, Tchaihovsley,
-A. L. L., Maine
1. It is obviously impossible to place
definite beginning and ending dates to any
periods, but I believe the following is about
what is usually given in most reference
books:
1000-1200 Homanesque
1200.1300 Notre Dame and Ars Antiqua
1300·1400 Ars Nova
1400-1600 Renaissance
(Burgnndian,
Flemish: and Venetian schools)
1600·1750 Baroque
1725·1775 Rococo
1750-1810 Classical
1810·1890 Romantic
1890·1910 Impressionistic
1910·
Modern
You will note that I have not used the
term "Pre-Classical." That would mean, I
suppose, everything before the Classical
period, and I feel that the earlier periods
that I have mentioned
are important
enough to be noted separately. For a more
complete, yet brief discussion of this matter, I would refer you to the "Harvard Dietionary of Music," article History of Music
and related articles.
2. Just as periods do not fall into exact
dates, so all composers do not fall exclusively into one period or school. Because
of the quality of his later works, some
might prefer to list Beethoven as a Romantic composer instead ofClassic. And there
are elements in the music of Schubert and
Weber that stamp them as classicists, and
other elements that stamp them as romanticists; actually they could be placed in
either or both categories. But I believe the
following revision of your lists is reasonably accurate:
Baroque: Bach, Handel
Rococo: Couperin
Classical: Beethoven, Cramer, Clementi,
Czerny, Mozart.
Romantic: Schubert, Weber, and aB of
those you have listed under the headings
of Romantic Period and Modern Period,
although Albeniz is probahly better under
the Impressionistic Period.
Impressionist: Debussy, Delius, Griffes,
Ravel: Respighi, etc.
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QUESTIONS

HISTORY

AND
ANSWERS
Conducted by KARL
W. GEllRKENS,
M usic Editor, Webster's IV ew International
Dictionary, assisted by Prof. Robert A.
Melcher, Oberlin College

Modern: Bartok, Berg, Copland, Hindemith, Honegger,
Ives, Milhaud, Piston,
Poulenc, Riegger, Schoenberg, Stravinsky,
etc.
-R. M.

ABOUT HAND POSITION
PIANO PLAYING

IN

Early in my study of the piano I was
taught to play with a level hand and wrist,
with my fingers curved at the second joint.
And I was told to play on the tips of my
/ingers.
Later I had a very fine teacher who
taught me the "bridge" position in which
the wrist is low, with the back of the hand
slanting upward and the knuckles prominent as the highest part of the hand. The
middle joints of the fingers protrude out
slightly down below the "bridge," and the
player plays on the halls of the /ingers.
Which hand poaitiouis the accepted one
at the present time and why? Also, what
books and illustrations can be obtained on
correct hand position?
As a piano teacher, I constantly run into
this hand position controversy. I will very
much appreciate this information.
-Mrs. D. L. K., California
There is, of course, no one universally
accepted hand position. There are probably
as many different positions as there are
teachers-or
as there are players. Even
one teacher cannot insist upon exactly the
same position for everyone of his students.
A person with a small hand and short fat
fingers will obviously have to use a some.
what different position from that suitable
for a person with a large hand and long,
tapering fingers. And even the same performer will need a different position to
execute a scale passage from that which he
uses for a wide-spread arpeggiated figure.
In spite of these differences of details
however, there are certain basic hand posi:

tions that are used by various authorities.
The first position which you describe was
used quite widely at one time. but is not
in general favor today. Although it made
for clarity of finger action, it \\ a" not conducive to a rich tone.
r believe that most teachers today advocate approximately
what you describe in
your second paragraph, though therc would
be considerable
disagreement
as to how
low the wrist should be. In gen ral, the
hand should be comfortably arehed, with
the wrist a bit beneath the knuckles. The
/ingers should be finn, and the playing
done on the lips or balls. This position
should give firmness without tensi n.
While it is certainly lrue that a teacher
must not let his students play in any hap.
hazard fashion, I think some teachers fret
too much about the matter of hand position, even to the point of impeding a student's Auency by insisting UPOJl a position
which is not natural to him. A hand position which will give control (without erifiness) and relaxation
[without flabbiness)
is the best one.
The book, The Cronnduiorlc of the Leschetizky Method by Malwine Bree contains
many pictures of hand positions, discussions of these problems, and exercises for
various kinds of control. Some of the principles it expounds may be a bit outmoded
today, but in general I believe this book
will help you. Another useful book is A
Visual Approach
to Piano Technique by
Ian Mininberg.
On an elementary level,
Children's Technic Book by Guy )!aier,
and Finger Plays by Jessie Gaynor, both
contain pictures,
discussions. and exercises. Your best source of help. however,
would be some serious study with a fine
teacher, for the problen1 you ha, e raised is
one which is difficult to rettle by means of
the printed word.
-R. A. M.

Because of the demands 011 Dr.
Gehrkens'
time,
correspondenl.5are requested to make their qu~·
tions as brief as possible-not
more than 150 word •. plea,..
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TEACHER'S
ROUNDTABLE
Maurice Dumesnil, Mus. Doc.,
discusses Ravel's music and
gives Ravel's own ideas on several
of his compositions

THE characteristics of Ravel's
ONEpianoOF music
is the clarity and limpidity of its graphic notation. It is most
perfectly and completely written out. All
the magic tones are there in black and
white, and in all of their details. An adequate interpretation should therefore be an
easy matter for one endowed with a capable technic and following the text scrupu·
lously. But, on the other hand, there are a
certain subtle insight and also an effort of
imagination which often surpass-and
by
very much-the possibilities of the average
executant. This needs a little explanation:
In Beethoven, Schumann or Liszt, for
instance, the expression, the emotion, the
passionate or dramatic feelings are there
in their primitive, genuine condition; or,
we might say, more or less in the state of
raw material. Each interpreter can use
them through the channel of his own nature, in many ways dictated only by individuality. This does not hold true with
Ravel's music, and there is only one kind
of poetic sensitiveness which is suitable:
the author's own. Therefore it will be well
for the performer to remember, at all times,
the features of Ravel's personality, in order not to trespass and thereby betray his
intentions. Ravel has been termed, at the
same time, scholastic by a certain number
of French modernistk
composers, and
"tarabiscote"
(over·concerned
with details) by some never satisfied musicologists.
Both definitions may contain a good deal
of truth, hut it is precisely because Ravel
has known how to achieve an almost miraculous equilibrium between sane tradition
and an ardent thirst for novelty, that he
asserts himself as France's greatest mu·
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(L. to G.) Edouard Ravel, Dr. Dumesntl, Mauricc Ravel, in the
master's gardens at MontfOl·t·I'Amaury neal' Versailles, Pictnrc taken by Evangcline Lchmnu (1\11'5. Duruesnil ) in 1936.

sician since Debussy. In any case, only one
thing matters in Art: that the creator
should reach those mysterious spheres
where spir-it and matter are blended in one
whole, and where it becomes impossible to
separate fantasy from technics, so perfect is
their blending.
Inspiration and sensitiveness are present
in all of Ravel's works, even the most simple and direct ones like the Pavane pour
une Infante deiunte and Jeux d'eou: (The
Fountain) with which I will deal in the
following lines. Both can be classified as
the most popular piano numbers written
by the composer. Although dating from his
early period, they already show consummate craftsmanship on his part. Half a
century has passed over them with no other
effect hut to make them take place among
the standard repertoire. In these times
when everything must at all cost be new,
they retain an astonishing freshness and
loveliness.
Now let us see what Ravel had to say
about their interpretation.
Would he be
satisfied with what one hears nowadays in
recital halls or studios? Certainly not.
Over-emphasis which turns sentiment into
sentimentality and current displays of pyrotechnics would be severely criticized by
him. Since through the years it was my
privilege to perform many of Ravel's com·
positions in his presence, I am sure my
fellow Round Tablers will be glad to hear
what he had to say, and how he wanted the
Pavane and the Jeux d'eau to be interpreted.
Strangely enough, he had become rather
critical of the Pavane in his mature years.
"I do not .feel in the least embarrassed to

talk about it," he said. "It is sufficiently
old to let the composer give it up to the
critic. From so far I do not see its merits
any more; but alas! I can see its defects
very well: the influence of Chabrier which
is too obvious, and the rather poor form.
In my belief it is the talent of the interpreters which made and continues to make
the success of this timorous, incomplete
work." No one of course, will subscribe
to this judgment. But let us proceed to
Ravel's advice regarding its interpretation:
"One must not attach to the title more
importance than it has. Avoid carefully
all dramatization.
It is not the mournful lamentation over a princess who has
just died, but the evocation of a pavane
which some princess painted by Velasquez
might have danced, of old, at the Spanish
court. Consequently, there ought to be
deep feeling, somewhat melancholy, but
remaining in the character of a slow dance.
"Generally speaking, all arpeggios (end
of measure 7, and similar) very fast and
in the manner of a harp glissando.
"No rubato whatsoever. The motion remains steady and dignified throughout,
with no other variations than the r itenutos,
allargandos. or meno mosso indicated in
the score. These should be slight, in order
to preserve the unity of tempo.
"Many editions are in circulation, which
omit a natural before the last B of the last
measure of Page 2. It is B natural!
"On the second line of Page 4, the
first two' measures ought to have reversed
'swell' signs of A-F, E flat-C, B flat.G,
like those marked on the last line of the
same page. The pattern should he carefully slurred (Continued
on Page 57)
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The Organist

STACCATO
NOTES

Takes

and

HOW THEY

A Sunday Off

ARE

And finds he can

PLAYED

learn much as a

0

member of a
by

ALEXANDER

" ...
The jollowing puzzles me;
(Ex. AJ, The rule about this states that
there should be a momentary rest between
the two notes, which melees it sound as
jollows; ..rl'l (Ex. B). My question is
this~why ~lce
the doued eighth short
by stopping it, when the staccato dot indicates that it should be shortened? lP"hy
not keep moving to the sixteenth, tlien stop
jar the staccato?"
-A1rs. 11/., Minnesota

McCURDY

congregation, e'ven
of his own church.

OW MANY organists
Sunday?

H

I mean:

to listen

go to church on

.

to a church

instead of playing for it.
A areat orchestral conductor

service

.
at one tune

arral~ged for each of his 110 men to have
a night off whenever the orchest~a played.
Each man in turn sat in the audience and
listened to the music like any other concertgoer.
.
Some of these men have told me they
were thrilled beyond words to hear ~heir
orchestra play. It gave them an .entIrely
new perspective to heal' the mUSIC as It
sounded to an audience. They went back
to their music-stands
"lith renewed enthusiasm and a fresh point of view.
The shrewd orchestra
leader who conceived this idea was Leopold Stokowski,

then in his great days as conductor of the
Philadelphia Orchestra.
What is sound psychology for orchestra
players is sound for organists as well. Yet
I know organists who for years have 110t
attended a church service in which they
did not participate.
.
All of us in time tend to fall into a cornfortable routine. Occasionally we -necd to
go out and see how the other half lives.
We may even engage a substitute and l~ear
the service seated in our own congregatton.
If we are doing a good job and the choir
is well-trained, it is comforting to know it.
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On the other hand, if things arc not quite
is so likely to jolt
us out of our complacency faster than hearine the service as others hear it.
Lynnwood Farham used to tell his
pupils that, if one kept his eyes and ears
open, he could learn something useful from
every service he attended. Evel~ a l~opelessly bad service has the negative virtue
of showing what not to do.
Not long ago I attended morning worship at the leading church in a small city.
This was the order of service:
Prelude: Chorale in A Minor
Fr-anck
Doxology
Opening Sentences
Tnvocation
Lord's Prayer
Gloria
Anthem
Psalter
Hymn: Faith of our Fathers
Scripture
Prayer
Offertory: "Melody in FO)
Rubinstein
Dedication
Anthem
Sermon
Prayer
Hymn: How Firm a Foundation
Benediction
Postlude: Fugue
Bach
There were many things about the service which were excellent. The anthems,
which] shall not mention by name, were
well sung. As for the accompaniments, they
reflected the organist's whole approach to

up to the mark, nothing

Dr.

the service. about which T shall have something to say later on.
At about ten-forty I arrived at the church
and found it well filled, By eleven o'clock
there were at lea t 900 people present.
When I saw that Franck and Be h were on
the program I looked forward to at least
fifteen minutes or beautiful music. I never
tire of Franck's A 'Minor Chorale. nor of
any Bach chorale.
.
At five minutes to eleven the organist
came ill and played about two pag of the
Franck. I could hardly believe what
heard. There were so many wrong notes
that it sounded as if the organist were reading at sight-and
as if he were not a very
good sight-reader.
.
When the choir came in. the orgamst
switched abruptly
to the Bach chorale.
which was 0 Gott, Du Frommer Cou,
While he played the first line of tbe chorale,
the nine singers and the minister entered.
After the singers bowed their heads. he
played the first phrase of the Doxology and
everyone in the church stood up.
The way that congregation sang was an
inspiration;
but they sallg in spite of the
organist's playing. not because of it. The
organ's tone was thick and muddy. The
organist used so many 16' couplers on the
manuals that one could not hear the pedal
part. Throughout
the service hymns were
accompanied
by the same muddy sounds
from the organ. The organist's rhythm was
not precise. Most unforgivable of all. he
interrupted the hymn after every stanza to
give the pitch (Continued on Page 48)
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This is just another example of the inadequacy of our music notation, which
does not make all details clear to us-and
very many of the points that are amhiguous are concerned with the use or the misuse of the staccato dot.
The fundamental rule for staccato is
that a dot over or under a note shortens
the note by one-half, the remainder of its
time value being silence. The fact remains,
however, that the sixteenth in a dotted
rhythm is very rarely shortened in this
way. A convention has arisen whereby the
dotted eighth is shortened instead, so that
the effect in Ex. B. is indicated as in Ex. A.
Like many other conventions, it is a mistake; the result probably, of confused
thinking. A number of composers and publishers still adhere to the exact notation for
Ex, B which is
(Ex. C). With two

BERKLEY

Very many such passages should be played
with a pure legato; in Iact, the legato
should always be used unless there is a
staccato dot on one note or the other.
To return for a moment to the fundumental rule given above. This rule has to
be interpreted with considerable flexibility.
There are very many passages that are
sprinkled with staccato clots which would
sound stiff and wooden if the notes were
played as short as the rule decrees. And by
the same token there are many passages
where the notes need to be played even
more staccato than the dots would indicate.
Some composers are thoughtful enough to
mark these passages with small, vertical,
wedge-shaped indications, as in Ex. E:
f
But this mark, too, is quite often
misused by being given when such an
abrupt shortening of the notes would be in
poor taste.
How staccato a note or a passage should
be played must depend on the character and
mood of the music. There can be JlO hL-HI
and fast rule about it. In fact, music being
the beautifully flexible art it is, hard and
fast rules are out of place. The pla yer who,
through study, has acquired experience and
taste can say, with Josef Hadyn, that the
rules are his most obedient servants.

f

rr

quite different ways of indicating the same
effect, it is no wonder that confusion exists.
When the staccato of Ex. B is not intended
to be made so sharply, the following indication is often used:
(Ex. D).

Her Tone is Pinched.
"W ould you kindly udoise me what is
meant by a 'pinched' tone and how 1
might correct it; also how can 1 develop a
wanner quality of tone? I am a,high school
girl, age 16, and have studied violin for
about seven years. Recently ... at an examintuicni ... , was told that I had a good
lcit-luuul technique and sound bowing insolar as rhythm and phrasing were concerned, but that my tone was plain, lacked
warmth, and was a little pinched at times."
-Miss H, t, B., Ohio
"P. S. As a matter of information my vzbrato is slow and small."

Many violinists seel~
have the notion
that all passages of dotted rhythm should
be played staccato, or at least with a slight
Jifting of the bow pressure after the longer
note. This is not by any llleans the case.

You,. postscript, I think,
swer to your problem. A
"pinched)' is thin and lacking
It is the opposite of a round

n
"---'

.n
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gives the antone that is
in vibrancy;
singing tone.

I

This difference in tone results to a large
extent-though
110t entirely-from
a difference in the quality of the vibrato. You
should concentrate for a while on improving your vibrato, for through it your inner
nature is given expression.
First of all, you must try to vibrate
faster, for this will help to give added intensity to your tone. But don't try to
vibrate fast all at once. Let the development
of speed be a gradual process. The best
material for improving the vibrato is scales,
for they call for the use of all four fingers.
Practice scales, then, giving at first five
seconds to each note, then four, then three,
then two, and finally one second. By this
time you should be able to vibrate five
times to each second. But don't imagine
that you can acquire this speed in a week
or two. The course of study I have outlined in a Iew words is likely to take two
or three months. But be patient and stick
to it-you'll
be glad if you do.
The increase in speed should be made
entirely by the wrist vibrato; if it comes
from the ann it is likely to stiffen your lefthand technique. It would help you a lot if
you could refer to the article on the vibrato
in the October 1947 issue of ETUDE.
When you can vibrate quite rapidly from
the wrist, it is time to work on the arm
vibrato in order to widen the swing of the
hand. The ideal vibrato is a sensitvcly
blended mixture of the ann and wrist. By
"sensitively" I mean that at times the wrist
vibrato will predominate
and at other
times that of the ann, according to the demands of the music. In the classics the
vibrato should be narrower
(more wrist
and less ann); in the romantics it needs
to be wider (more arm and just as much
wrist) .
But your vibrato may 110t be the sale
cause of your dissatisfaction
with your
tone. I am always ready to give a student
the benefit of the doubt, and perhaps your
violin is not helping you. It might pay you
to have a friend whose tone you admire
play on your violin. ]I he or she produces
a round, warm, tone then you will know
that your instrument is not at fault.
Besides a responsive violin and a left
hand which has a strong grip and produces
a good vibrato, another factor is necessary
for a beautiful tone-and
that is a flexible,
sensitive bow arm. Is your bowing supple
and free? If not, you must make it so. A
compete control of the \Vrist.and-Finger
Motion (ETUDE:
November 1945 and
April 1946) and the Whole Bow Martelli
(October 1945 and October 1951) is essen.
tial for every ambitious violinist and if
you have not this control you should work
to obtain it.. A careful study of chapters
three, four, and eleven of my book, "The
(Continned on Page 63)
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"This is your lesson time, and we are ale
ready very late in starting."
"I forgot my red book!" But that was an
old one, and I was prepared for it. "Well
then you'll have to use my red hook; I
,
"
have extra ones, you see.
"Oh !" Diane was crestfallen. "Then I
guess I'll have to play that piece after all."
Children can be so enchantingly trans-

We wonder how many teachers
will recognize Diane
as one of their pupils!

Bagatelle

technically
t hiIsplccenevcrthelessrequlresanunderstandingofitsexpressive
.
.
tWhi
d Ie f not
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i mg
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t one In
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. U tyo
hi t . e notes
G wi l5l not pr cv ide . Strive for a s mg
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lUg
IS pleco.
ra de .
.
LUDWIG
van

Andante, rna non troppo
,.,

parent!
"I guess you will. Here's the page; now
let's start."
"Ooooh! My gum got stuck in my teeth!
"What, gum again? Here's a piece of
waxed paper to wrap it up in," I said calmly, feeling like the Latin motto "Numquam
non paratus," which means "Never not prepared," or something to that effect. I also
keep a supply of Kleenex, bobby pins, soap,
and nail scissors on hand for various emergencies.
"Oh Miss Saunders! Did you ever sec
...
!" but I did not let another thought
emerge to the point of vocal expression.
"We'll talk ab ut it later, Diane!" I interrupted hastily and firmly. "Now put your
hands up here and begin."
"Look, nail polish!" she di played the
obvious.
I ignored it. "Begin on the third beat.
Now-one,
two, ... "
"But look, it's real, real r d!"
Heavens, yes!
"Diane!" I said harply, "We're not going to talk about another thing until you
get into your lesson!"
"Even if the rug fall ofT the piano bench
like I think it's going to--Whoops! There it
goes!" She dove under the keyboard yelping in joyous pursuit.
"Leave it where it is!" My voice was too
loud. "Let the rug alone, and start playing
even i£ the heavens fall! "-but that was a
mistake.
"1 f the heavens fall? ALL of 'em at
once ?"
"Never
mind the heavens-just
stop
talking!
"Diane, put your hands up on the keysno, just put them there and begin playing!
No no! not a word! PLAY YO "R PIECE!"
A sudden spasm of hiceoughing seized
Diane. Just how far does a child control
these things? She looked up, sidelong, at
my stormy face.
"Can
I-hie-get
a-hie
drink of
water?"
I realized that I was angry aud would
have to get both of us firmly in control
again. With an effort I relaxed, held up a
non-trembling hand, and went into my best
psychological approach.
"Diane, dear ," I began with mighty calm,
over-iooklllg
the hiccoughs, which were
ranging over a sizeable field of pitch and
dynamics. "Now you must listen while I tell
you something. When you came today, you
didn't know yom (Continued on Page 48)

by CELIA
"TEN

SAUNDERS

MINUTES late again, Diane." The
word "again"

bore the merest stress as

I greeted the little girl.
"I know, I know!" Diane agreed brightly. "But this time I really honest truly
positively couldn't help it!"
Last week she really honest trnly couldn't
help it; the week before, she really honest
couldn't help it; week before that she really
couldn't help it, and before that she just
couldn't help it. I wondered what adjective
would be added

imposing array.

next

week to an already

,

"You know when this first lesson is late,"
I admonished patiently, "then I either have
to shorten it, or else all the people who
come after you have to have their lessons
late too!"

"I know, I know! You told me before."
There was not a trace of rancour in her
elfin smile.
So I had, so I had. And I'd have to tell
her again. . .
1
"Well then, set up your music and let's
get busy," I urged, for Diane was taking
off her wraps layer by layer, pausing to
examine each garment with attentive concern, as if she expected to find butterflies
hiding in its folds.
"Ya know, Miss Saunders-ya
know
WHAT?" she exclaimed breathlessly, turning suddenly from her inspection. "We have
a new DOG!"
Confound the dogs, I thought privately;
they were always good for too many minutes of music lesson time. "It seems to me
you are always getting a new dog," I said,
not wanting to sign off too abruptly.
"Oh, yes, something always happens to
u.!U'" Diane was casual enough. "One got
lbst and one got run over and one got the
'stemper and one got into somebody's car
and ... "
"Yes, yes, you've told me all about them,

Diane." Practically every week you've told
me, I thought, annoyed with myself for being annoyed over the lengthening saga of
the dogs. "But now let's get on with your
lesson."
"He's such a cute dog, this one is! And
you know what ELSE? The people across
the street have a new baby, too!"
A new baby was important enough for
brief comment. "How nice!" I'said-mildly enough, I hoped, for I was increasingly
impatient to leave off the news and begin
the music.
"Yes, it's really AW'FLY nice!" Diane
was delighted for even small encouragement to further conversation. "A new dog
and a new baby! Only they didn't get the
baby at the kennel, like we got the dog at
the kennel!" She laughed enthusiastically
at her little joke.
"Of course they didn't," said I, echoing
her mirth a trifle feebly.
"N 0, his mother borned him!"
"That's the usual procedure," said I, attempting a note of finality. Piano lessons
all-tao-often had to be checked in a tendency to become discussions of elementary
economics, philosophy Of-as in this case
-physiology.
But Diane had not finished. "He's got
little brown spots all around his mouth,
too !"
"Why, what's the matter with him!" I
rose to the bait, alarmed. "When did they
notice the spots?"
"When they got him at the kennel
I
'
g~ess, " D'lane murmured artlessly_ Then,
WIth a sly glance in my direction, "YOU
thought I was talking about the bahy!"
Peal after peal of her sudden laughter made
the piano strings hum in sympathetic vibra.
tion. I didn't vibrate quite so sympathetically.
"No,"• co me, D'lane. I" I announce d edgily.
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Experimentation is in order, fO,rif,
in the majority of Gases, the plano
~art supports the voice from underneath, there are cases when, lovely
effectsare achieved by reversing the
JOsitionsand placing the chords and
~assage work above the melod): itself. Great care ought to he given
when using a long sustained tone.
There it is wise to keep the piano
part moving in s?me way so a~ to
avoid an impression of stagnation,
or a sense of falling into a hole.
In building a climax the piano part
is paramount in importance.
The
emotion conveyed by the singer's
part must be shared by the accompaniment Voice and piano cooperate
in a gradual and simultaneous
increase of tone volume, pace, and intensity of expression; the latter can
often be emphasized by a slight
change of rhythm, passing
from
eights to triplets, for instance. and
olher such devices. Early beginners
with talent for art·song
writing
should pay special attention to the
matter of modulating. So often the
sketch of a song is a "tonic and
dominant" affair! The modulating
issue may be the one which wiII
lransform a simple attractive melody
into a musical achje\"ement of lasting value. Gabriel Faure, of whom
I have previously written (ETUDE,
October 1943) was an outstanding
master of modulation, Increasingly
his songs are being heard on recital
programs. In French modern music,
Faure can be considered as an au·
thentic successor to Schub'ert. 'Vhat
Schubertexpressed in his own Leider
in Germany, Faure expressed in his
"Melodies" in Francc.
The contrapuntal element can be
profitably used here and j.here in
order to form with the voice an in·
terval that will inlensify its expres·
si,'e efficiency, Massenet, whose music is so transparent and delicate,
used this with consummate skill. A
study of some of his scores will be
most valuable in this direction. and
will serve as a guard against over·
loading "andclumsy heaviness. Tech.
nicallyspeaking, t1;e awkwardness of
certain intervals-octaves,
augment.
ed fourths, fifths or sevenths. should
be as much as possible avoided. A
composer of songs should not think
of the voice- in terms of violin or
cello, where the matter of wind supply does not come in for consideration, Attention must be given to
establishing "relays" where the singers can replenish Ulat supply with?ut having Locut the musical phrase
Inadequately, or to draw in the
hreath so hurriedly that it diverts the
attention away from the music.
All the preceding constitutes the
~~rk, of '.'polishing up." Perhaps
hiS IS as Important as the creative
phase of the composition itself. One
should refrain from yielding to pre.
mature satisfaction. Instead of con-
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lesson-didn't
know it at alL You
really don't mean
to deceive
me,
but you had an idea that if we could
get interested
in other things,
we
might not have time for very much
of your lesson. So you talked about
the new dog, and the new baby.
Your foot itched and you had to get
down and scratch
it. You were
afraid the button
at the back of
your dress was loose and you spent
some Lime trying to look down the
back of your neck. You 'forgot' YOlir
red book;
you
brought
chewing
gum and we had to wrap it up. as
usual. You thought
we could have
a long discussion
about nail polish.
You wriggled
around untH the rug
sli pped off the bench, and you had
to crawl down around
the pedals
and pick it up. You had a dozen
more things
to do in case these

Page 26)

didn-t
work. Finally )-OU had the
hiccough
...
,..
Diane'
eyes had grown wide. an.d
were ~udd nly filling wit1\ pathetlt
tears. "'\ a Illy \oice so .!Otern?After
all, sbe wa
just a litlle. li\"el)',
eager child ....
! I was quickly
contrite.
'"What i it. HOlley?" M,- heart
abruptJy.
"Why are )'OU
softened
crying?"
I-bic!., 'Cause
you said
niff~niffthought
of Lh.ings"
hie!

711

"Well. dear. isn't iL really trUe.

r

asked
gen,ly.
.
"Hie!
r o. it'
not! I-h~
rea]]y didn'L think of the be«OP"
Maybe not. ma)"be not. poor httle
killen.
_ I
But I'll bet you do nex' ume.
THE E.'W
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sidering a first draft as final, it is
well to lay it aside for sometime,
then come back to it. At once the
value of such a period of rest will
become obvious. Certain harmonies
will be improved, or elaborated
to
better
advantage,
for instance
by
altering
the chord formation
occasionally.
Almost invariably
the revision of a manuscript
will result in
elimination
rather than addition, and
the accompaniment
will sound better
once unnecessary
notes have been
removed,
Mme. Debussy, who was
an admirable interpreter of art-songs,
told me how extremely fastidious her
husband was in this direction, as she
presented
me a copy of Francois
\lillon annotated
by his own hand.
The majority
of songs customari.

ly begin with a piano introduction,
This creates the proper mood and
an expectation
of the vocal part.
Discretion and good taste are in order, for if the introduction
is too
short or too long, it may fail to establish the needed atmosphere. The
same holds true for the ending which
should sound as a logical postlude
concluding the music after the voice
has terminated its part.
On the interpreter's
side, consideration of the grade is a matter too
often neglected.
Whereas all published piano music is graded, thus
making
a convenient
index
for
teachers to follow, nothing of the
kind exists in the vocal catalogues.
One may hope that sometime in the
fUlme the same careful
grading wiII

be applied to the vocal repertoire.
This will enable many teachers to
select appropriate materials for individual voices and needs.
In conclusion, what matters most
in the writing of art-songs is the
sincerity of purpose, coupled with
patient consideration
of all factors
involved, ranging from the welfare
of the interpreter to the enjoyment
bv the audience. Much can be att~ined by working patiently and yet
taking care not to fall into an excess where spontaneity would disappear. A good thing to remember:
never be entirely satisfied. A great
writer was once asked, "Which one
of your works do you consider the
best?"
The reply was. "It hasn't
been written yet!"
THE END
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LET THE CHILD
MUSIC IN THE SCHOOLS

For Christmas

(Continued from Page 10)

are for his physical well-being.
The young people in our schools
today are often in a quandary about
the society around them. Even our
efforts to provide them with unheard
of security have not lessened their
deep-seated perplexities. They are
3725 Christmas
Hymns
1:01fe
often bewildered by the problems
1 Silent 1'\lght, 2 "I'he ]?ir,l Nool. 3 0
Come .en Ye li'aithflll,
4 Hark the Heraill
which face their elders and which
,Angel~ Sing, 5 0 Ll tt.le Town of Beththey know will soon be their problehem, 0 Calm ell the Listening
Bar of
lems. In this time of crisis our young
Kight
3724 Christmas
Carels
.....
notre
people need every consideration in
1 Good Killg Wencoslas.
2 GDd nest You
preparing them for the days which
Merry Gentlemen,
<I It Came uno» the
Midnight
Clear.
4 While
Sliephet<ls
lie ahead.
Watehed
the jcjncks,
5 ,lolly
Old SL
Education has a broader respon",'Icholas. 6 JOY 10 the World
*3410 Candle Light. F-2
Armour
sibility than to teach the funda"4089 Christmas
Bells, C-2-3
.. Gade
mental subjects. Tools of communi3061 Christmas
Is Here. F-I
.Honktns
cation under which we might loosely
*2079 Dreaming
of Santa Claus. C·l
Martin
2159 Holy Night,
Silent
Night.
C-2 .•. Gruber
group reading, writing, and arith3470 Jingle Bells. 6_2
... n rmuur
melle, are necessary for any man liv3049 Jingle. Jallllle, C-I
Hopkins
3159 Jolly Santa Claus, G-2
. Hichtct
ing in this period, hut an equally
3062 Merry Morn (Xmas
Waltz),
Bb-2
great challenge
for the American
Hupldns
.. Hopl<!ns
2980 New Year's Song. G.I
teacher is the responsibility that we
Adam
3785 0 Holy Night, C·2
must develop
attitudes
of living
3050 Santa Claus (A Xmas Tale),
C-l
l)'UhOll( lVo~dg
UorJkills
through the subjects of our curriculum.
Christmas Albums
Charles M. Dennis, Director of
CHRISTMAS
CAROLS FOR THE CATHOLIC
Music in San Francisco, writing in
CHILD.
nreue 2
... 75¢
the September,
1951, issue of EduCHRISTMAS
CAROLS
FOR
THE
YOUNG
PIANIST.
Grade 2
50¢
cation, said: "The future of music
THE HOLWAY
BOOK. Grade I
.1l0¢
education lies in the field of general
(For Christmas
and ALL the Holidays
education.
Everything which tends
in the Year)
to exclude it from that field is a
Our Graded-and-Classified
or our Comdetriment.
The administrator
who
plete Catalog listing over 4000 numbers is
asks only that his music teacher be
FREE at your dealer-or
on request from
able to teach music is an anachronism LQday. The growing respon'siCENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
hility which the secondary school is
41 West 63rd St" New York 23, N. Y,
required to assume calls for the relinquishing
of all attempts to promote subjects and demands an unselfish devotion to the needs of the
pupil."
Much of the tradition for the music education in our schools has been
built on the assumption that each
generation
of Americans
will live
substantially
among conditions similar to those which governed the lives
of their fathers, and furthermore.
that they will he able to transmit the
same conditions to the lives 'of their
children.
We are beginning
to be
aware that the .accelerated tempo of
living in this period under the pressure of technological change is rap~~~~iI idly outstripping our power of adr:
justment.
Those of us who are interested in
the progress of activity in education
have become concerned
regarding
the great development in the business of spectator sports in this country. Although
the sporting
goods
people tell us there is a market of
eight million people who spend some
twenty
billjon dollars
on sports,
only about sixteen million dollars is
"NO THUMB UNDER"spent for golf balls, and only about
ten million for baseballs. The largest
NEW BOOK
percentage
of that twenty billion
Scales ••• Arpeggios
mode
dollars goes for admission charges
fluent. Send for circular.
to professional or amateur competjEFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
tions. Certainly some of these mjl723 North Hiqhland
lions of spectators should be interLos Angeles 38, Calif.

These selected Christmas numbers are arranged to sing and play. Tec cbees, fOI
years, have been using this type of holidoy
material to add interest to piano study.
Like all numbers in Century Edition, all
titles listed ore 25~ a copy. See them at
your Century Dealer.
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ested in doing something themselves.
It has been truly said that the advance of civilization in the future is
All Branches
of Music
going to depend a good deal upon
and Music Education
what we do with our time off.
1 can remember wr-iting a sketch
Robert A. Choate, Dean
for a convention for the Western SoCourses
leading
to the degrees A.A.
ciety of Engineers,
which was held
in Mus.; B. Mus.; M.M.: M.M. Ed. In
in Chicago in May, 1927, more than
conjunction
with the Graduate
School
twenty years ago. They had a new
-M.A.; Ph.D. In conjunction with the
and daring idea, base a one-act play
School of Education-M.Ed.;
Ed.D.
on the idea that developing efficiency
could cut our work week down, not
Year-round Projects and Worhhops includeto a five-day week, but to a five-hour
Workshap
in Music Educatian
week! This was considered- a great
Opera
Workshop
joke in 1927, but it is not too funny
Pianists Worhhop
today, as our advance in science has
Corn.
indicated labor-saving
of such great
Eminent
Faculty
of Artists,
extent that we may well have a fiveposers,
Scholars
and Educotars
hour week in the future.
More leiMenter Clones under such leaders assure time should lead invariably
to
Arthur
Fiedler
Roland Hayes
the increase of creative work. The
Albert Spalding
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catalogue,
illustrated
Our responsibility
Iies in our profolder. write
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of growth,
DONALD
L. OLIVER
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Direefor 0/ Admiss;ons
to work, sympathy,
understanding,
and confidence needed by the urge
for expression.
Room 115
Education is a part of the civiliza705
COMMONWEALTH
AVENUE
tion which it represents,
j list as there
BOSTON IS, MASSACHUSETTS
has been a flow and counterflow
of
ideas between the changing
American society and the American school.
_
Many of us have come to realize that
the role of music jn general educaBy Sister M. Xaveria. O.S,F'1Mus,M.
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the flow of ideas between the schools
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ual effectiveness
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the realistic
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success
of
American
material
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the parents.
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key after the two black keys, and
then played two white keys going
down, and to the left. I told them
to listen. I said "Each note that I
play will sound lower." They listened eagerly. I had them play
Three Blind Mice other places on
the key board, using both the black
and white keys as starting points for
the tunc. This is the first step in
teaching to play in different keys,
and the rudiments of modulation.
I noticed that my children were
trying to connect one note with anlither, and instinctively
they were
trying to play legato. They were now
playing the piano more intelligently,
they were playing the tunes that
they knew, and I was letting them
have a good time. This was the
"proof of the pudding."
We found when we examined the
entire keyboard that the first white
note at the bottom was called A.
Then there was a lone black note
at the very bottom, and only room
for that one. We caned it B-flat. 'Ve
looked for other A's and found that
the A's were always placed in front
of the Bfiats. When we counted the
notes from A to A we found seven
different keys. We gave them each
II name A, B, C, D, E. F. and
G.
Next we went looking for D-Rats. We
foundthem at various places on the
keyboard. Now we were naming the
keys. First we learned the location
of the notes, and now we were learning the names of them by location.
Welocated all of the C's. It was the
note before the two black keys. The
D's were the notes between the two
blackkeys, and E was the note after
the two black keys. The children
nowknew the location and the names
of the notes from the bottom to the
top of the keyboard.
My next step was to write down
the names of the letters on Ihe staff.
Selecting the nursery rhyme Tu:in·
Me, Twinkle, Little Star, I wrote out
a few letters at a time all a piece
of paper, as I played them on the
piano. I wrote the letters C C G G
A A G, and then on another line I
1Hotesome more F FEE
D D C.
These letters represented
onh- the
first part of the tune Tu;inkle. Tn'inMe, Little Star. My little boy- would
read off the letters, and I would play
them, and then my little girl would
do the same.
I In teaching the staff, I started at
t Ie keyboard rather than to tf\' to
explain it on paper. Children 'like
to roam around the keyboard and
play t!le same tune at each end.
Y hked the idea of calling C, C1.
C an octave higher was called
C2 and the C's on the hi ...her octaves
were called C3, C4, and C5. At this
stage the children began to ask
~out 'he C ~t the left of middle C.
e called thiS one little C. and the
next octave d Own h·Ig C . and the low

i::
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bass C, double big C.
I taught only the treble staff in
the. beginning.
Now they had to visualize. I told my kiddles that these
le~ters, had to live in a house. and
this was not difficult for them to
understand,
as in our neighborhood
families
live on differen~ floors i~
houses and apartments,
and my children will tell you that Mrs. Smith
lives on one floor, and Mrs. Jones
on another. The house that we were
going to build had five floors. C1
was the basement,
and the janitor
lived there.
Between
these floors
there was a space. It was moving
day, and we were going to move
these letters up onto these floors and
into these spaces. The janitor h~lped
us. He went up the stairs first, going
to the first floor. We called the stairs
Dl, and the first floor El., The stairs
in the space above the first floor Fl
and the second floor Gl. I played
the notes on the piano that lived on
the different floors. El Gl B D2
F2. The notes sticking' up 'bet~veel;
those that I pressed down Jived on
the spaces between the floors. Their
names were F-A-C-E.
I asked who lived on the first
space, the second space, the third
space, and then who Hved on the 1st
floor, the 2nd floor, etc. I took a
piece of paper and drew the house
that we had visualized at the piano.

PIANO SOLO
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GlURE,

__

Hungarian Folk Melodies
10 Easy Pieces

__
__
__
__
__
__

I. Come Out and Play..
.
2. The Chase
....
3. Dance of the Mosquitoes.
4. Dreaming; Skipping ...
Frogs in My Flower Garden.
Toy Parade

__
__

the Avenue.
Merry Go Round.
A Ride in the Air.

F.~'~own

IUINHOLD!i!!IIIiIIIBi
__

GRnOiANINOFF,
KAUFRfCHT,

A ....

__

HERBERTl'8UiI

KAIALEVSKY.DMITRIIMI

__
__
__
__
__
__
' __
__
__
__

URGE l

Ex.l
SHONKARD,
CI D' t::

the first floor? Who was going to
Jive in the space over E, etc.?
Children
love to draw, and they
like to draw houses. It was not long
before we had built many houses
by drawing the staff and putting the
letters and notes on the correct floors
and spaces.
Our first effort was
TlL'inkle, Twinkle, Little Star, and
this is how the house looked:

..,........

ClARA

__

Somersaults

Then came Jingle Bells, London
Bridge is Fulling Down, Mar'}' Had
a Little Lamb, My Country 'Tis oj
Thee, Old 1I1acDonald Ha.d a Farm,
and many more.
I didn't
have to worry
about
rhythm.
They
knew the rhythms
from school, from Jjstening to the
radio. and hearing their mother sing
to them. They could now play the
notes on the piano while reading
them from the music.
] felt that I had won out, and had
learned how to make teaching more
attractive.
The child's jnterest must
be your guiding star. In that way
they will teach you what to teach
them.
THE END
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Student Pianist Vol. I-Edited
by Alfred Mirovitch (34 Selections).
Student Pianist Vol. 2-Edited
by Alfred Mirovitch (21 Selections).

. ....

1.25
.1.00
.. 1.00

r--------------------------,
:

I
I
I
I
I
I

LEEDS Music

(orpo-:,ation,

RKO Bldg.,

find $

Endosed

Radio

City 20,

New York, N. Y.

. Please send the i'ems checked above.

NAME
ADDRess
CITY

ZONE __

STATE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

BUY

FROM

YOUR

MUSIC

DEALER

OR

DIRECT
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World Famous

JOHN JUZEK VIOLINS

NOT A ,ViOLIN

u;

Master Art grade
We arc the sole agents for /,he famous F. N.
Voirin Bows, Bonr daui and Creoille Clorinets.
-

I have been able
to obtai;l no more information
about
a maker named D. Stirrat, of Edtnburah. Scotland. than that there was
a rnun so named who made violins.
There is no standard
price Ior his
instruments : each would have to be
judged nn its own merit;:;.

Wllolesalers, Im porters, mul MtUlUjllClurers of lilt lIutSical inslrrunellls
222 fOURTH AVE., NEW YORK 3. N.Y.
Publishers 01 tile famous
books 0/1.
Violin Playing:

COUNTERFEIT

"SIMPLICITY Of VIOLIN PLAYING."
"ALL VIOLIN TECHNIQUE"
(complete,
from
by Robert Ju:zek

Vol,. I, 11
beginner to artist)

SPLENDID NEW SETTINGS FOR TWO PIANOS
and Lowe
. Richard Rodgers
.. Richard Rodgers

FALLING IN LOVE WITH LOVE
A WONDERFUL GUY.
Each af tile abave at $1_25
(Set of two copies)

*

*

*
OTHER

DISTINGUISHEO

MUSIC

FOR

*

*

*

*

*

TWO

Arnold Box
"THE DEVIL THAT TEMPTED SAINT ANTHONY..
"HARDANGER
"THE POISONED FOUNTAIN
"RED AUTUMN
"SONATA FOR TWO PIANOS
Abram

.3.50

...

2.00

Gershwin

(Transcribed
by Percy Grainger)
(*two copies needed for performance)

THE
& Co.,

DeSylva,
RKO Bldg.

CHAPPELL

GROUP

Inc.

Wllllomson

T. B. Harms Co.

Brown & Henderson,
_

Rockefeller

Inc.
Center

G. c., Washington.
An institu·
that would
certainlY
benefit
the t.hought you have
mind is
Music School
Settlement.
55
EU!"-L Third
Street. New York City.
It is a splendid school. I am purposely vague in this answer. hut that is
what yOll wanted.

H.
tion
from
The

Gershwin
-

Music,

Publislling

Inc.

Corp.

New York 20, N. Y.

in

IN DATES

Mrs. F. S. R .• New York. Your
violin wa~ made by Friedrich
August
lass somewhere
between 1840 and
1855. Translated,
the label says the
instrument
was made by him after
the model of a Stradivarius
made in
1638-which
is interesting.
because
Stradivari was" not born unlil 16441
~~aybe the violin is not even a gen.
ume Glass. In any case, it is probably worth
between
$50.00
and

e

SlOO.OO
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ANSWER

A OISCREPANCY

Chasins

FANTASY ON GEORGE GERSHWIN'S PORGY AND BESS.. 3.50

Cllappell

Mrs. C. C., Illinois.
As I have
uften had occasion 10 remark.
it if'
impossible to give any definite opinion on a violin from the evidence
supplied by the label. Labels can so
easily be faked. If the date or spelling of Ihe label is wl"Ong. one is usually right in saying that the instrument bearing it is an inferior copy.
but further than that one cannot go.
lf you have real rea"on to believe
that either of your violins has value.
you should take or send it to one of
the Chicago dealel·s that adverti!"e in
ETUDE and ask for un appraisal.
For a slllall fee a reliable
opinion
·will be given to you.

A VAGUE

.2.00
1.75
. 1.75
... 2.50
.4.50

PERIOD SUITE
George

LABELS

PIANOS

Richard Addinsell
WARSAW CONCERTO (Transcribed by Percy Grainger).

ON VIOLIN

MAKERS

KNOWN

13. M .. Muniioba.

METROPOLITAN
MUSIC COMPANY

SUGGESTEO

Nlrs. T. 5., Louisiana. I am very
glad you realize that your Stradlabeled
violin is not likely to he
genuine. Few of my correspondents
who have similar violins seem to
know this. [f you wish to have it
appraised
you should lake or send it
to one of I he dealers who advertise
in ETUDE.

BOOK
NOT WELL

price to the

by Whittemore

APPRAISAL

MAKER

Dr. D. D.
Pennsylvania.
It is
the confirmed opinion of experts that
Dutffoprugcar-r-or TiefIenbrucker, to
give him his right name-never
~ade
any violins. only Iutes and gUJtars.
The many so-called
Duiffogrugcars
oriainated.
after he died. in both
Fr-ance and Germany.
They have a
curiosity value only.

----we

the lowest

JOlt plqy-

alzd a new adventure 6egiilS

Answered by FREDERICK PHILLIPS

By HAROLD BERKLEY

'E.ere
must be some reason why
the JOHN .JUZEK VIOLINS are in
such a great demand all over the
country.
Just compare the violins of other
makes at double or even triple cost to
the superb tone and excellent workmanship of the JOHN JUZEK VIO·
LINS.
have innumerable
finest comments from teachers and professional
violinists-many
an artist prefers 10
play on a "Master Art·' JOHN JUZEK
VIOLIN rather than 011 au expensive
old instrument.
from

I

)

Violas aru{ Cellos

Student outfits

¢JrgQn I(tl uestions

"0iolin I(lluestions
.
/

E. It, New Jersey. I'm sorry, but
J do not know of a book, in English.
similar to Fairfi ld's "Known Violin
Makers."
Lutgendorfl's
monumental
work is uf course the Bible of violin
lovers. but it iii in Ccrme» and is
now almost irnpos ..ihle to obtain.

REPAIR

FIRMS

SUGGESTED

P. S. N .. Wi'Sf Virginia. Any of the
violin firms Ihut a(hcrli~e in ETUDE
are equip» d 10 gi\c an expert ap·
praisal on u violin and also 10 make
any necc5~ary rcpllir~. Other firms
I can recolllmend are A. Eisenstein &
SUII. 1585 Broadway:
hropshire &
Frey'. 119 Y C,!-,t 571h treet; and
Rembert
\Vurlitzer. 120 West 42nd
Street. All thcse firms are in New
York
it).

MASS.PRODUCTION

OF VIOLINS

Miss S. I.. P .. Ohio. Thihou,ille·
Lumy & Cie. is one of the most im·
portant
factories of Illusical instruments in Mirecourt. a concern dating
back to 1790. They ha\'e worked on a
mass-production
ba~is in a purely
commercial
\\a~. making thousands
of instruments
a year. They produce
instruments
in different
grades.
ranging
jn
price from
15.00 to
about
150.00.
NO INFORMATION

AT HAND

Miss C. E. J .. Irisco"si"- -'either
Grove's Dictionary of )Iu:,ic nor the
Oxford
Companion
to ~lusic gi,·e
any in[orm8tion
on Jean Ten Haye.
However. I hu\-e the illll)r~ion that
he was a
andina\ ian ,iolinist who
lived during
the latter part of the
last century.
H any of our reade~
know morc about Ten Ha,e. I'd
glad if the)" would write to me.

A SELLING

SUGGESTION

A. K., California. As )"OU wi,;h lO
dispose of your ,-jolin. I would ~g.
ge~t that )"ou gel in touch with )lr.
Faris Brown. 5625 Wibhire Boule·
yard. Los Angelei'.
ETCD£
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• frl e have a two manual organ, and
have just been presented with a set
of chimes. Since I do not have any
music with chimes, I would appreciate some suggestions for a book of
su.itable voluntaries, music nat too
advanced.

-K.

W. K., Canada

There are (I few collections of organ music designed for use with
chimes, such as "Organ Music With
Chimes" by Kinder, published
by
Presser, one with a somewhat similar
title published by Lorenz, and possibly others. The Presser Com parry
will be glad to send these to you for
examination. There are also many
single numbers, among which we
might mention the following:
An
Evening Medit,aliofl, Demarest:
Cathedral Shadows, Mason:
Galilee,
Matthews; Gesu Bambino,
Yon;
Sunset and Evening Bells, Federlein; Chime Preludes (published by
Gray); Evensong, Duddy;
Vesper
H)'mn, Bishop;
Twilight Musings,
Kinder; In Moonlight, Kinder; etc.
Most of these also may be had on
approval.

• I aln preparing for a m.eeting of
my club which will study the fife and
lwrk of Albert Schwcitzer, and I am
reading"Music in the Lifc oj Albert
Schweitzer" by Charles Joy_ Following page 140 there are scvt'ral piclures. In one, showing Dr. Sc.:hweit::erat the piano in the GUllsbach
home,the music is opetz. on lhe rack;
I should like to know the name of
the composition. I should also . like
information regarding recordings by
Dr. Schweitzer.
~L. A. Z., lVisconsin
We regret very much that the book
by Joy referred to is temporarily out
of slock, SO that we are unable to
identify the particular composition
shown.The Columbia people have issued foUl' volumes of Schweitzer
organ recordings, as follows:
Chorale No.1 in E, Franck

o

set MX·IOO
rgan :!\'lusic Vol. I, Bach.Preludes
an.dFugues in C Major, G major, F
llunor; Fantasia & Fu"ue in G minor
"L·
I"
'"
Itt e Fugue in G minor'
Toccata ,
& Fugue in D Minor
se; MM-310
~rgan i\lusic Vol. 2, Bach-13
Choral
reludes
set M~I.320
~rgan ~usic Vol. 3, Bach-Preludes &
Fugues m ~ mjn., C major, E minor;
. ugue A nUllor
set MM-320
rhese could prohably he procured
~~omyour local dealers, or from the
resser Company.
ETUDE-NOVEMBER
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- About 1890 a two-manual tracker
action pipe organ was installed
in
a local church,
and by 1944 the
operation of the organ was becomitie
unsatisfactory
and
unreliable
a~
times. In March, 1945, a new twomanual electro-pneumatic
action or.
gan
'Was installed.
The old organ had 13 ranks. Not long before
the old organ was removed I tried
out the sounds of each pipe. With
the exception of a number of Oboe
pipes t he organ was fairly good.
Some pipes sounded as if they might
need some lUning or regulating. The
new organ sounds
som.ewhat
deficient as compared to the old, mostly
in "[uli" organ. When I hear the
new organ there are times when I
feel badly about it, coupled uiith.
memories
of the old one. Do you
think
from the specifications
sent
you that I am justified in feeling
as I do? What are )'our opinions on
the Vox Humana
and Chimes on
the new organ. instead of some other
possibly useful stops which are not
present.
Is it possible t.o preserve
and usc the pipes of such. an organ
as lhe old one. and simply replace
the console, chests, etc., if the trouble
seems t·o be here rather than in the
pipes? Or is it better in most cases
to replace
the entire instrument,
pipes and aU, with a new instrument?
-W.R.M
.• Md.
We ellU well understand
how the
replacing
of the old organ with a
new one, gives you the feeling of
having lost an old friend, and also,
from the respective
specifications,
how you miss something of the solid
tone qualities of the old instrument,
as compared with the "nice" tones of
Ihe new instrument.
We believe, how.
ever, that if the new organ was in·
stalled on the recommendation
of a
reliable builder, there would be good
reasons for a complete replacement,
rather than an effort to preserve the
old pipes and install new action
and console. It is possible the Open
Diapason
on the new organ would
also give more body than the stops
on the new one, but all in all, we
feel that the new organ is faidy adequate, and we believe you wBl come
to like it more as tjrne goes on. The
addition of an Oboe or Doppel Flote
might he more effective on the new
organ from an ensemble
point of
view, instead
of the Vox Humana
and Chimes,
but these latter
are
very effective within their somewhat
limited uses.

THE END

Hammond Orgon illustroted above is the Home Model- price on request.

You press the keys of the Hammond Organ and a new adventure
begins. The song of skylarks- the brilliance of brasses, the whisper
or ",ilJows come alive as you play. This is music that relaxes )OU
. refrc~hes you ... renews you. And it happens each time you pl::ty.

l¥:

YOUl"
fanlily joins the [un
when thcre's a Hammond
Org·an in your home. For
even your youngsters can
s'fiftly capture the beauty
of music, the feeling of
kinship that comes with
playing snch an instrument. "'hat's more, on the
Hammond
Organ even
beginners
play surprisingly fine music the first
montIl. And your friends
like to visit a home where
they may share the fun of
music+making, too.

You have room enough in your home for a Hammol~d Organ. There
are models to fit your home, available on payments exactly wiled
to your l~eeds. Hammond Organ priccs begin at 51285 including
lOne eqUJpment and bench, Lo.b. Chicago (for the Spinct :.\[odeJ,
not shown). Ask your dealer for a demonstration.
Then you will
know 'dlY the Hammond Organ gives lasting musical satisfaction
to so many_

.E£4MMOND OElGAN
MUSIC'S

r----

MOST

GLORIOUS

MAIL COUPON

VOICE

FOR FUll INFORMATION

Hammond Instrument Company
421OW. Diversey Ave., Chicago 39,lllinois
\Vithout obligation, please send me information
fonowing Hammond Organ models:

o
o

CHURCH
~[ODEL_
Hammond Organs arc used
in some 27,000 churches.

Spinet Model
Home Model

0
0

-----.
I

on the

Church Model
Concert Model

Name
Concert Model bas 32-note
AGO pedal keyboard and an
additional Pedat Solo Unit,
tunable to preference by
the organist.

_

Street ..
City

P. O. Zone
@19'2.HAMIHIHC

~---------------------------

State

INSTRUMENT

..
COMP~'lY

II

J
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.Junior Etude Contest

The MASTER and the BOY
J. MURDOCH

by WILLIAM

come to the boy's concert in Vienna. No, he was not interested in

THE
eleven-year.old
Hungarian
boy, accompanied
by his .father
and his father's
friend
Schindler,
fairly trembled
with
awe as he
stood in the home of the great Ludwig van Beethoven.
This was a dream
come true.

his playing. No! No!
The boy's dream was thus rudely
and suddenly shattered. Beethoven
would not pay him even as much
as a moment's
heed. The boy
wanted only to please him, yet the
great
one
would
not give the
chance.
Nevertheless,
the boy could, and
would play for the rest of musical
Vienna,
whether
or not the city's
foremost
musical
figure would be
present!
On the night of the concert the large hall was crowded.
Thousands
had come to hear this
amazing
child who was acclaimed
a brilliant
pianist by all who had
heard
him.
And suddenly,
the dream that
was shattered
came true again.
The boy spied his hero in the audience.
There
was Beethoven! In
spite of his former rudeness and
his rebuffs,
the master did have
the kindness
to come to the boy's
concert.
after all! And the young
pianist poured forth aU the artistry
of his life into his performance,
playing
to the very limit of his
skill,
playing
as he had never

The boy had almost worshipped
Beethoven for half his young life.
Edited by Elizabeth

A. Gest

Forgetting and Remembering
SOME PEOPLE tell us it is a good
thing to use the system of remembering something by remembering
something else first. Did you ever
try it? For instance, you might
remember when Bach was born by
first remembering something else
-that he was born the same year
in which Handel was born. But if
you forget when Handel was born,
then-one, two, three, you're out
and you don't know when' Bach
was born either!
Some people remember the lines
of the staff by first remembering
something else, such as the string
of words "every-good-boy-doesfine." All that, just to remember
the lines, e-g-b-d-f. If you forget
to remember the string of words
and
say "every-good-gi rl-doeswell" it would not fit in with the
staff at all, and one, two, three,
you're
out again and you can't
remember
the lines of the staff.
Why not omit the string of words

and

KNOW

that

the

lines

are

merely every other letter of the
musical alphabet. This is certainly
much quicker and safer, and be-

sides it can be applied to any part
of the staff, not only beginning
at
the first line.
There is a still longer string of
words that some people use for
remembering
the order of all the
sharps,
which
goes like
this'
"Fanny -can -get-dinner -and -ear 1ybreakfast."
An. this to be remembered first, just to get I-c-g-d-a-e-b!
Suppose
you forgot what it was
that Fanny could get. Then your
order of sharps would disappear,
too. It is much safer and quicker

He had studied
his compositions.
He had stood in reverence
before
his portrait. He had played some of
his piano works for an astounded
public. He had dreamed
over and
over of being received by the great
master
himself
and playing
for
him. And now, at last he was face
to face with his hero.
And Beethoven
scowled
rude! y

at him! He shook his head sadly

to KNOW that each sharp in the
signature
is five notes higher than
the preceding
one.
It is never safe in music to try
to remember
something
by trying
to remember
something
else first.
Also, it does not develop
good
sight-reading,
and every piano student should try to become a good
sight reader.
This
system
of remembering
something
by remembering
something else first is caned "mnemonics". The word comes from a Greek
word. The dictionary
defines it as
"the science of artificial memory."

played

frOlll a Gerlllan

before, playing for the mu-

sician he revered above all others.
At the conclusion
of the concert,
while the audience was sending up
a deafening
applause,
Beethoven
rose from his seal, rushed to the
stage, grasped
the boy and kissed

The Boy Lisat Meets thc Mustcs-,
Beethoven
(picture

Junior Etuile will award three attractive prizes each month for the neatest
and best stories or essays and for answers to puzzles. Contest is open to all
boys and girls under eighteen years of age.

newspaper)

him

for he was in poor health and his
bitterness over his lost hearing was
deeply marked
in his stern face.
No! No matter how \\Tildly the boy
was acclaimed
he would not listen
to him play!
No, he would not

on the forehead. That aflee·

tionatc
embrace
was undoubtedly
the proudest
llloment of the boy's

life.
And

who

was the boy?

Franz

Liszt!

Did You Know?
By Gertrude G. lf7nlker

That BACH is called "The Father
of Modern Music?"
That HAYDN
is called
"The
Father

of the

Symphony"?

That PAUL WHITE;VIAN
"The

Father

is called

of Jazz"?

Th~~e~~;J;,~I

is called

That CHOPIN
of the Piano"

That MEYERBEER

ALBE:"'IIZ

Chopin

That THOMAS
DI'awing Conlcst
Prize
winner,
Class B EJainc
Jennings
(Age
13) Arizona

called

"The

Melod y"?
That RAVEL

is calle(l

Boy"?

That Sir ARTHUR

chestral

54

MOORE

~'The l\1instrel

Victorian

is called

Perfectionist"?

Master

"The

is
of

Or.

is called "The

of Spain"?

That JOH
~'The

SULLIVAN

is called "The
. "?

lichael
Angelo
of l'IUSle .
(This
title was fYh'en him by
o
"J
Bizet, composer
of I'Carmen.

That

"Siguor

is called "The Poet

NN STRACSS is called

Viennese

Waltz King"?

That
OUS is called "The Jlarch
KinlT"?
That IRVING BERLI'l i, called
"The Composer.in.Chief of the
Army"?

ETl DE_SOI'ElIBER
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WOUD MUSIl: SEHOUL

Distinguished
musicians.

Member

Names of prize winners

of Music.

Faculty

will appear

on this page in a future issue of the
will receive honorable mention.

ETUDE. The thirty next best contributions

artists.

Put your name, age and class in which you enter on upper left corner of
your paper and put your address on upper right corner of your paper. Write
on one side of paper only. Do not use typewriters
and do not have anyone
copy your work for you.

Results

of Original

Drawing

Prize Winners
Class A, Kay

Gabrielson

(Age

Contest

Ellen Gogus, Leona Green, Joane Culyban, Bergine Haakenson, Suzanne Haralson, Shirley Henderson, Edith Hiller.
man, Rosalie Horowitz, Julie Kempffer,
Jo Rita Marrs, Joan Mercer, Melissa
Manneschmidt, Alice Mushles, Jocelyn
McAfee, Martan Mel.cod, Claude Norton, Marc Nusbaum, Jean Ort, Louise
Parker, Dolores Parsons, Dorothy Pebworth, . Sydney Ross, Billie Romine,
John
Ruseltano,
Carolyn
Seymour
Frank Walton, Elayne Wcbber, Loi~
Violet, Winslow, Ellen Winters, Floretta
Witzig Leslie Wood.

15),

Florida
Class B, Elaine Jennings (Age 13),
Arizona, tied with Louise Rentschler (Age 13), West Virginia
Class C, George Webber (Age 6) t Con.
neoucut
Special Ilonorublc Mention,
l\lary Russltuno
Hnnorablc Mention
for drawings
(elphubetleal order):
FrancesCellc, James Craig, Leah Fraser,
Wilma Fuller, Wah Ccntatn,
Patricia

1895 for the

since

Class A-IS to 18; Class B-12 to 15; Class C-nnder 12.

of renowned

diploma, and

Degree,

music,

American

and

European
in piano,

Public

of cultural

at moderate

of Schools

courses

instruments.

In the heart

composition.

ing accommodations

*

Association

certificate

violin, org-an, 'cello, wind

voice,

of professional

training

of the National

School

Chicago.

cost.

Acrostic

For free catalog, write Arthur

Wildman,

Musical Director.

1014 SO. MlI:HlGAN AVENUE • l:Hl[;AGO:i

Contest

• ILLINOIS

Take the letters as called for from
the words below and find the name
of a well-known symphony.
(Send
answers to Junior
Etude
before

November 31.)
1. The first leiter of the name of a
famousAustrian composer.
2. The second letter of a social entertainment featuring music.
3. The lhird letter of the art of combining tones and chords.
4. The fourth letter of a composition
written for full orchestra in several
movements.
5. The fijth Jetter in characters placed
on the staff to cancel sharps or flats.
6. The sixth letter in the name of a
famous nineteenth century violinist.
7. The selienth letter of a word mean·
ing one who exhibits great instrumental skill.
8. The eighth letter of an orchestral
composition preceding an opera or
oratorio.
(Answersmust give all the words
called for)
Dear JUllior Etude:
have had a good many piano celebniles here but it would be interestin<T to
bringover a few Americans. Our !u;all
Statehas indeed grown musically under
thc special guidance of our Sydney
~ymphonyOrchestra, wbose conductor
IS Eugene Goossens. We have also had
guest conductors includincr Sir John
BarbiroIliand Otto Klemp:rer. I want
to becomea music teacher but at present I work in an office. I would like to
?ear from anyone in America who is
mterestedin music and will answer all
letters,
Gladys Irene Mulcahy (Age 18),
Australia

'Y~

f~mes Thompson (8 months) Suzanne ~
ompson (8 years) Dayton. Ohio

ETUDE-NOVEMBER
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John Philip Bloke, Jr., President

Letter Box

8y Marion Her/son Maldleu)s

Bachelor
Send reptles to Icttces in car-e of
Junior
Etude,
Bryn l\Iawr, Pn.,

and they will be forwarded
to the
writers.
Do not ask for addresses,
Foreign
mail is 5 cents; some fm· •.
cign airmail is 15 cents and some is
25 cents. Consult your Post Offiee
before
stamping
Iorclgn
air mail.
Dear Lnnior

Master
Graduates

Music

Music in public

of Music

Degree

of Music Degree

Education

Maior program

schools. A catalog
Institutional

1801 8onhomme

I

in 24 Fields

in 23 Fields

well qualified

to teach

all phases

of

will be sent on request.

Member Notional

Associotion

of Schools of Music

Avenue

St. louis

5. Missouri

NEW YORK COLLEGE OF MUSIC

Etudes

I am a reader of ETUDE Music Magazine, my family's and my favorite magazine.
r play the piano and am in second
year at the College of .Music and Arts
of thc Philippine Women's University.
My hobbies are stamp and coin _collect·
ing. listening to good music, sports,
reading and writing letters. I would like
to hear from other Etude readers all
over the world.
.
Sonia Fe Flores (Agc 16),
Philippine Islands

*

SPRING SEMESTER BEGINS FEBRUARY 2nd

ST. LOUIS INSTITUTE of MUSIC
Musical

Liv-

Arved Kurtz, Director

Chartered

75th ANNIVERSARY

College ond Prof"ssionol Cours"5
Closs and Individual
Instruction
Preparatory
Troining for Children and Adults
114 East 85 Street,

Full or Part Time.
Write

for Catalogue

COSMOPOLITAN

1878

YEAR
Day or Evening
New

York 28. N. Y.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Preparatory,
Co.llege, Special, and. Graduat.e
Departments.
Courses leading to
Bachelor of MUSIC, Bachelor of MUSIC Education, Moster of Music and Teacher's
Certificates
in Music and Theatre Arts.
'

Clarence

Eidam

William

President

Member NASM

Edwin

L. Stephen-Mgr

.• 306 South

Wabash.

Chicago

Phillips

Deon
4. Illinois

r

enjoy the ETUDE a lot. especially the
articles by concert pianists as I hope to
become one myself. My favorite composition is Beethoven's Fifth Concerto. I
would like to hear from anyone who is
interestcd in music or in Beethoven.
Sue Fortney (Age 15), Wisconsin
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Bachelor
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of Science in Education
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SINGERS CAN BE MUSICIANS.
(Continued

therne!
a
folloW
It's Christmas! So let's have a
recital that is different and fun!

Base your program on the delightful. book
CHRISTMAS
IN MEXICO, by Marie Westervelt and Jane Flory. These traditional songs follow the fascinating and gay Christmas celebration of the children in Mexico.
The continuity of the book is perfect for a pageant-like program, with songs to sing and play,
and little dances for all to do. Also, the illustrations in the book give wonderful ideas for costumes.

• For a larger program,

here are some general
~ Christmas solo suggestions.

AROUNO THE CHRISTMAS TREE (G,. 21
.. Crosbv
CATHEDRAL CHIMES AT CHRISTMAS EVE (G,. 31 Enqelmonn

110-16192

I 10-06380

.25

CHIMES AT CHRISTMAS (Gr. 31/2).
CHRISTMAS BELLS (Gr. 3)

110-11451

AD

. .. Greenwald
... Johnson

$.30

110-25840

.35

.. WII,o'
.... Adler

130-40287

.40

130-40 I80

.40

CHRISTMAS EVE (G,. 21

... Blake

110-17925

.30

CHRISTMAS EVE (G,. II
CHRISTMAS FANTASIA (G,. 31121
CHRISTMAS HYMN AND BELLS (G,.2'hl

· Stairs
. Mueller

110-40120

.30

110-23105

.50

... Pitcher

HDLIDAY (Gc. 2'(2)

.. Ketterer

110-25103
j 10-26528

.35
.30

1tD-27198

.35

I 10-07609

.40

CHRISTMAS BELLS (G,. 31
CHRISTMAS CANDLES (G,. 3-4)

... Pierpont-Richter

JINGLE BELLS [1'121
UNDER THE MISTLETDE [G,. 2'(2)

... Engelmann

• There is a section in the book about gifts and toys
so here are ideas for additional pieces about toys.
110-40180

.30

110-23665

.30

. Kern
,Travis

130-40182

.30

130-40196

.35

... . J3aldwin
. Connell

110-23123

.30

110-27577
110-27742

.30

... Richter
Altbayer

110-26272

.30

· Richter

I 10-26368

.30

· Dungon
. Travis

130-41040

.30

130-40023

.35

110-27409

.30

· DeVito

BIG BASS TUBA (G,. 2)
CLOWN (Go. I)
CLOWN (G,. 2)
DANCE DF THE PAPER DOLLS [Go. 2·31
DOLLIE WALTZ (G,. 11121
DOLLY IN BLUE (G,. 2)
DRUM (My First Toys) (Go. I)
FIFI, THE LITTLE BALLET GIRL (G,. 2'12 I

... Ketterer

....

FIRE ENGINE (G,. 2)
JACK.IN.THE·BOX [G,. 2)
LITTLE TIN SOLDIER (G,. 2)

..:- ....

.. Ketterer

LITTLE TOY SOLDIER [G,. 2)

.35

MUSIC BOX (Go. 3)
MY KIDDIE CAR (G,. I)

· Poldini

110-06701

.30

· .Adler

110-27050

.30

MY PDPGUN (G,.

· Richter

I 10-26995

.30

Richter

130-40027

.30

Arnold

110-27247

.30

.. . . Stairs
. . . ... . . Risher

110-26139

.30

110-17359

.30

110·40137

.30

1'(2)

MY SCDDTER (G,.

MY TEDDY BEAR (G,.
SAILBOATS (G,.

.....

1'(2)
I)

TALKING DDLL (Gc. 1'121
TOYS ON PARADE (G,. 2'(2)

For TRADITIONAL

....

1'121

... .

......

Robinson

CHRISTMAS CAROLS,
see back

THEODORE

PRESSER

Bryn Mawr. Pennsylvania
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from Page 20)

life force,
and not as something
great artist-teachers,
who are usua~ly
."extra",
to be added on top of the
careful
that their
young
pupIls
three "R's",
and often omitted if
set the most complete
development
time is lacking.
Please understand
;ossible.
And yet, many of these
that I am not referring to a specific
top' rank teachers,
who .are th~r.
body of musical knowledge, but to
oughl y skilled as voice builders WIll
an "attitude"
toward music in gentake an indifferent
attitude
when
eral which win serve as a broad
it comes to insisting upon musician·
foundation
for any child who may
ship in their singers.
wish to build a musical career upon
What is the result of this brand
it later. Such an attitude is infinitely
of training?
There is no doubt" th~t
more important
than any amount
it is capable of producing
a ce.rtam
of the wrong kind of piano lessons.
type
of attractive,
well-polIshed
Obviously
this problem must be
product,
a singer who knows sevattacked
not only in our public
eral roles letter-perfect,
and who
schools,
but also in our homes,
can conduct himself in a presentable
where
personal
musical expression
manner on the stage. But what haphas been all but replaced by radio,
pens when he is presented
sudd:nlY
television,
and phonograph.
with a strange score to read at SIght
Secondly,
a great deal can be
for an important
audition,
or a
done by the voice teachers themmodern operatic role which he canselves simply by adopting a more
not learn alone and has no time to
conscientious
attitude
toward the
coach? Usually nothing.
The need
com plete
development
of their
for musidanship,
which
he has
pupils. Of course their own feelings
never felt usually strikes him with
about the matter may be entirely
great for~e and he loses a' large
different,
in which case the cause
part of the security
and self-confiis
all
but
lost.
I talked recently with
dence which his teacher
had so
a leading
voice teacher who astoncarefully built up. If he has enough
ished me with the following remark:
ambition
and stamina
he may he
"As far as I am concerned, all
able to fill the gaps in his developopera
singer
are merely puppets
ment quickly, but usual ly he loses
op rated by the conductor. The more
heart and quietly disappears
from
they know about rnu lc, the more
the musical scene, a victim of sheer
they insi t upon
inging their own
musical inadequacy.
way, which makes lhem absolutely
Those whose voices and talents
useless to the onductor, who would
(not to be confused with real knowlprefer that they knew nothing."
edge of music) are highly su peri or
I fear that. in a sense. he was
usually
continue
in their
careers
right, if one i considering the dog·
through
sheer dogged
persistence,
matico formalized
approach to music
their own or their manager's.
They
usuaUy
considered
by the a\"erage
skillfully avoid the difficult assignteacher
o[ theory' and ear training.
ments, and sing the same old roles
Yet,
there
is one important fact
and concerts over and over, without
which
he
overlooked.
There is a
the slightest artistic flexibility. Their
greater
danger that the rote-drllled
performances
are showy and effec·
singer will be ab olutely inAexible in
tive, but su perficial
because
they
the hands of the conduclor. On the
do not come from within as an exolher hand. the singer who has a
pression
of real
musical
intellithorough
knowledge and understand·
gence .
ing of the music he is singing has a
Is there any way in which today's
security in what he knows which acyoung
singers
can be hel ped to
tuall y gives him a feeling of com·
overcome this nearly
universal
lack
plete freedom and flexibility. This is
of musicianship?
I think that there
the singer who can be a boon to the
are several ways.
conductor
because he understands
The first remedy
is a basic one,
tire musical language the condudOf
It looks to the development
not of
is speaking.
aturally I.here can be
the present crop of singel·s, but of
those of the future-those
who now
no halfway about it.
Conductors
and managers can be
exist among the millions of children
of great help br refusing to hire
in our schools. It is with their musisingers
who are only baH·trained
cal experience
that we must begin.
musicians.
ueh persons ba\-e beWe must lead them into the under.
Come a drug on lhe market, and
standing
that music is not merely
a facile performance
on the piano
they should be weeded oot.
or the playing of a professional
symBUl most important of all, the
phony orchestra,
but an art for the
singer must u.:anl mu~ician.JUp. He
everyday life of everyone
capable of
must be rnteresled in working at it.
satisfying many of the ~ost urgent
He must consider il important
hun:a~ needs. They must develop a
enough
to devote some of his preCUrIOSIty about music, and be allowcious time 1.0 it. And if he is train·
ed to satisfy that curiosity
in any
ing for a career in opera or concert.
way that seems right at the moment.
his time can be quile preciouS, for
They .must ~xplore music freely and
there are few careers ,,-hieb call for
experIence
It constantly
as a vital
'as strenUQUS an apprenticeshiP' III

addition to vocal coaching lessons
there arc languages to be learned,
a large number of roles to be mastered, as well as stage work, and
often dancing. With a schedule like
this most singers shy away from what
they believe to be dull, uninspired
lessonsin textbook harmony, dictation,and solfege, and they cannot be
blamed for it. They spend most of
theirtime in the glamorous, magical
world of opera, only lO, have someone shove a series of dry textbook
exercisesin harmony and solfege at
them.They can see no need for it,
and they are right.
Obviously a different
approach
must be used, if the singer is going
to be interested enough in developing his musicianship to really work
at it. Where can such an approach be
found? Of vital importance
to the
singer are the songs and rdles he is
trying to learn. More often than not
theypresent many difficulties, mostly
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piano
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,',avel (IC.sharp)01 the left hand in
Ie olowiJ Ig measure. D 0 the same
Ior t he staI·
. the
.ddJ ~ e m SlllaII notes m
rlli e of Page 5.
1952

$1.00
2.75
2.75
2.00
1.00

fur piano, 4-hands

order

& Pupil, Op. 96 .,...
8 lif1le duets with 5-nofa basses

from your dealer,

or directly

2.00

from

llSSOL:IA'fED MUSIl: PUBLISHERS, Inc,
25 W, 45th Street

•

New York City 36

COMPLETE COURSE IN HARMONY
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A "SELF· INSTRUCTOR"
BY JOSEPH A. HAGEN
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for.a
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i Continued [roni Page 23)

;'In J~a.uxd'eau the interpretation
lliust stIll be more simple if possi.
hIe, t,Jan JJl
. the PaVUlte, 'and com.
pletely void of expression"
Ravel
said
'IN,0 ot ler feellllg
. than ' that in.
.'
(hcat~d by the verse of Henri de
Reg.Oler placed in epigraph:
.. 'A
flu~lal God laughing at the water
wluch
tickles him'"
It· JS an
.
.
.
•
Jm·
p~essJOnof what the fountains can
giveto ou r eyes as we II as our ears.
, 1 t the hOllom of Page 2 launch
tlcarp
. 0 I t he last measure
' very
. eggJO
SWiftly,and link it to the first oc-

parij

Children's Album, Vol. 1·11eo. ..
Rythmes espagnols
Etudes de virtucslte. Oc. 72..
Coprice-etudes
in Octaves
Exercises in Veloc.ity

MOSZKOW5KI-Master

TEACHER'S ROUNDTABLE

within a very gradual diminuendo.
"Whenthe first motive comes back
on pages 3 and 5, much attention
must be given to the damper pedal.
Be sure that the bass notes of the
arpeggioed chords of the left hand
aregivenenough tone to su pport adequately the harmonies,
and are
'caught' within the pedal at the
changes every other haH measure.
"One dIett which is not printed
in any edition consists of playing
the final chord-and
bass G octave
preceding it-piano subilO."
Now we come to the Jeux d'eau"
the famous Fountain, a moH difficult
piece indeed, and remarkable
in
more ways than one, for here the
authorre"ealed himself as a precur·
sor.Of course, the lineage with Liszt
isevident (see the latter's Jeux d'eau
de fa Villa d'Este). But 011 Ravel's
part there is an audacity, a richness
of ?armonies, a power of description
which belong only to him. It was
w.fitlen~n 1901, and sharp scruti·
rllzerswill not fail to notice in De·
hussy's "Pagodes" written in 1903
~h~
in.fluenceexer~ised by the pian~
ISUC mnovations of his yOWlrr col·
league.
co

0/ Gnoch & Cie.,

edition!

CHAMINADELAPARRAMOSZKOWSKI-IS
PHILlPPPHILIPP-

should be.
TIlE

muolc

Hew American

To comply
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llIu~ical ones. Wouldn't this he the
Oh:lOUS. kicking-off point for developing Ius understanding
of basic harmony, rhythmic patterns, music read.
mg, . and. form?
Certainly
nothing
musical IS of more interest to him
at the moment.
There are those who will sa v that
learning
cannot take place il~ this
""-~y, that one must have a textbook
'~Ith examples
for practice, etc. All
right, buy a textbook if you must
but make it a good, up-to-date one
with plenty of musical examples. and
u:e it only for reference. Any ~xercrses you need can be drawn right
hom the pupil's scores and will certainly mean much more to him. It is
only through such a meaningful
approach
that the' singer can ever
become vitally interested in the materials of music so that he will 'Want
to develop into the musician that he

7:.:D:..:W~E~.::S::T.:E:,
• ..:A~.::E::N~O~E~,~P~A~T~E~.:S~O~N~,~N~.;..:J:..
J

__

•

•

"In the last line of Page 3, make
the crescendo
very gradual and do
not reach 'FF' too soon; it must
occur only on the last measure.
"At the fourth line of page 7, keep
the 'FF' of the tril1 in chords as far
as, and into the next measure: then
diminish
gradually
to the Tempo
11110. The' A natural
in the low hass,
left hand, is eon-eel. The difference
with G·sbarp-whjch
it ought to be
hut does not exist on the keyboard
-is
unnoticeable
because of the low
register.
"Page
11, first measure of last
line, make a slight gap before start·
ing the second measure .
"Page 12, measure 3. the B.sharp
is held down; take the pedal off
after the fourth heal of the preced.
jng measure.
Play the upward pas·
sage with swift, fleet, swinging impulse. The second and third lines
softly. with left hand held very high
above. HThe final line of Page 13,
very 'pp', drowned
in pedaL and
absolutely
without ritarding."
To the above enlightening
advice
I might add the following
metro·
nomic indications:
the tempos
be
recommended~a
way from a metronome-vary
slightly
with
those
printed in most editions. The 54 to a
quarter note for the Pavane can be
pushed ahead to almost 69. In The
Fountain, the 144 to the eighth JlOte
can become 76 to the quarter note.
This concludes
one of the Round
'
Tables I have most enjoyed to write,
for I feel it will bring beJp-from
the most a uthcntic
source-to
the
great number of Ravel admirers who
arc studying
those two delightful
numbers.
But remember
. . . To I
reach a point wllcre you feel com·'.
pletely secure in the IJcdormancc
1)£
1vux d'eau iL lake, a lung. very h,ng SCHULMERICH

CJ3ell

I

lime.

THE E'ID

I
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HeariLLonic 'j3eLL~!"
Your Church-with
or
without a tower-can
bring
a new spiri tual awareness
to the community with
"!=,arillonic Bells". At the
touch of a finger, or
automatically, their beautiful
true bell music carries
your church's message to all
who hear-at
a fraction
of the cost of cast bells.

.....

..... , '"

They are light in weight,
yet 25 "Carillonic Bells"
provide the same musical
range and volume of cast
bells weighing 73,000 pounds .
Write for complete information •
"Ca,.tllonic Beil~" is a
tradema,.k fo" products of
&hulmeru:h EliXuoTUce, inc.

earillonic ':Bell6
CARILLONS,

INC.III'1

,

A ( aro." on Kill, SElLERSVILLE,

PA.

•
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SINGING IN THE MOVIES

THE FUNCTION OF THE BAND

(Continued from Page 16)

1be,e~

(Continned

a Reason

.,. why so many
prefer the
METRONOM de Maelzel
by SETH THOMAS

Teachers and students of music
and dancing realize how important it is to establish the habit of
correct timing. It's only natural
that this "time conscious" group
should prefer the superb Seth
Thomas" Metronome de Maelzela precision instrument made by an
American finn famed for fine time
instruments since 1813.
Seth Thomas craftsmen painstakingly
fashion the sturdy key-wound mechanism to assure that each Seth Thomas
Metronome is the very finest yOll can
buy. Handsome hardwood case. Ask
your music dealer, department
or
jewelry store to show )'Oll this fine
metronome'priced
at only $12.95.;

The Seth Thomas Metronome is universally recognized as the finest made.
Renowned
for dependability and accuracy,
it faithfully measures time
audibly by n distinct tick ... visibly
by oscillating pendulum-with
tempo
easily adjustable from 40 to 208 beats
per minute. And it's portable, too.
6R"!l".

u.s.

Pal.

orr.

fPr,"" sUhj~Cllo<,h"nge

Thomaston, Conn.
Div. of General Time Corp.

from Page 9)

vision performers who make a trademade the possibility
of good work
mark of some personal idiosyncrasy
so much more accessible.
Even in
of rhythm.
harmony,
instruments.
the smallest towns, the bandmaster
tion. and apply it to everything they
encounters ready-made
interest. Bettouch. regardless of suitability, How.
ter music has been made available
ever it startJd, it's bad. You can't
to him, in better editions
and ~r.
train a band on oddities of "arrange.
rangelllents.
We have an ever-inment." Earlier.
I spoke of gearing
creasing library of excellent original
band work so as to give the young
band works, by fine composers
of
players
some musical benefits. Reeminent standing. And the many exspect for the com poser's text is one
cellent high school and college bands
of them. Let the band's function be
stand as examples
of what can be
to make music as well as possible;
done when the visual elements
of
let it exercise this function by play.
circus-show are subordinated
to the
ing music as it was written. Thc
art-values of good music.
simplest
folk-air,
correctly played.
"Without discarding
the legitimate
wit
h
good
tone.
sound
rhythm. prefun of the sports
field. t.he good
cise attacks. is more effective than
bandmaster
stimulates
his players to
some tortured
version of a difficult
want to make music.
First of all. he
classic.
should train his players in intonation
The bandmaster
must also give his
and tonal quality. It needs time and
players
adequate
rehearsing. This
infinite care to build fullness of tone,
means
more thuu simply reading
brilliancy of tone, cra itsmanlike hanthrough the parts for note accuracy,
dling of jllstruments~but
a hand
The band must do more than pl~y
cannot be built otherwise.
In the
without slip!'. 11 must polish for atFestival contest to which I referred.
tacks, dynamics,
accents. phrasing.
bands of a hundred
came swinging
shading-exartly
as the orehe<:,tra
down the field, in gaudy uniforms
doe~.
and quite ineapable
of good tone.
Repertoire
mll~t he built. 10 give
Then came a band of less than fiFty,
the band som thing 10 play and alc;o
in nondesedpt
dress hut playing so
to give the player5 n s('ne;c of musical
well that the audience
cheered.
continuity.
Marche"'. or course. are
Besides
training
t.he separate
an importunt
part of band litera·
choirs, the bandmaster
must work
ture: and Ihc lea"t ('xperienced hand
for balance of tone. Too oft.en, the
can find g od marches \\'ithin its
over-all
pounding
of the drum!'
playjng ~cope. Other excellent 8tarl·
drowns out brasses
and reeds. The
ing work.:; in lude
merican patriotic
leader should afford his players amairs and folk ~ngs of all lands.
ple practice-drill
in rhythm. in readGradually,
the band progre<::::esto
ing. and in the important
knaek of
the beller type of concert mu<::ic.of
learning how to watch the conductor
which there is an enormous variety
and read simultaneously.
in all grade
Next on .the good handmasler's
As to the looks of the thing! Cer·
list of "musts"
is the selection
of
tainly, the hand need~ ~meone ont
the right music. All works should
in fronL but it should be a military
be good music.
Where lighter numofficer. not n travesly. I 3m glad to
bers are wanted, they should be the
say
that
many bandmasters are
best in their categor;',
AU selections
showing increns.ing opposition to tlle
should
lie within the players'
capa·
twirling.
gyrating. oddly-garbed. in·
bilitjes'. One sometimes
hears bad
artistic
"'majorette.u
Bllt there are
music (or bad arrangements)
de·
slill bands which spend more for
fended on the ground of expediency:
the outfits of these majorettes than
the balld would like to play certain
lhey do on actual band training.
works, isn't ready for them in lheir
Vlhy? ~'hat
good does it do. eidler
original form. and gets pleasure ant
to the band or to the girls. to en·
of the next. best thing. That kind of
courage
such a circus atmosphere?
co~promise
is t.he surest
way to
Wouldn't
it be of greater adysnlnge
rum the bane1. DO~l't give the youngall around
to U5(' the time and thl.'
sters works too difficult for them to
p~ay-and
don't
give them cheap
money for beller hand training?
lot for a moment am I sugge~ting
pIeces or mut.ilated
editions
for no
better r~ason than that they're easy.
that our bands gi\'e up their fun·
making
function
at dances and
. In tillS regard.
I may say there
games. I do sa '. how('\·er. that tne
IS no more
harmful
practice
than
cl~ttillg, or in any way tamperjng
SI}Ort<::. spirit must not be aHowedto
w1th standard
works. :Many of the
o\'cr::ohadow the band'~ widrr funr'
Sousa marches have been mutilated
tion as a musical organization. ul's
beyond recognition.
Sometimes these
get the hand back to its proper func·
fi~e works are simplified or cut (to
tion and keep it there. It will be
~1Ve the band the pleasure
o[ playdone more
easily. perhaps.. if
mg t~e "tune"
of difficult works) :
bandmaster
realizes that he pu
sometImes the pieces are "arranged"
lishes
his personsl standard- and
(to produce
novel and "different"
abilities
through his band. ~o ba:n~
e~ects).
Perhaps
this practice
decan be better than the guiding _pInt
nves from certain
radio and tele.
of its conductor!
TnE [,II
0
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free, easy, natural, and comfortable.
We have all witnessed vocal performances
that leave
<-0dO]f
us
ph)'Ficallytaugue , simp y rom watching the grimaces the
singersgo through, the stretching of the lips, the heaving of
the chest, the appearance of cords standing out in the neck
Theymay be lifting weights or biting pears by such con tor:
tions, but they are certainly not giving forth pure sin "in ~
Since purity of singing. is so largely a matter of personal
~cnsation,it is hardly possible to chart it by hluepr ints. Much.
a! course, depends upon natural physical structure.
The true
singeris born with a certain breadth of resonance-ella mbera:
it is this which allows tone to "sound" and since it is struc- .
tural, it can~ot be acquired. Further, pure singing depends
upongood d1apluagmatJc breath, a completely relaxed throat
and jaw, and good posture.
I believe it wise not to wOJ~ry about breathing. Once you
understand the act o.f breathing,
physiologically,
you have
only to cx~rt clear thinking
tu accomplish it properly. Over.
concentratIon on breathing makes one self-conscious.
Resonance is another matter. Actuully, it is the resonancechambersand not the vocal cords which produce the ultimate
effect of tone, The vibration of the "0"::<1] cords originates the
lone, but the goodness or b a duces of its rc-onunce
is what
causesit 10 SQUlllI. And resonance, fortunately,
is a skill we
cancontrol.
The coloratura voice achieves its chief resonance
in the
great frontal chambers, under the eyes and back uf the nose
The deeper voices make greater usc uf sinus resonance
he:
hindthe chcck~, back of the checks. and bdlind the ears.' The
mice of great runge draws 011 llJl tlie clw,ll1hers of resonance.
~l)' normal range, without the Jea::lt [urdug:. extends four oclares, and it is always intcreslin~ tu me 10 fed thc change of
resonance as I go through my scale.
Whenit COUles to b~)ecial driJl~ or cxcrcj~e5, I feel that yOLi
sho~lld develop tc~lllllque~ us yOll need dlCIll, llIwars rememhermgthat what IS good for one need may be quite U15elC::5::i
f~I,anothcr. Hence it is good not to be too rigid in une's practJClllg-allulyze your \'ocnl probJems of the moment,
and try
to work all them. To de\'elop the long breath
and the Jon"
phrase, for cxamjJ~e, fill your lungs to capacity,
let th~
breath out as, rOll ::llllg. vocalizing it; and, using the lungs as
a,bellows, raIse the breath ulrough the vocal cords with the
dlapbragm (in which the sensation should be one of relaxed
freedom), inl.o the sounding·boards in the head. But for coloratura ?giHtYlolle should not use too much poweL
DOln worry about vulume-and
never force it. As the voice
del'elops. volume develops wiLlt it. And yOll can test your
Jlro~ress~s ),ou go along by your carrying power. \Vithout
!.~rcm~, ~'Jlh only a norma] amount of breath, tone will carry
nhen It IS correctly resonated.
As to general practice habits, I find that it is much wiser
Ilot to work when you feel ill or tired. There are times when
ercrroue feels a bit below pur, aud at such times don't sing!
~fcour~c,there is grQtlt value in absolute regularity
of pracll~e; still, the good gained from re ....ularity can be underllUlled
. bjO II~e Ull doelie !:itram (not only all the YOlce but on the
O"f""
0 1I t 1Ie YOICe
0 IS
0 b ut a part )
1entIre
' I,h}'sical
.
l:>anlSm 0 (I W lIC
ly SlllgUlg when one isn't feelillg up to it.
And,where are all these skills and drills and precautions
to lead~Just how is the talented }'oun"" e;illger to ....et to Hollyo
wood?'!'1
b-'
"'~
e"
IC est adVIce anyone can gire you is to approa'cb
lllollOn picture '\01'
' k- tlroug
I
11 some other ' field in which yOll
Ilare alreadj' d
,
emollstrate d w ] lat you can do. It IS always
pos~lble of co'ULe. t Ilat a completeh' untrIed }'OUJl'~ nOVIce
can take II
e
II,
Ie IlUJ' dl es througll ' some miraculous
accidcntlat was my o"'n '0ay J1l;
0 1))' C1lance my YOICe
0 was heard. I
s ICCOlllJlJCnded
{010 an au dOItlO11
,
0
0 0
B ut
an d "'Jyen
traUlJll".
tJ
1 lat Sort
I' of lhi
,ng cannot b e counted ,e all. It js a far wiser.e and
ess.' {18appOlllt"
.'
.1
mg practIce
10 k-eep the faith of mIracles deep
uown
JlI Your I
.
'
lcart an d go on working. Try to break into
)our
" own
k local b roae 1casung statIOn: get to be known jn your
'n
nee'
' d S,0 tryout for summer
0
0
"cl a f of th e )\00
stock compallles;
b
I'
If one or more of these attempts turns
out ew recor
. (mg::l.
0 0
0
wll'eneouraftlll,rlv y011 \\10011 nol on 1\" I)e ""alll.ll1g
cxpefJencl,'atlsllloreil nportant.
.
.
.
'';'
-'
...
)011 will he te~tJll<r out YOUT abilitIes
to 'n ak c Ileo I l'k
p e J e yOll. and thue; get a namc.
rUE END
0

0

0

0

<

0

'

0

w, .

II

\\

0

0

l:o

l:o

'
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Beloved Baritone

GULBRANSEN

STATEMENT

OF OWNERSHIP,

MANAGEMENT.

Required by the A.:ts of Con9reu

qf ETUIlE, the llIu~ic magazine pub·
hshcd. Monthly at- Philadelphia,
Penns)'lvGltta, for Octouer 1, 1952.
State of Pcnnsylvania
1
County of MOlltgumery
J 55.
r
Before mc, a Notan Public in and for
the Slate and county aforesaid, person~lIy, appeared Guy McCoy, who
havJl1g been duly sworn according to
law, deposes and says that he is the
:I\lauaging Eclitor of ETUDE the music
magazine an~ Ihat the following is, to
the Lest of IllS knowledge and heEd, a
tJ'ue statement of lhe owner"hip, management, etc .. of the aforesaid publica.
tioll for the oate shown jll the above
caption. required by the Act of August
24, 1912, as amended by the Act of
l\tareh 3, 1933, embodied in section 537,
1'ostal Laws and Regulations,
printed
on the reverse of thjs form to wit:
1. That Ihe names and addresses of
the pub~shcr, editor, managjng editor,
and bUSlllCSS manager are:
Publisher Theodore Pr~sser Company,
l

Bryn

Mawr,

Pennsrlljall~a.

Editor NOlie
~1anaging Editor
ton Road,

GIlY .11cCoy, 111 Sut-

Ardmore,

CIRCU~ATION,

ETC.

of AU9ust 24, 1912, and March 3, 1933

Pelllls)'lvania.

Bu!;iness ::\lanager Shirley C. Jefferis,
38 rial/lIUIIl Drive, Ardmore, Pennsylvanl{/..

2. That the owners are:
Theodore Presser Company, Bryn Mawr,
Pennsylvania.
The Presser Foundation,
Philadelphia
Peftnsyll'onia.
'
Estate
0/ Theodore Presser, Philadel.
phia, Pennsy!l'onia.

James Francis
Cooke, Uallberris
l:Jafa,.Cynlcyd, Pennsylvania.

Rd.,

3. 1 hat the known bondholders, morl·
and other :.ccurilr holders owning or holdjllg 1 per cenl or more of
tutal alJlou~~ of bonds, mortgages, or
other ~ccuntl'2" aTe: NOl/c.
4. 'fha.t . the two para:;raphs next
above, gwwg the names of the owners,
stockhol.cle~:;, and security holders, if
any, conlam not only t.he list of stock.
hulders and security holders us they
avpcar upon the hooks of the company
but abo ~n case;,; where the ::;l.ockholder
or :.ecunty hohler appear!; Ul)Oll thc
books of the company a::; trustee 01' jn
any other fiduciary rdatioll the lIamc of
!he jJcr5?n or corporation fur whulIl such
tn:lstcc b acting, i" giyen: also that the
SUlcl twy paragraJ?hs contajJl statell1enls
em?racJllg affiant s full knowledge and
h~l.Jef a~ to the circuJlJ'stances ancl COllclltlOI~S under \\ hich stockholders and
secUrity holders who do not avpear
UJlon the Looks of the company as trus.
tees, .hold stock and seeUl'ities in <l
capaCIl}' other ~han that of a bona ficle
owner.: and thb affiant has no J't:,ason
to, bclieve that any other persun. associ.
a~lOl1. or ~orporation
has any interest
olred or mdirect in the said slocks
bonds. or other ~ccurities than as <::~
slated hy him.
~
(Si,gned) Guy McCoy, Managing Editor
.Sworn to and sub5cribrd before me
tillS 8th day of September. 1952.
gagee;:;

S(:;JJ.

EDWIN

J.

KRA:'lE

, .
Notary Public
(My COlllJll1:dOn e'(pjrc~ April 4. 1953.)
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(Con/inned
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ADVANCE

Mardi Gras

Arranged and edited by Hem!! Leonie
.
1
d
t,
tl
in this
The Theodore Presser Company IS p case
to presen
,1110 icr 1
.
UTI
"
lth
Mr
Levine's
excellent
Increasingly popu 1ar series 0 f
iernes , WI
•
~
f
d
t
Iishment This new col
urranzements
for the pianist a rna era e acccmp 1.,
lection contains pieces from 16 of the favorite, well known oratorios. Here
nre representative
selections ranging from the 17th century to the 19th
"
I
1 I
century includina works by Carissimi, Stainer, Bach, Bande, Mene e ssohn, l~ossini, and VercH. Add this to your collection of favorite COI11positionsl

1.75
L',,!
~ p,'".
,

410-41021

Advance

of Publication

1.40

by Marie Westervelt

OFFER

by Marie Westervelt

mils/rations
{lnd lyrics by Jalle Flory
. W
It
d
C Flory have combined
their special abilities to
Marie
estervc
an Tan "
• I
II ti
'f le1iO'htful music lyrics, and illustrations. Mardi
lJroc uce a co eo Ion 0 (
0'
f
.
. NO'1
s comes to full life in these easy arrangements 0
Gras time III ew
1 ean
I f
I I
'I"'
L .,
f lk songs This folio I1Yty also he usee or sc 100 or
authentic
ouismnn
0
..
'
club pageants,
Ad"ance
of Publication
.65
3041014

List Price .85

4-

Sing All Men

and l!fries by Jane Flory
and Jane Flory, this time

Another deliahtful folio by Marie \Vestervelt
o
built around the Rodeo and using authentic American
cowboy tunes.
These second and third grade pieces will enliven both the tC'achcr's
repertoire and the studept's course of study.
430.41015
List Price .85
Advance
of Publication
.65

ADVANCE

OF

U'I

T

om

S

fI

co.

I
I
I I
.
f'0 Ik' songs ,,1
"e <alw':lys
favorites
to sinrr~<"nne to lcar an( t lesc.
Amencan
<.
<
•
for male chorus by Tom Scott arC tops. The 20 composlarrangernen t s
7 ,I. S'
f Ld't S'
Hans are grouped into five categories-Sing
of \\ or..., Ing ~
.'e, ll1g
of mediUm difficulty.
of Fun Sing of I-leaven, and Sing in the Saddle-all
,
I
New, appealing,
excellently arranged-a per f cct com b'lilat'Ion..
.
.

.
75
L·IS t P rice.

412-41005

* * * * * * * *
*
*
*
*
*
* * * * * * *
FINAL

/,.

A1Tallge(

<

Illustrations

* *

PUBLICATION

,
.
0 d
limited to two copies per book. Pleose send
These books are now In prepkorat,on.
r edrs or:quested ) As each book comes off the press,
remittance with order. (Chec or money or er r
.
delivery (postpaid) will be made.

.
Themes From The Great Oratorios..

Rodeo

OF

*

Advance

The Hare And The Tortoise

.60

* * * * * * * *

* * *
* * * * * *

PUBLICATION

of Pubhc.otlon

OFFER
by Ada

Richter

Another in the appealing and educational "Stories with· Music" which arc
so popular with young piano students. This time Mrs. Hichtcr puts. words
and music to the fable of the race between the hare and the tortoise. An
excellent little book for children of grade two or grade three level.
410-41022

List Price .85

* * * * * * * * *

* * * *-* * ******
PIAN,O
Grode

Grode

Advance

* * *.* * * * * *

$.35

THE WISE OLD OWL.. .
.louise
E. Stairs
(Legafo melody in R.H., Simple chord accompaniment
in L.H" Large -notes with words)

110-40193

2

. Johan Franco
AT THE CIRCUS_ .
(Suite
'our short tunes, Fine for the practice 01
sfacca/o and legafo)

110·40192

.40

CLOWNING
(Study in syncopafion,

. Martha Beck
Alternafe hands)

130-41098

.30

HI.WAY SCENE...
. .... George F. McKoy
(Rhyfhmic osfinafo figure in LH. against imitafion
car horns in R.H., Large nofes)

130-41115

.35

MARCH OF THE MINUTE MEN .. Vladimir Podwa
(Fast march in precise rhythm, Staccafo, Legafo)

110·40197

.3S

0'

Melodic,

NEW
SATB

112·40090

$.15

OH, NOW BE JOYFUL ALL ........ .. J. A. Toffs
(Sop. and Ten. soli, Piano or organ ace., Hammond
registration,
Medium)

112-40091

.16

THE SILENT STARS GO BY ... __Rolph R. B.lch"
(Chrisfmas,
a cappella,
Medium)

312·40118

.11

(Negro
Medium)

__..

PLEASE DON'T
Spiritual,

a

2112 DANCING

(Alternaf~

PUPPETS
... William
and legato, Rhythmic)

sfaccafo

THEODORE
60

Scher

110·40198

.35

HARVEST

PASS
322--40020

.18

Carol

312-40119

.18

GYPSIES . Louis Scormolin

322-40021

.11

312-40120

.18

John W. Work
Sop. solo. SATBB,

A CHRISTMAS
FOLK SONG
(0 cappella,
Sop. solo, Medium)

(Eo,y)

DUET

,.

LET THIS

cappella.

THE RAGGLE·TAGGLE

Grode

RELEASES

.. Show. Lynn

THE LAMB
(a cappel/a,
Medium)

SINNER

SSA

PIANO

*******
* * *
CHORAL

IV2

)112

.65

SOLOS

0'
Grade

of Publication

LET US SLEEP DEAR LOVE
(Medium)

...

.....

Merry

Debussy.Molzer

PRESSER CO., Bryn Maw r, Pennsylvania
ETL·DE-.YorElIBER
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help them understand their own role
and the important part they play
ill our success or failure. It is particularly gratifying to me that mere
and more fathers are coming along
10 the meetings, urged on by their
wives who don't want to see their
euud work undone by a careless reo
~wrk from the father to the child,
In addition to the two meetings
described, we may have mid-year
meetings. For example, a special
meeting was called for the parents
uf one group on the subject of contemporary music. This is how it
came about. At the group lesson of
the intermediates, I had played a
grullp of modern Jljeces, <'llld asked
them to tell me which they would
like me lu give them. Somc loved
them, and others co,'crcd their cars
und ~ajd lhe)' couldn't stand the
"'our" nolcs. As the fir::t stcp in
introdllcing COlltl'll1jJOHlry lllu~ic, 1
haJ decided to let only those who
wantedit. have it, and as the other
children became accustomed to the
unfamiliar harmonics, I felt sure
lliat they, 100. would cxprc!'s a de·
sire for it. Judy. who was most cn·
tlwsiaSlic,confided sllyly that when·
cl'ershc wcnt to a concert, she would
get lhere earJy, bcculilie she lovcd
to hear the tUl1jng up. Then, she
added, "My mol her hates modern
music.She always turns it off when
we get it 011 the radio." At which
<IIIthe olher cbildren
began to
chime in about their parents. and
I discoveredthat the altitudes of the
children and their rcspectjve
par·
ents did not agree on that subject.
To avoid any p08sibilit)' of a nega·
tiveattitude at home, I called a par.
cnt meeting and followed the same
procedure for them that I had for
lheir children. After that I played
somemore modern musk for tbem,
they told me whether or not they
likcd it, and they were jusl as emo·
tillllal and noisy about jt as their
children. 1 then let tllcm know their
children's reactions. To Mrs. -I
~ajd,"You don't Eke modern mu:::;ic,
hut Judy docs. Plea:-ic don't gi\'e
Ventto your opilljon when rou hear
Judy practicing her modern pieces.
If you can't say something cornpli.
~llentary,donlt say anything. And
If you ever get to like it, don't for.
get to tell her so."
These parent meetings have done
much to make harrnonjous trios out
Ot our discordant triangles .
All three of us have gained much
fr~m these meetings. The teacher
gams an insight into what is going
on at home, the atmosphere
that
surrounds her pupil, the special
p.roblemsthat may exist for a par.
~Icularchil~. She has an opportuni.
y to aequamt the parents with all
°1£.her objectives, thus extending
t lelr
"
appreCIatIOnof their children's
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musical efforts way bcyon'd that of
just «liking her pieces." In addition
she finds herself being challenged
on a var-iety of subjects:
What records do you recommend
for this
age group?
What programs do you
recommend?
What is your opinion
of coaxing
an unwilfing
child to
• For the serious student who wishes inplay Ior COlllP<lJ1Y? What is the best
tensive professional
study of music, baltime of day for practicing?
Should
anced with participation
in College liberal
a chad practice
twice as much the
arts program and general campus activity.
next day jf she skips one day of
Dormitories, co-eeluce rienal dining, extenpruct.icor
These, anti a myriad of
sive concert
series
by guest
and local
other questions have been thrown at
artists, excellent practice facilities.
me during
the course of a parent
meeting.
Member Nafional Associafion of Schools 01 Music
The pupil, too, benefits in many
wayl:i from these parent
meetjngs.
Write for:
She knows that hoth' her jlUrents
and her teacher are vitally jnterested
Conservatory
catalog
describing
dein ller enjoyment
of her music lesgrees awarded
~ons, jn her progreS:-i, and jn the
Bulletin
on admission
and
audition
p lace of m llsic iJl Ler life. After
procedures
each parent mecting, I review what
Calendar of music events for the cur·
happened
at that meeting
for the
rent year
children's
class, and slress the fact
that
their
parents
recognil'-e that
Programs
of concerts
and
recitals
thcy have other interests,
some of
given during past season
which are us important
10 them as
thejr music lessons. I thjnk that I
Director of Admissions. Oberlin College
can honestly
say that through this
mcthod
of extreme
fairness
about
Box 5112, Oberlin,
Ohio
lJltl~ic, music has gained such a hold
on them that ljfe without h would
be very empty, Naturally,
the week·
Jy group lessons which arc full of
music games, perfOJ'mance fOl' each
other,
keyboard
harmony,
refreshments, ctc., arc a contributing
fac"LEARNING THROUGH ASSOCIATION"
tor.
As for jJareJltll, these meetings
are o( extreme importance
to them.
\Vhenever I have a meeting for new
WITH EXCELLENT. CAREFULLY SELECTED MATERIAL. THIS METH.
parents, I am amazed at the differOD IS DESIGNED TO MEET METICULOUS TEACHING NEEDS AND
TO PROVIDE A COMPLETE PROGRAM OF STUDY TO INSURE THE
ence between lheir thinking
on the
RAPID DEVELOPMENT OF THE PUPIL'S MUSICAL POTENTIALITIES,
subject of musk lessons and that of
parents
of pupHs uf several years
• FINGER TECHNIQUE
standing.
The new ones remember
• THEORY and HARMONY
what was demanded
of them when
• INTERPRETATION
they as children
studied music, and
•
MUSIC APPRECIATION
come prepared
to cnforce all these
rules on their own children. It usual·
FAMILIAR melodies, employed in each lesson, serve as a
ly consjsts of an hour a day at the
guide to new, UNFAMILIAR problems .
piano,
threats
and nagging,
com·
A progressive
course of study in three volumes .
plaints
to the teacher,
and this
-$1.00 each volumeralher
terrible
remark:
"Now that
we're starting
music lessons, you'd
~,.ee
better practice
or we quit. I'm not
guing to go through what my par·
A COMPLIMENTARY
COPY OF VOLUME I WILL BE SENT UPON
RETURN OF ORDER FORM BELOW.
ents did!" What an uninspiring
way
lor a chHd to start on a wonderful
BOOSEY
AND
HAWKES
experience!
\Vbat jJeas to put into
r.o. BOX 418
LYNBROOK, L. I.
NEW YORK
a child's
head!
Then there is the
- - - - - - - - - - - - clip and return
- - - - - - _
parent who says, "Some day you'll
thank me", which makes me , ask,
Please forward to my attention a free copy of the
;'Why some day? If they don ten·
SEDLON PIANO METHOD, Book I.
joy jt now, something is wrong with
(Please print)
me or with home, or with the child,
Name
_
tha~ can and must he straightened
out." In fact, it has become one of
Address
,_
my strongest
objectives
on giving
music lessons, to "Enjoy it now'"
And that goes for all of us: Teacher,
Pupil, and })arents.
THE E~'1J)
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t
VIOLINIST'S

Ok! You're A
J MUSICIAN·

JUST PUBLISHED!

CHRONOLOGICAL OUTLINE
OF MUSIC IN HISTORY
BY ELSIE

D.

Request

Descriptive

O. PAGANI

A Book of Cartoons by

Circular

E.

& BRO., INC.

289 Bleecker St .. New York .14. N. Y.

$1

"There's Reel!
NotllingSinc('
The Cl"s_~ics"

Send 51.00 to the Publishers
LOOMIS & COo, 201 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, ~ASS.

WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
CRYSTAL WATERS
Singer

and

T.V., Radio,

Teocber

Stage

and

Concert

• Wider

• Resonance
• Projection

Phonetics

• Dramatics

Expression

MARY BOXALL BOYD
Renowned teacher of Piano
.
Nola Studios, 113 w. 57th St .• New York.Clty
For appointment
write Residence Studio
44 Ncsscu St., Princeton, New Jersey

Voice Perscnolitv
Popular

end Confidence
Songs and

Beginners

srcrts

33B West B'1th Street,

New York 24. N. Y.

LEIMER-GIESEKING

METHOD

of Piano Playing
for beginners and advanced

Students

Oct.

tst.

New York 22, N. Y.

405 Eost S4 St.

PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE AND FOR COLLEGE.
UNIVERSITY AND CONSERVATORY
TEACHING POSITIONS

Developed

Classics

or Advanced

Season

EDWIN HUGHES

Stars

Voice Building

Range

El-dorado

5·131>2

MME. GIO.VIOLA

turc the company's
star performers
and conductors.
The' dates
and
choice of operas will be announced
later.

Ada Clement, co-founder of tl~e
San Francisco Conservatory
of MUSIC
died recently in San Francisco.
She
was a prominent
figure
in the
western city where her teaching was
the means of guiding many successful careers. She herself was a pupil
of Lhevinne, Godowsky, and Bauer.

[Desmond]

number of fellowships
for mature
students and artists in musical composition. Fellowships
are awa:ded
on evidence of ability and achievement and are open to citizens of the
United States for one year beginning
October 1, 1953. Applications
and
submissions
of work must be reeceived before January
1, 1953. Requests for details
should
be addressed to the Executive
Secretary,
American
Academy
in Rome, 101
Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Dramatic Soprano
Teacher 01 Singing-"Be!
Ccnto"
Experienced
European trcined Artl~t
Coaching
Opera. ~oncert end Rc dic .
Correct
voice production,
defective
singing
corrected.

students

V. GODJEVATZ
Pupil of Korl Leimer
(Teacher of Gieseking)
P.O. Box #131
New York 19, N. Y.
(FRANKl

(ERNESTO)

LA FORGE.BERUMEN STUDIOS
Voice-Piano
A.mong those who have studied with Mr.. Lo
I'orge are: Morian Anderson,
Lawrence Tibbett Richard Crook>, and Mme. Matzenauer.
.
1040 Park Ave., New York
Tel. Atwater 9-7470

DR. WM. MASDM'S "TDDCH & TECHNIC"I

CLARENCE ADLER
Teacher of famous concert pianists now touring the world. Pupils now teaching in Harvard.
Eastman. Syracuse U., Smith College.
Pork West

PRIVATE

WILLIAM

FICHANDLER

Pianist
Composer,
Teacher
314 West 75th St .. New York Su·7-3775
Recent Compositions
published
by
G. Schirmer, Inc.

CHARLES LAGOURGUE O. I. \)
VOICE PRODUCTION-SINGING
for information:
35 W. 57th St., New York

GRACE L. FIELD
Harpist-Teacher
345 East I>lst St., New York 21
('1 A.M.·I P.M.) Mu. 3·0045
(after 2 P.M.) Te. 8-5091)

HERTHA ENGEL

62

(Western)

EVANGELINE L~HMAN

Mus. Doc.
Voice Building-Repertoire
Opera,
Concert, Church, Radio
Studio address:
11>7 Elmhurst Ave.
Detroit 3, Michigon
Telephone:
Townsend 5·8413

EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert
Pianist-Artist
17447 Castellammare
Pacific
EX 4-6573

Teacher
Palisades,

Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
Modern Piano T echnic:Coaching
Conce rt Pianists:
Group Work: For further inlormotion
address:
202, 10051/2Elm St., Dallas.

Texas

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVA·
TORY OF MUSIC, INC.
3435 Sacramento

Street

Walnut

Opera

Charles O. Roos, authority on
Indian lore and the author of lyrics,
many of which were set to music
by Cadman.
Lieurance.
De Leone
and other composers, died in Clendale. California
June 19. 1952, according
to in formation received belatedly
by ET DE. Me. Roo, was
gr eatl y interested
in Indian works
and was widely known by all the
various tr-ibes.

ADVENTURES OF A PIANO

TEACHER

(Continued from Page 21)
The fallacy of the raised or high
finger is that the effort must come
from too far back in the hand. Also,
the lift produces
serious lost motion which blocks accuracy,
speed,
and tone control . . . so sharpen
your tips on the keys!
THE END

Of course, the "scratch"
must
only be imagined, since the finger
doesn't pull over space but stays in
the key spOt. This "feel" is of inestimable value in centering
and
producing the tone by the extreme
fingertip, and in developing finger
powerand control.

COltlPETITIONS

(For details, write to sponsor listed)

(Continned from Page 62)
• The 20th Biennial Young Artists Auditions of the National Federation of Music Clubs. Classifications:
piano, voice, violin, string quartet.
Awards in all classes. Finals in the spring of 1953. All details from
Mrs. R. E. Wendland, 1204 N. Third Street, Temple, Texas.

• The Horn Club of Los Angeles and Joseph Eger. Contest with two
prizes for new American
works featuring
French Horn. Awards S4OO.
Closing date March 1, 1953. Joseph £ger. 7209 Hillside Ave .. HoUy·
wood 46, Calif.

• The 13th Biennial Student Auditions
of the National
Federation
of Music Clubs. Awards, Stale and National.
Spring of 1953. Mrs.
Floride Cox, 207 River Street, Belton, South Carolina.'

• Song Writing Contest, sponsored by the City Loan and Savings Co..
Lima, Ohio. Subject
of song must be the slate of Ohio. First prize
52,500. Closing date Nov. 10, 1952. Details from The City Loan and
Savings Co., Savings Building. Lima, O.

• Mendelssohn Glee Club. N. Y. c., second annual Award Contest fOI"
the best original male chorus. $100.00 prize. Closing date January
1, 1953. Details from Mendelssohn Glee Club, 154 W. 18th St., New
York II, N. Y.

• Cambridge String Choir Award of 50.00 for the best arrangement
for string orchestl·a. Closing date, June 15. 1953. Details (rom ::'Ilrs.
Robert Conner, 524 No. 10th S1.. Cambrjdge_
Ohio.

• Marian Anderson Scholarships
for vocal study.
announced. Marian Anderson
Scholarship
Fund,
Anderson, 762 S. Martin St., Philadelphia
46. Pa.

• Women's Auxiliary
of the Toledo Orchestra
Association. Award of
$500 for 5 to 10 minute work £01' symphony
orchestra. Closing date.
December 15, 1952. Details from Women's Auxiliary.
Toledo Orches·
tra Association,
401 Jefferson Ave .. Toledo 4, Ohio.

• Purple Heart Songwriting Awards. Popular,
standard
or sacred
songs.First prize $1000; second prize, 500; four pdzes of $250 each.
Closing date not announced. Order of the Purple
Heart, 230 W.
54th St., N. Y. C.

1-34'11>

Bachelor 01 Music Degree
Opera Department
Arti,ts Diploma
Pedagogy
Ce~tificate
Approved
lor veterans
Children's
Saturday
morning Cla~se,.

• The American
Guild of Organists
Prize Anthem Contest. Award
$100 and publication
offered by The H. W. Gray Company, Inc.
Closing date January
1, 1953. American
Guild of Organists. 630
Fifth Avenue, New YOl·k 20.

Closjng date not
c/o Mjss Alyse

• Sixth Annual Composition Contest sponsored
by the Friends
of
Harvey Calli, Inc. Open to all composers. Prize
400 for b~st one-act
opera. Closing date December 1, 1952. Victor Sawdek, ChaIrman, 315
Shady Ave., Pittsburgh 6, Pa.

• Northern
California
Harpists'
Association
Composition ContC5l.
Two $100 awards. Closing date January
1. 1953_ Details from Y"onne
'La Mothe, 687 Grizzly Peak Blvd., Berkeley
8. California.
ILLUSTRATION

• Composition
Contest.
for women composers.
sponsored by Delta
Omicron. Award
150.00. Winner to be announced
at Delta Omicron
National Convention
in 1953.
lO closing
date announced. Addr~
Lela Hanmer,
Contest Chairman,
American
Consen-atorr
of )Iu~lc.
Kimball Building,
Chicago 4. Illinois.
(Continued on Page 63)
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CREDITS

Music

of

Cincinnati

Britannica

Newest Goal of the
International Piano Guild
Write for Details
Pupils are enrolling

Films,

Inc.

now

to qualify for cash prizes
from $25 to $1500
in the

INTERNATIONAL RECORDING
FESTIVAL
National Guild af Pian·o Teachers
Founded

by lrl Allison

Box 1113

CLASSIFIED
RARJIONY. Composition,
Orchestration,
Musical
Theory.
Private
or
Correspondence
Instruction.
Manuscripts
revised
and corrected.
Music
arranged.
Frank
S. Butler, 32-46 107
sr., Corona. N. Y.
LEARN PIANO 'l'UNING-Slmplitied,
authentic
instruction
$4.00-Literature
free. Prof.
Ross, 456 Beecher
St., Elmira, N. Y.
NE\V
PIAN"O )lU'l'E
LE'l'S
YOU
PRAc'rICE
DAY OR NIGHT wr'nnOU'.' DIS'l'URBING
OTHERS, Mutes
piano about 85%. Easily attached
or
detached
without
harming
mechanism. State upright,
grand, or spinet!
Sold only on money back guarantee.
Send $5.00 for mute and full instructions. Richard
Mayo, Dept. 004, 1120
Latona Street.
Phlla. 47, Pa.

]\IELQDY H_"-RIUONIZATJON cha.rd
chart
Stackpole's
Shorthand:
rapId,
exact'
notation,
$1. Paul
Stackpole,
2i10-i2 West Venango,
Phila. 4-0.Pa.
BACK POPULAR
SHEET ~IUSIC. TO
18:iO Ballads
Ragtime.
Everythmg.
vVrite
your'
wants.
Fore's,
E3151
High, Denver 5, Colorado.
S"\V)NG PI,'-NO-BY
~IAIL-30
se.Uteaching
lessons,
$3.00~ Six folIos
(classical
and popular),
each 51.00.
Chance to win $200.00 on new theory.
Order 46-page
original
classical
improvisation
composed
on a new theory price $20.00 (money back guarantee).
samples.
Phil Breton
Publications,
P.O. Box
1402, Omaha
8,
Nebraska.
THE SCIEN"TIFIC IUUSIC TEACHER
-MonthlY-$2.00
year. Request
sample. Morong,
Box 21, Brooklyn
25,
New Yorlc
D ,\.XFORD HALL,
COiUPOSER-ARRA~GER.
All types of compositions
corrected.
Lyrics
set to music. 1914
W. Lunt Ave., Chicago, Ill.

in 1929

Austin. Texas

ADS
ORCHESTRA
STATIOSER.Y
A:\'D
POSTERS.
AD C,\.RDS. Exclusive
2color line. Samples. VV. S. K'u ter-ba.ch,
Box 664, Pottstown,
Pa.
~IONEY FOR YOUR SP,'-RE 'l'Il\IE.
Man or woman part or full time to
ca.ll by a.ppointment
on piano students who wiH welcome
your visit.
A car and some k no wl edg e of music
will help. For details,
contact:
'rhe
University
Society rnc.,
468 F'o urth
Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
ARRANGING
for Band - OrchestraPlano Vocals. Manuscripts
corrected
and prepared
for publication.
Words
set
to
mustc-scnoot
songs.
Send
manuscript
for
estimate.
Prompt
service.
Val's ArrangIng
Studio, 310
West 10th St., Sarasota,
Fla.
LEARN PIANO TUNING AT HO~IE.
Course
by Dr. Wm. Braid
w nt t e.
world's leading piano technician
and
teacher.
Write
Karl
Bartenbach,
100lA Wells St., Lafayette.
Ind.
VIOLINJUAKERS-Amateurs-Pro_
fessionals.
Fine tone European
wood,
materials,
supplies, patterns,
instructions. Illustrated
catalog 10¢, refunded. Premier
Violin
Supplies,
Dept.
V.E., 430 S. Broadway,
Los Angeles
13, California.
PLAY ACCORDION. STUDEI'iTS AND
TEACHERS
of other
instruments
can easily master
the bass buttons.
"Guide to the Basses", with Indicator
and Index
Slide, covers
everything
necessary
for a thorough
knowledge
of the accordion
basses
and their
uses. Reading
from accordion
music
and piano music, Relationship
of the
buttons,
Fingering,
Building
other
chords. Substitute
chords, etc. Everything you can possibly
learn on the
bass buttons
of an accordion.
Sent
POSTPAID
for. $2.00. CY BROUGHTON, 2834 Que St., S.E., Washington
20, D. C.
FOR SALE. Rare records. Lists. Collections
bought. E. HirSChmann,
100
Duncan Ave., Jersey City, New Jersey.

PLAY
BY SIGHT.
Pianists-Sight
Reading
made
easy.
Improve
your
playing
by studying
THE ART OF
SIGHT READING. 5 lessons complete
$3. Danford Hall, 1914 W. Lunt, Chicago, Ill.

BOOKS ON THE VIOLIN for the collector,
maker
and player.
Chamber
and
orchestral
music
cheap.
List1:!
free; Houghton Music Co., 19 Carsluith
Avenue, Blackpool,
England.

PIAXO TEACHERS.
"THE
PIANOGRAPH~'-Note
indicator
and !'light
reading
aid. Invaluable
for begInner
students.
Complete
with 5 Discs, $~.
Danford
Hall.
1914 W. Lunt,
Chicago, Ill.

LEARN
PIAi'\'O, SINGING,
SOXGWRITI1\""G, or help
your
children
with our amazingly
easy self-taught
courses.
:MUSIC TEACHERS'
ASSOCIATES,
26E Potters
Lane,
Great
Neck, N. Y.

SPECIALIZED
ARRANGING
AND
CO:'\IPOSING.
Piano,
vocal,
band
(dance, concert)
and orchestra
sc.oring. Melodies
composed
for Iyncs.
j\-1anuscripts
revised
and corrected.
Prompt
service.
Stein
Studlo,
1680
East
Orange
Grove Ave., Pasadena,
California.
OLD AND NE"\V VIOLINS,
Cellos,
Bows,
Supplies.
Repairing,
Eaken,
310 E. Washington
St., Chambersburg, Pa.

A. Walbridge

of

CERTIFICATION

"\VUl'fE SONGS: Read "Songwriter's
Review" Magazine
1650-ET
Broadway, New Yorlc 19, 25¢ copy; $2.00
year.

COMPETITIONS

Calif.

ISABEL HUTCHESON

Studio

FarmerPiono
Instructor at State Music Acod·
emv. Brussels, Belgiurt,"l, for ':Jdvanced students.
For information.
write or coil
Riverdale Towers. Apt. 4-J
3103 F-airfield Ave.
New York City
King,bridge
3·7677

New York 25. N. Y.

TEACHERS

NBC Television

The Ninth Y (lll(lo music festival
of American
works was held at
Saratoga
Springs,
N. Y.. Sept. 12,
13, and 14. New works as well as
some previously heard, occupied the
time of the various programs. Among
the
composers
represented
were
Ceorge Antheil, Burrill Phillips, Roy
Harris,
Aaron
Copland, Ross Lee
Finney, Quincy Porter, Wallingford
Hiegger, Robert Palmer, Irving Fine,
Nicolai Lopatnikoff,
Stephen Bonta,
Albert Tepper, and Robert Evett.

!

(Arm weight,
relaxation,
rotory. method)
Develops rhythm, tone, concentration,
speed!
Closs, Private
LEILA TYNDALL MOSES
(Former pupil & Assistant) C 4-1>351
S .
315 w. a6, N.Y. 24. N. Y.

336 Central

The

Theatre
is presenting
eight performances during its 1952-53 season.
including the television
premiere of
Benjamin
Britten's
"Billy
Budd"

which' opened the series on October
19, and the first professional performance
of Leonard
Bernstein's
"Trouble
in Tahiti" which win be
presented
on November
16. The
series is again under the musical
and artistic direction of Peter Herman Adler, with Samuel Chotzinoff
as producer.

pushes it to the left on the Up. If
you can acquire this feeling you will
be well on the way to producing
a
tone that will satisfy both you and
your listeners-always
provided that
your left hand is doing a thorough
job.
But above and beyond the technical means .of tone production
you
must have a vivid ideal of the tones
you want to hear, whether they be
soft and wooing or strong and virile.
Given this ideal, your tone is sure
to improve.
THE END

Modern Technique of Violin Bow. a" will help you a great deal. The
In .. ,
I·
I
.I
eleventhchapter dea s ennre y WIt 1
Tone Production.
.
The function of the bow m producinu a vibrant tone is very im-.
porta;t. It must maintain .3 close,
I'nuing touch on the stnng that
,10,
akes use of every rmilli metre 0 f
~owhair. This is not an unrelieved
downward pressure, but rather a
drawing and pushing of tile string.
The feeling in the right hand should
be that the bow draws the string to
the right on the Down stroke and

TEACHER

•

(Continued from Page 25)

f Mus i c

from Page 8)

The American Academy in
Rome is again offering a limited

of Famous

Breathing

0

(Continned

GLEN MICH~LS
Pa,d kIimlemith- "It's a
pleasure
to recommend
Glen Michaels'
hook of
drawings."
Alan Dunn-"Oh! You're
A Musician is a work of
great originality
and
humor."
For your own Eumrrainment or a
Gift to a friend.

BERL

An encyclopedic chronology of music, history and culture of China.
Arabia, Palestine, Greece, from year
3000 B.C. to modern times.

Wo rId

•

FORUM

WANT TO BUY-Harp
in good condition. Write Nels Remlin, Red Wing,
Minnesota.

RENT
CLASSICAL
I~ONG PL,",-Y
RECORDS!
Choose from
hundreds!
Classic
ClUb, 510 South
Ogden
St.,
Buffalo 6, New York.
HAND DUILDI~G EXERCISES
FOIl
PIANISTS
by Weldon
Carter.
Seven
exercises
which
with
twenty
minutes
daily
practice
give
results
quickly.
For busy
teachers,
intermediate
and advanced
pianists
Who
wish to improve and strengthen
the
hand for a better technic.
Send $1.00
per copy to \Vashington
Musical In
stltute,
1730 Sixteenth
Street,
N.'V.
WaShington,
D.C.
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LfARN ANOTHER

LANGUAGE by

MUSIC,

PROSPERITY

•

AND BUSINESS
(Continued

from Page 15)

•

hall and the theatre. It belongs in
the home and in the factory."
Dr. Beardsley RumI, eminent psyWorld's.Standord
CONVERSATIONAL
METHOD
chologist, economist and business
FRENCH
Are interesting
career. travel. cutuunt opportunities
passing von lJy
consultant, former Chairman of the
SPANISH
nee.use you need another language.
Federal Reserve of New York City
GERMAN...
AT HOME learn casnv. quickly Ill'
tho I.lXGUArHON~;
CONVEI~SAand Chairman of the Board of R. H.
RUSSIAN
'fIOKAL
i\lETHOD.
You LlSTENNORWEGIAN YOII heal' native men and women Macy & Co. once said to me:
speak-c-yuuunderstand-r-ynu
SPEAK.
"One of the most important of all
JAPA NESE Worldwide educational endorsement;
_29
a million homo - study
students.
usages for music in the future will
Languoges
Slop Wishing-Start
Talkingavailable
WHITE
TODAY for ~'RE:g unux.
unquestionably be in connection with
Lrnauanhone Institute, 3911 Radio City, N. Y. 20, N. Y.
industry. Thus music leaves the stu©Hlc;l
dio, the music room, the concert hall
Linguophone Institute
I
and the opera house and becomes
3911 Rodio City,
I
New York 20, New York
I
identified with the worker every day
Send me your FRJ<;E hook. J I
want to learn..
I
of the year. As a means of eliminatlanguago.
I
ing fatigue upon the part of the
I
I worker it has been demonstrated with
I
f'ity&State
___________
.JI a high degree of probability that under varying circumstances, from tell
to twenty percent more work can be
done under the inspiring influence of
music without additional effort or
strain, mental or physical."
Small wonder that the movement
for music in business has been de. 'Iime pianos in30days veloping in OUf country. One of the
;';0 lllusical knowledge needed. Plano tuneTs in great
most conspicuous instances of this
""mand. LoWcost training hy e"perts, Rcvolutionary
n"w pllOOOl("raPh
re"ords gi\'c true P'''OO tOneS. We
is that which has been systematically
"'rn\sh prOfessional tools (record player if n'-'edem.
IJ,struction "'.aou"ls. including: spinet tunin!'.". Fuil
frainlnl'! in plan" repair_and how to lin" up worl<
built up in the five hundred million
'or BIG "arnin:e:s. Send today for free tilerature.
dollar Dow Chemical Company, of
CAPITOL CITY TUNING SCHOOL
Dent. 1140, 129 E. Michigan Ave .• Lansing 16. Mich.
Midland, Michigan which has sponsored music in industry since 1936
when Mr. Frank M. Whaley established the Dow Male Chorus. It is
now one of the largest industrial musical organizations in the world. From
a relatively small beginning of a few
employees, 'eager to become memo
bers, it has developed into a far
reaching organization
serving the
musical interests of the company
and its many affiliates and subsidiaries in the United States and Canada. The Dow Music Department was
formally organized in 1943 by Dr.
Theodore Vosburgh, former Associate Professor of Music at Albion
~
College in Michigan, and graduate of
the Eastman School of Music. In 1945
the Midland Music Foundation was
established
to encourage
music
study among the children of surrounding communities. In addition
to the Dow Male Chorus highly
praised for its fine quality and artistic efficiency, there is a Dow Girls
Chorus of US members, a Dow Symphony Orchestra
of 75 members
(Wilford Crawford, conductor) and
various ensemble and chamber music groups. The Dow Music Department is staffed by excellent musicians.
This editorial is written with the
confidence that we are on the threshold of a new and splendid era in our
American life and that great musical opportunities will be opening in
many fields. This is a time to make
every moment count. Remember the
':'
N
wisdom of Beethoven: "Every day
spent without learning something is

LlNGUAPHONE

.,.

-------------,
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"

..

a day lost."
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l HESE VOCAL SOLOS AND DUETS FOIL CHIUSnUS
1

christmas solos

Cot. No.

Price

E·E

131.40637

$.50

g-E

131-40363

.50

F-g
doE

1 11-25536
111·25537

.50
.50

ADAM

Eb-g
db-F

131·40225
131·40226

.50
.50

McENANEY

e.c

131-40621

.3S

CURRY

a-D

131-40431

.40

ADAM

b-F

111-19808

.50

Range

Composer

Title

Around

BEACH

the Manger

Bethlehem

•

Lullaby

GRETCHANINOFF
CADMAN

Birthday Star of the King
Cantique

De Noel

(E-F-l)

••••.•..

Christmas
Christmas Eve Revery
Christmas Song (E-F).
Christmas Spirit (Reading).

...

LYNN-FISHER
DORSEY

young ones

I

play and sing

the carols

l' 1·26'447

.50

d-Eb

121.)0032

.so

bb-Bb

131-41045

.60

eo
bb-E

111·27bb5
131·40527

.50
.50

F·ab

111-12234

.so

PEYKE
SPROSS

Emmanuel
Gently, Litt/I! Jesus
Go Tell it on the Mountains
(Spiritual) ...

·Iet the

Hail to the King
In Old Judea (Obbl.)

BURLEIGH
.. GEIBEL

Eb·g
c-E

111·08048
111·08049

.so
.so

Jingle Bells (With

. PIERPONT

Eb-F

131-40419

.50

F-F
Eb-Eb

131-41040
131-41041

.50
.50

131·4104b

.so

111.18366

.50

dog
b·E

IJ 1-40033
IJ 1·40034

.50
.50

SPROSS

s.o

121·30535

.60

WHITE

F-F

121·30861

.40

GAUL

E-g
c-E

131·40711
131-40486

.50

DORSEY

bOD

1I1·27bbb

.50

GAUL

chorus)

Lamb, The

SHAW

Magic Night of Christmas
Night After

Christmas

Night of Nights

o

LYNN-FISHER

(Reading).
...

VAN

DE WATER

Little Town of Bethlehem
(Vio. obbl.)

Poor Little Jesus
Ride On, King Jesus,
Rise Up, Shepherd,
Shepherds

•............

and Follow

.a.o

PEYCKE

...

and the Inn _..

.50

E-E

131·40089

.50

Shepherds in Judea.
ROGERS
Shepherds of the Mountains (Los Pastores
de 10 Sierra)
INZENGA-SCHINDLER
Sleep My Jesu
(Cradle Hymn of the Virgin)
. BARTLETT

c.F#

131-40090

.SO

a.o

131.40718

.50

d-F

131-40093

.50

Song the Angels

Eb-g

111-07S2b

.50

bb-D

131-40107

.50

dog

c-F

131-40108
131·401~

.50
.SO

db-Eb

111.1JJ31

.40

E-F
d-Eb

131-40741
131·40742

.40

F-F

131-40743

.SO

Voices-Key

Cat. No.

pr.ce

S-A, Eb

131.40228

.85

2 Med. Yes.
111.27802
in C

.40

SoT, Bb
M-L, G

.75

Star Divine..

Sang.

. . .. . . . ..

. STULTS

. . . . . . . . . . . • . ..

. VANEUF

Star 01 Bethlehem

ADAMS

Star of Bethlehem

PLOGSTED

This is the Day the Christ is Born. ..
Three Kings (Catalonian
15 century, E-S)

KRAMER

Christmas Song,
SCHINDLER

... after all ...

.40

christmas duets
Title

Cantique de Noel
(0 Holy Night,

Composer

E-F) ....•......

In Judo's Land (Easy)
Night 01 Nights

THEODORE

ADAM

_KERR
VAN

PRESSER

DE WATER

CO.,

Bryn

131.40035

THEODORE PRESSER

Mawr, Po.

"~~~«,.«g~~~~~~=t::~~~"""~:::.."~.g':ol'~~'fa.~~

When in Philadelphia,

ETUDE-NOVEMBERl%!
1'1t1ll"UO 1'1 "1£

II. S A

.Y T~(

"lao

pIUS. I.e- _

.......

__

CO.,

Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

visit our retail store 1712 Chestnut Street

THE MODERN INSTRUMENT

Someday your beginner will catch that golden glint of 'inspirationand practice will be fun! And you can speed the day of achievement!

Hundreds of users testify to
new ease of playing Organ

How?
Add power and variety to those repeated, simple studies. Today',
child can use those same piano keys to play rich organ tones, or combine
piano and organ in new duets. You can provide an infinite
range of rich new tonalities to spice the hope for accomplishment.
This is just one of the many ways the LOWREY

ORGANO proves

itself the modem instrument that solves today's organ problems.
Easily installed on your piano-so easy to play-so 8exibleso low in cost. See how this electronic piano-organ will thrill
the family. For full information. send the coupon on page 64, now.

LOVVREY

o

0
CHICAGO

--------------------------------------New Principle Makes Possible
Organ Music from Your Piano Keys!
The LOWREY ORGANO provides a concealed Key Swiech
Mechanism. Installed under the piano keys. its self-adjusting key contacts
assure instant organ action. A portable Key Switch unit is also available

for use where the ORGANO is to be moved.

GET COMPLETE INFORMATION IN lIDS NEW
ORGANO BOOKLET.
Use handy COupon on page 64. This sevee your
Etude cover.

LOWREY ORGAN
Central

DIVISION

Commercial Industries, Inc.
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, Ill,

